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ABSTRACT

SHIPBOARD NURSING ON AIRCRAFT CARRIERS: THE LIVED EXPERIENCE 

OF TWELVE NAVY NURSES.

Catherine Wilson Cox. RN, PhD.. CCRN. CEN 

George Mason University. 2001 

Dissertation Director Dr. Jeanne M. Sorrell

The purpose of this study was to describe the lived experience of shipboard nursing on 

aircraft carriers. As of Spring 2001. the Navy had twelve aircraft carriers in operation. 

Each carrier's medical dep&tmeitt includes just one Navy nurse assigned to dkectiy care 

for over 5300 personnel. Currently, there is no research that describes what it is like to 

be the only nurse available to a patient population in the thousands. Using the principles 

o f phenomenology, twelve Navy nurses previously stationed aboard aircraft carriers were 

interviewed to explore their experience as ships' nurses. Six of the participants were 

female and six were male. The participants were asked: “What was your experience as a 

nurse on an aircraft carrier?" Husserlian phenomenokigy provided the theoretical 

framework for this study and Streubert's methodological approach was chosen to analyze 

the phenomena. The primary data collection strategy was the use o f tape-recorded, in- 

person interviews. Prior to the start of the formal interview , informed consent was
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documented and demographic data were obtained in order to fully place the data into 

context. Theimerviews were conducted until data saturation occurred and were 

transcribed prior to data analysis. Organization of the data was supported by the use of a 

computer program entitled NVrvo. All twelve of the participants verified the formalized, 

exhaustive description of the phenomenon and after some minor changes, they agreed 

that it accurately reflected their experience as the ship’s nurse on each aircraft cairier. 

Shipboard nursing on aircraft carriers was best described by the following essences: 

experiencing the best but toughest job the Navy has to offer its nurses; ensuring 

operational readiness; being one-of-one; operating constantly in an environment of 

uncertainty; having two families; and making the job better for the next generation. The 

findings of this study have implications for operational readiness and will assist Navy 

Nurse Corps administrators with making appropriate assignments for nurses seeking 

these carrier assignments. Finally, since there is a paucity of literature on this topic, the 

results have given a public voice to this extraordinary experience of military nursing.
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CHAPTER 1 

latrodactioa

The purpose of tins phenomenobgical study was to describe the 5v^d experience of 

shipboard nursing on aircraft carriers. As ofSpring 2001. the Navy had 12 aircraft 

carriers in operation- Each carrier's medical departmeia included just one Navy nurse 

assigned to directly care for over 5.500 personnel- There was no currera research that 

described what it was like to be the only nurse available to a patient population of several 

thousand on a ship; therefore, 12 Navy nurses previously stationed aboard aircraft carriers 

were interviewed to explore their experience as ships’ nurses. The question guiding this 

inquiry was; “Whai is the experience of the shqj's nurse on an aircraft carrier?”

This chapter includes the following sections: (a) the background and significance of 

the study, (b) phenomenological inquiry, (c) definition of terms, and (d) the chapter 

summary.

Bacfcgroaad tad Significance of the Stadv

Aircraft carriers are deployed worldwide in support of the United States' (U.S.) 

interests and conanitinents. They can respond to woridwide crises in ways ranging from 

peacetime presence to a fofl-scale war. In feet, the Navy's surface forces are built around 

battle groups with aircraft carries as the centerpieces. Frequently the focal point ofU.S. 

military diplomatic and geopolitical strategy , aircraft carriers represent the cornerstone of
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Navy operatfonal readiness Each aircraft carrier is as taD as a 24-story budding; weighs 

approximately 97,000 tons; contains over 2,700 compartments sad a flight deck over four 

and one-half acres in area; and carries a crew o f5,000-6,000 (Cooke, 1997). An aircraft 

carrier has an airport control tower, holds over 80 aircraft; and features a movie theater, 

television station. Hbrary, chapd, gym, and medical and dental wards. The significance of 

studying shipboard nursing on these floatmg cities is that each ship's nurse has enormous 

potential to impact the health care of the carrier s crew and the operational readiness of 

both the ship and its battle group.

There being only one nurse assigned to each aircraft carrier brings to nund several 

questions: What is it like? What can one learn about this type of operational nursing 

practice? Do these nurses think that they were prepared for this role? If not should the 

Navy provide special training prior to assigning nurses to these jobs? What are the nurses' 

experiences with treating, holding, transporting, and evacuating patients aboard aircraft 

carriers? Do Navy nurses make a difference in the heafth outcomes of the patients 

stationed on aircraft carriers? Given the integration o f women on board Navy ships, what 

is the experience of aircraft carrier nurses with women's health issues?

This study could not build on previous research because the phenomenon of interest -  

nurses' experiences whOe stationed on aircraft carriers -  had never before been explored, 

analyzed, or described in the literature- Because there is absolutely no research-based 

information available on shipboard nursing on aircraft carriers, the findings of this study 

provide valuable insight into nursing practice m a service unique environment and describe 

issues related to operational readiness. The findings may also assist Navy Nurse Corps
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ariniinkfrarnrK with mairing appropriate assignments for nurses seeking these carrier job 

positions (bfflets}. Fatally, since there is a paucity of literature on this topic, the resuhs 

give a pubfc voice to the extraordinary experience of military nursing.

The significance of studying the phenomenon of nurses' experiences wink stationed 

aboard akcrafi carriers came to mind during several social conversations I had with nurses 

previously assigned to aircraft carriers. Some of these nurses shared a desire to be more 

senior (at least an 0-4 or 0-5) for this type of tour. They also voiced a desire to have 

personnel management classes prior to assuming this duty because they found that their 

rote changed from critical care nurses to division officers immediate^ after they 

transkioned to the aircraft carrier. Those stationed aboard nuclear-powered aircraft 

carriers wished they had more radiation safety preparation prior to reporting to this 

assignment. Finally, at least one spoke of the need to increase the billets of nurses aboard 

akcraft carriers from more than one because the demand for directing quality nursing care 

to over 5300 shipmates was an impossible goal for just one nurse. To determine whether 

these comments were representative of shipboard nursing aboard aircraft carriers. 12 

former aircraft carrier nurses were interviewed in order to identify their lived experience in 

this role.

Prior to data collection, the Navy Specialty Leader for Operational Nursing was 

contacted to ascertain what life was like for nurses on aircraft carriers. ConmanderC. 

McLamon (personal communication. August 6,1999) wrote that a typical day entailed 

superviang inpatient care, conducting training, attending planning meetings, setting tp  and 

executing medical training driBs, and conducting quality improvement activities. The
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strip’s nurse did not have any direct subordinates except for the corpsmen who were 

assigned to the inpatient ward when the aircraft carrier was underway. He or she also 

coordinated the Medical Training Team (M l I ). When the ship was underway, the ship’s 

nurse was on-call 24-hours a day, seven days a week (24/7). Unlike the six or seven 

medical officers who shared call and had <hity every six or seven days, the nurse was 

always on-duty. If there was a critically 21 patient on the inpatient ward, the nurse handed 

the patient over to one ofthe medical officers for a short sleep break, but other than that, 

it was up to the ship's nurse to provide nursing care to that paiienL Many carrier nurses 

reported shifts o f 1 &-to-20-hours for several days at a time when providing critical care 

nursing. Additionally, since the carriers did not have respiratory technicians, the nurse 

was usually the resident expert on ventilator operations- Also, some nurses had to leave 

the carrier for one to five days at a time in order to provide nursing care to critically ill 

patients during medical evacuations. During these occasions, nursing coverage to the 

aircraft carrier or carrier battle group was interrupted untfl the nurse rettimed- As for 

other inpatient care, the corpsmen performed most o f the duties. The corpsmen also 

conducted most of the training throughout the ship; however, the ship's nurse was 

uitknately responsible for all training exercises.

The qualifications for the ship's nurse were as follows;

1. Preferably a senior lieutenant (0-3) or lieutenant commander (0 4 )
2. Completed at feast twn tours o f duty
3. Twx> years ofcritical care experience
4. Certified in Basic Life Support (BLS) and Advanced Cardiac Life Support 

(ACLS)
5. Some teaching experience (e.g„ as a BLS or ACLS instructor)
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6. Some administrative experience (e.g^ as a division officer) as well as other 
collateral duties such as quality improvement activities

7. Possessed a grtmg performance record that demmistraaed good leadershy and 
interpersonal skills

8. Met physical fitness standards

Regarding whal day-to-day life is Hce on an aircraft carrier. U.S. News & World 

Report (The Big. Mean War Machine. 1994) did a cover story on a six-month deployment 

with the USS America. The article portrayed life at sea as a hardship. Sailors were 

separated from their family members for unreasonable periods o f time. Many started 

distancing themselves from their families weeks before departure in an attempt to make 

leaving easier. ^Iheylomw that wfaife they are gone, babies will be born, proems will die, 

Christmas and Thanksgiving wifl come and go. cars will break down and wives will give 

up on Navy hfe and leave their absent husbands” (p.31). During the timeframe of the 

article. 85 wives gave birth at home wide their spouses were at sea. The one thought that 

helped these new fathers at sea was the Navy tradition of allowing them to be the first off 

the ship upon homecoming. Life was hard for those who spent the deployment beneath 

the ffiglfl deck -  away from fresh air and sunlight- There were no portholes and the spaces 

were claustrophobic. A week could go by before a sailor even attempted to climb the 

steep ladders to the flight deck to get a breath of fresh ait. The galley's menu served as a 

calendar to some (e.g.. pizza fer dinner so it must be Friday). .After an arduous six months 

at sea. the transition to home began with Navy counsefing teanis joining the carrier to 

remind the aew  that their loved ones had changed and bad grown independent since they 

left port. The crew was reminded that they needed to lesun to be fathers and husbands
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again- For tins deployment, the America lost no sailors ai sea. However, two sailors went 

onto die ina toe-night automobile accident on the day the ship returned home.

An exploratory review of the Stoatine regarding nosing practice in service inhcpie 

environment (winch included several non-fiction military nursing books, various military 

Internet websites, and over 90 military nursing journal articles) revealed the following 

themes (in no particular order):

• Operational readiness
•  Hardship and emotional pain
• Battle fatigue
•  Austere environment
• Flexibflity/Adaptabflity/ImprovTsalion
•  Humor
•  Camaraderie
• Pride and patriotism
•  Paraprofesaonais
•  Remembrance of special patients
•  Job satisfaction
•  Role expectations, conflict, and stress

Only one article bad a discussion regarding what it was like to be a nurse on an 

aircraft carrier (Poyner. 1992). Poyner's article described some of the duties involved 

with being a shipboard nurse: however, the article was devoid of a majority of the themes 

discovered in the exploratory literature review.

This study was consistent with the Navy Nurse Corps' Strategic Plan. The Plan's 

Mission stated that the “Nurse Corps actively supports the Navy and Marine Corps Team 

and Navy Medicine with a community of active and reserve component professionals 

focused on accomplishing the readiness and heakh benefit missions.- (Nurse Corps 

Strategic Plan. 2000, p. 1). Its Scope ofNurang Practice read as follows:
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Navy nursing is unique in ils responsibility for professional nursing care in peacetime 
and wartime. Nurse Corps officers share an historical camaraderie of caring for 
others under ordinary, extraordinary, and often tmusual circumstances. As 
professional registered nurses, they voluntarily assume an additional role as Naval 
officers which mandates the successful integration of compassion with discipline, 
individuality wtth conibrraky, and wellness promotkmwiffi wartime readiness. As 
collaborative participants on the health care team, they freely share nursing expertise 
to accomplish the health services mission. Navy nurses are fife-long learners, 
dedicated to pursuing quality educatton and training to foster personal and 
professional excellence- Leadership is every Nurse Corps officer's responabifity. As 
role models and mentors for other nurses and Hospital Corpsmen. Navy nurses must 
apply then experience, education, and training to be both nrifitoy and nursing leaders.
(p. I)

The goals o f the Navy Nurse Corps’ Strategic Plan pertained to the qualifications of 

leadership, operational readiness, and professional nursing practice. Because aircraft 

carrier nurses incorporated all three of these characteristics into their job. this study 

supported the goals o f the Navy Nurse Corps.

Pheaomeaotogical laq iirv  

This phenomenological inquiry was grounded in Edmund Husserl's perspectives. 

Husserl proposed a number of steps, most notably epoche. as wefl as a number of 

methodological devices (e.g_ inteationaiity. phenomenological and eidetic reduction, and 

intuiting) in order to isolate the central essential features of the phenomena under study 

(Moran, 2000). The goal ofHusserfian phenomenology is to describe the meaning of an 

experience from the standpoint of those who have had (or 'lived'') that experience (Cohen 

& Ornery. 1994). Because Husserl emphasized pure descrytion. rather than finding 

hidden mremino and the goal of this endeavor was to describe the lived experience of 

shipboard nursing on aircraft carriers, his phenomenological philosophy was selected to 

provide the theoretical framework guiding this inquiry .
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Definition of Terms

BiBet is tbe Navy tenn that characterizes a job position. A famous Navy saying is:

“no billet, no body” meaning if there is no official job position (or 'iaflet"'), then the spot 

will not be filled (with a "‘body’’).

Carrier Battle Group consists of warships that operate in concert with the aircraft 

carriers wide deployed at sea.

Tbe Commanding Officer (CO1) is tbe Line officer in actual command of the strip. 

Reg^dlessoftheCO’s rank, he or she is always referred to as “Captain.” Although 

absohtfe responsibility for the safety of the ship and the ship's crew ultimately Bes with the 

CO, in actuality the CO delegates the duties of the ship to the Executive Officer (XO). 

department heads, aid  the Officer of the Deck (OOD) (Wedertz, 1978). Another 

nickname for the CO is “Skipper.”

The Executive Officer ( XO) is the Line officer next in rank to the CO. .All matters 

relatedto the crew, customs, and discipline ofthe ship fell to the XO. .Any orders issued 

by the XO carry the same weight as those issued by the CO. If anything were to happen 

to the CO. then the XO takes control of the ship (Wedertz. 1978).

The Line Community consists of the war fighting community of the Navy such as the 

officers that man stoface ships, fly aircraft and operate submarineŝ  The Line community 

is supported by the officers of the Staff Corps (which consists of nurses, physicians, 

dentists, allied health personnel accountants, civil ertgineas. lawyers, and chaplains).

Medevac is an acronym for “medical evacuation” and involves transporting a patient 

to a source or site o f definitive care (usually ashore).
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Being One-of-One refates to the fact that Naval officers are evaluated by bemg 

compared to their peers. In a hospital settmg. where there are many nurses, an individual 

nurse is rraked among a group o f other nurses wfth similar seniority and experience (e ^ , 

ranked number four of 15). On a ship, however, where there is only one nurse, the single 

nurse is typically ranked oae-of-oae.

Operarinnal Nurdnp is defined as nursing outside of traditional Naw hospitals in 

support o f Navy operations.

Operational Readiness is defined as “the abffity to deploy personnel and equipment in 

an expeditious mamer to any part o f the world in support of mffitay operations" 

(Tricarico. 1998, p. 41).

Underway occurs once the aircraft carrier is no k a ^ r docked to the pier and the ̂ lip 

becomes its own entity. This period may last from hours to days to even months at a time.

Part of the deployment cycle of an aircraft carrier is participating in Work-Ups. With 

work-ups. the carrier undergoes multiple testing phases to prepare the ship for potential 

combat.

Chapter Sm nary

This studydescribes the lived experience of shipboard nursing on aircraft carriers. In 

this chapter, the background and significance of the study , phenomenological inquiry , and 

definition of terms were identified and described. Chapter II contains the review of 

literature relevant to this study.
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CHAPTER II 

Review of the L iterati re

The purpose of tins study was to describe the lived experience of shipboard nursing 

on akcraft carriers- To accompfcb tins purpose, phenomenological philosophy and 

methodology were used to discover and gain insight into nursing on aircraft carriers. An 

exploratory review o f literature is as follows: (a) nursing practice in service unique 

environments (b) aircraft carriers, and (c) phenomenological inquiry.

M irm g Practice m Service Uakrae E i r e w f  Is 

A search of CINAHL, MEDLINE, and INFOTRAC. revealed no articles regarding 

nursing on aircraft carriers. Eventually, one such article (Poyner, 1992), which was not m 

any major computer database, was subsequently discovered and is discussed in this 

chapter. Therefore, the scope of the search was broadened to include all mflkary nursmg 

articles regarding nursing practice in service unique environments. This search disclosed 

that most military nursing articles fell into various categories: military nursing history- 

nursing during armed conflict (e.g.. World War H. Vietnam, and Desert Shield/Storm):

practice models; military nursing recruitment articles: and miscellaneous topes (e.g.. 

interviews with military nurses regarding theirjobs or about their programs). Noneof 

these categories could be ignored so any article thought to reveal facts, thoughts, or
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themes that could relate to being the ship’s nurse on an aircraft carrier were evaluated. 

Eventually, several non-fiction military nursing books, various mffiiary Internet websites, 

aid  over 90 mffitary nursing journal articles were deemed firing and reviewed for the 

section. Incidentally, of the 90-phis mffiiary nursing journal articles reviewed for this 

inquiry, less than 20 were research studies (Le.. Odd & O’Neal. 1993; Kennedy. 1984; 

LaRocco, Tetrick. & Meder, 1989; Maloney, Anderson. Gladd. Brown, & Hardy. 19%; 

McNulty 1994; McRae-Bergeron. May. Foulks, Sisk. Chainings. & Clark. 1999; Means- 

Markwefl, Hawkins, Reichow, Gaghone. Holmboe. Malone. & Hyams. 1997; Puksta. 

1995; Reineck. 1999; Robinson. Rodriguez. Sammons, & Keim. 1993; Savage. Simms. 

Williams. & Erbin-Roesemann, 1993; ScanneB-Desch. 1996,1999; Shisarcick. Ursano, 

Fullerton. & Dirmeen. 1999a/1999b; Stanton-Bandiero. 1998; Stanton. Dittmar. Jezewski. 

& Dickerson. 1996; and Yoder. 1995).

The exploratory review of the literature regarding nursing practice in service unique 

enviromnents revealed the following themes (in no particular order land are discussed 

below:

•  Operational readiness
•  Hardship and emotional pain
•  Battle fatigue
• Austere environment
• FtedHfity/AdaptaMity/Tiiqmjvisation
• Humor
• Camaraderie
• Pride and patriotism
• Paraprofessionals
• Remembrance of special patients
•  Job satisfaction
•  Role expectations, conflict, and stress
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(^ajtianlgarfiiai

Operational readiness, mdudmg a soldier’s individual readiness for deployment was

reported in the literature. Tricarico (1998) defined readiness as ‘‘the ability to deploy

personnel and equipment in an expeditious mamer to any part of the world in support of

mffiiary operations” (p. 41). The concepts of readiness and training go hand-in-hand -

nurses need to be trained to respond to the unique aspects of nursing when deployed.

Stantoo-Bandiero's (1998) study of nurse veterans from World War 0 . Korea, Vietnam,

and Operation Desert Shield/Storm found that eighty-percent of the nurses surveyed felt

that their traiaipg prior to deployment was inadequate. The majority of nurses in this

study recommended that deployment training address leadership, critical decision-making.

and field expedient methods for clinical intervention.

Fessler’s (1996) book contained interviews from WWD military nurses. One of

Fessler's participants commented on the lack of training received when caring for the

soldiers m the Bataan Death March:

When I look back. we did things 1 never knew I could do and had experiences I never 
expected to have. Our training never inchided that kind of treatment. I wouldn't 
want to de that over again, (p. 55)

ScarmeD-Desch (1996) interviewed 24 nurses who served in the Vietnam War and 

discovered that their advice for the next generation of military nurses was for operational 

training to be intensive, realistic, and focused on trauma care without the use of 

sophisticated equipment. Scuuiefl-Destit (1999) recommended that the trailing of 

military nurses emphasize lessons learned from past wars and disasters. Norman's (1990) 

Vietnam nurses cautioned the next generation to be prepared -  that war is no game.
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This advice was echoed in Reineck's (1999) article where Reineck discussed how 

operational ntiremg differed from traditional nursing In the operational setting:

•  The nurang role switched from bekig a specialist to becoming a generalist
•  The technology changed from high to bw
•  The equ^xnent tended to be manual versus automated
•  The cfink^ nursing scenarios became much more diverafied
• The environment tended to be austere
• The reed for flearihffity was heightened
•  Nurses needed to be prepared to deal with confusion, psychological pressure, and 

stress in a chemical and biological warfare environment

Rdneck’s focus groups defined individual readiness as a “dynamic concept with

dimensions at the individual. group, mid systems levels. which, together, influence one's

ability to accomplish the mission'’ (p. 253). The focus groups then identified six

interrrialed components of individual readiness and their corresponding ideas as being:

1. Clinical nursing con^ency-included technical skiBs as well as physical 
assessment skills and traurna/triage skiBs

2. Operational conqjetency -  related to the ability to use skflls in an operational 
environment

3. Survival skills -  encompassed familiarization with weapons, tactical proficiency, 
and knowmg bow to Eve safely in the operational environment

4. Perronal/psychosocial/pbyacal readjpess-mvolved courage, conunitmem. and 
integrity. Nurses need to have a healthy mindset and they need to possess the 
stamina to perform physical work in a hard environment

5. Leadership and administrative support -  linked leadership with providing a 
favorable command climate

6. Group integration and identification -  promoted teamwork

Reineck believed that the resolution of these six components was necessary to achieve and 

maintain readiness when providing nursing care m the operational setting Other authors 

also discussed the need for operational readiness regarding humanitarian missions (Baker 

& Ryals. 1999; Samuels. 1997; South & Smith. 1995: Vermillion. 19%); air combat
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command medical personnel (McRae-Bergeron et aL 1999); and the air transportable

hospital (Tricarico, 19%).

Hardship aud EmotioMi Pa«

The theme ofterdship and/or emotional pain was evidem in the reviewed articles.

One had to leant to endure hardships when placed in the operational setting (Fessler.

1996; Forster, 1996; Gianas, 1994; McRae-Bergeron et aL. 1999; Norman. 1999;

Reineck, 1999; Sterner. 1997; West & Clark. 1995). Emotional sequelae of catastrophic

events experienced in the operational setting can leave one with a lifetime of paxnfili

memories (Bareoktsld-O'Connor. 1998; Scaonell-Desch, 1999; Stanton et aL 1996). One

of the respondents in Scaranefl-Desch's (1996) study cautioned:

I think when you join the aniitaiy, you must jom wfth full knowledge that it is a 24 
hour-a-dayjobandifthereisa war. you can be called for that. We didn’t join 
because we warned a nice 7-to-3 job. and. of course, it may involve making the 
ultimate sacrifice, your file. (p. 122)

Battle Fatigue

Battle fatigue is a term used to describe the negative responses that cam arise from 

stress in the operational setting (usually combat). It is a normal reaction to an abnormal 

event. The signs and synqttoms include:

• Profound personality change
•  HypervigOance
• Fearfulness
•  Anxiety
•  Irritability
•  Grieving
• Loss of confidence
• Loss of forth
•  Fatalism
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•  Depression
• Insomnia
•  Psychosis induced by lost sleep
•  Exhaustion
• Apathy
•  Loss o f slriHs
•  Impaired speech
•  Misconduct in combat (e.g., drug and alcohol abuse) (Worthington & Titus. 1995.

p -22)

These symptoms may occur in those nurses wbo work bng hours, with no free dme, 

ihkW uncomfortable aid dangerous situations (Gianas, 1994; Haie, 1998; Hale & Collins, 

1995; Reineck, 1998; Shisardck et aL. 1999a; Stanton et aL 1996; V anA on, 19%; 

Wise, 1998; Zdrodowski. Dekker, & Vogelsang-Watson. 19%). The treatment for battle 

fatigue is rest 

Aastere Eaviroaiaeat

Working in austere environments was mentioned in a number of articles. Stanton- 

Bandiero's (1998) respondents feh that military nurses needed to learn how to cope with 

the austerity of the odBtaiy combat environment (e.g.. even performing simple hygiene 

measures is conphcated in this type of setting). West and Clark (1995) conducted 90 oral 

history interviews of personnel who served on a humanitarian mission in Somalia in 1992 

-Operation Hope. The authors wrote that the deployed personnel had to adapt to 

difficuft living conditions including filth and blowing sand. Other authors said that military 

nurses needed to realize that operational nursing may not occur in ideal circumstances and 

that nurses need to be prepared for tins (Barzoloski-O’Comor. 19%; Hale. 1998; Hale & 

Colins. 1995; May. 19%; Reineck. 1999; Stanion-Bandiero. 1998; Stanton et aL. 1996).
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FleiibiBtv/Adaptabilitv/Ia» pnmsatkwi

Having a flexible attitude, being willing to do new things, and being adaptable to 

changing sanationsate important deployment strategies, especiafly in austere 

environments (Reineck, 1999). Jonas’ (1991) Gulf War nurses used in^rovisation to get 

around shortages and tmftatioas (e.g^ utilizing ta il boxes as work tables and making tbeir 

own 124ead EKG tracings-because they lacked a 12-lead EKGmadrine-by manually 

moving the V-kad on their cardiac monitor for each lead). ScanneQ-Desch's(19%) 

Vietnam War nurses learned to make do with whatever equipment they had available to 

them. ZdrodowskFsetaL (1996) humanitarian nurses had to adapt their operatmg room 

equipment for even the simplest procedures. Forster's (19%) mission to Haiti had a rough 

start when the nurses realized they had no toilet fealties; whereupon, they used empty 

milk cartons as latrines. Other aitthois also addressed this subject matter in then articles 

(Barzoloski-O'Connor. 1998; Scannefl-Desch. 1999; Smith & Smith. 1995; Stanton- 

Bandiero. 19%; Stanton et aL. 19%; Stowe. 1992).

Hamor

Humor was a coping strategy that emerged in some of the articles (Dahl & O'NeaL 

1993; ScanneQ-Desch. 1999; Smith. 1993; Stanton et aL, 19%). Hale &, Collins (1995) 

wrote: “The ability to £md and create humor m the frustrations and absurdities and 

willingness to laugh at oneself are vitaT (p. 94).

C«—»r*dcrie

Another theme reported in the literature was camaraderie. Operational nursing breeds 

camaraderie whether it involves flight nursing (Brannon. 1998); nursing during periods of
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armed conflict (Armstrong & Unkie, 1992; Barzoloski-O’Coimor, 1998; Bennett, 1991;

Fessier, 1996; Gianas. 1994; Hale, 1998; Hoogewtom, 1991; KeOy. 1991; Norman. 1990;

Scaimett-Desch, 1996,1998; Stafflon-Bandiero, 1998; Stanton et aL, 19%; Sterner.

1997); omsmg during humanitarian missions (Zdrodowski. et aL. 1996); and general

military nursing (Fiffion, 1991; Vescovi, 1998). Dahl and O’Neal (1993) and Gardner

(1991) felt that a strong sense of camaraderie led to decreased stress in their combat

support hospitals. One nurse in Fessler’s (19%) book commented on the sense of fendy

this participant experienced when working with nurses while taking care of prisoners

released from Camp Dachau at the end of WWI3:

We both realized we would not be seeing each one another again, and it was sad to 
leave people who had become as close as members of my femfly. (p. 190)

Pride tad Patriotism

A sense of pride and patriotism was reflected in articles written by military nurses 

regarding deployments dm a^ the Vietnam War (Scanned-Desch. 19%; Wise. 1998); 

Desert Shiekj/StonnCDuvaL 1991; Galvin. 1991; Kenmsoo. 1991; May, 19%; Melon. 

1991; Thornton, 1991; Worthington & Titus. 1995); Hurricane Andrew (Krause, 1993); 

Somalia (Early. Drost, Lomax. & Kutzner. 1994); Haiti (Forster. 1996); and the Korean 

airiine crash (Topley. 19%). Despite many hardships, these nurses (including the nurses 

who returned home from the Vietnam War and were ostracized by the American pubBe) 

feh an enormous sense of pride and patriotism in providing service for their country .
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Pantprofasionab

The inffiiny’s use ofparaprofessioiials was considered in several auricles. Baraolodd- 

O’Cormor (1998) reported that one had to rely on delegation when there were too many 

duties for just one nurse to handle. Hale and Coffins (1995) and Scarme&-Desch( 1999) 

cited the clinical expertise of paraprofessonak as being outstanding -  both articles had 

discussions regarding theuse of the team approach in the delivery ofbeaMi care to troops 

in operational settings.

RoueMbraace of Special Patients

One theme noted during this review was the remembrance of special patients. 

Scannefl-Desch's (19%, 1999) phenomenological study regarding Vietnam War nurses 

revealed relationships that were characterized by a deep bonding with patients. 

Barzoloski-O'Connor (1998). Fessier (19%), Gianas (1994), Mafley and Topfey (1999), 

Norman (1990), and Sterner (1997) all discussed specific patients in their publications.

Job Satisfaction

A number of articles reflected different aspects of job satisfaction. LaRocco et aL 

(1989) compared the differences in perceptions of work envsonmenu Job attitudes, and 

health beliefs among military nurses, physicians, and dentists. The authors found that 

nurses reported the least amount o f job satisfaction among the three groins. Robinson et 

aL (1993) compared perceptions o f selected aspects of work life between rmfitary and 

civilian nurses and discovered that although the mffiiary nurses were pleased with their pay 

and fringe benefits, civilian nurses reported greater job satislactioa peer cohesion.
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supervisory support, decision making, autonomy, task orientation, and innovative

opportunities.

Maloney et aL (19%) evaluated and compared the work environment of a large Army 

m edkalcentertoother military medical centers. The authors discovered that muses in 

higher positions experienced a greater feeling of autonomy and support than did their 

subordinates- Also, men and women had amflar perceptions regarding their work 

environment. Finally, the military facilities differed in their ratings of peer cohesion, 

supervisory support, sense of autonomy, supervisory support, and work pressure. The 

authors recommended that senior nurses be sensitive to the work enviroranent and how it 

affects their staffs morale and job satisfection. Yoder's (1995) study suggested that the 

perception of importance, as manifested by a “coach” taking an interest in one's 

professional fife, favorably influenced job satisfaction.

Norman’s (1990) muses expressed job satisfaction when they experienced so much 

professional autonomy while serving in Vietnam. When returning to the United States 

(U.S.). they found that they could not professionally function the way they had m 

Vietnam. In Vietnam, their nursing skills had been appreciated. In the U.S.. the nurses 

saw their role shift back to being a “handmaiden" (p. 128).

Puksta (1995) conducted a descriptive, correlational study among female Navy nurses 

in the age group o f40-60 years old. Puksta discovered that daily hassles (e.g.. not enough 

tune to do things, too many things to do. troubling thoughts about the future, concerns 

abotff weight, too many respons&ffities aid interruptions, and the heafth of family 

members) and work-related hassles (e.g„ concerns about retirement, too many meetings.
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concerns about derision to change jobs, job satisfaction, and concerns about job security) 

were the most significant predictors of quality of life. McNukv (1994) also studied female 

Navy nurses. McNuky wanted to determine the prevalence of eating disorders and 

identify the factors that might predispose one to exhibit an eating disorder. The author 

found that eating disorders were widespread across all ages and ranks in the Navy Nurse 

Corps and that one o f the variables that predicted eating disorders was job satisfaction.

Some Navy nurses woe actually excited about their work environment (Savage et aL, 

1993). These nurses valued the variety, leadership and management experiences, and the 

opportunities for teaching and learning that Navy nursing had to offer. Puksta (1995) 

confirmed this by writing that the Navy Nurse Corps offered diversified opportunities that 

most of its members viewed as having a positive effect on their career. Savage et aL listed 

saponks o f frustration, which mimic some of Puksta's hassles, with Navy nursing:

• Understaffing
• Inappropriate staffing
• Not having enough time to accomplish work
• Lack o f communication between physicians and nurses
• Lack of conmunication between nurses and administration
• Work not getting done that should be done (pp. 153-161)

Role Emectatioas. Conflict. and Stress

Role expectations and rote conflict in unitary nursing was another theme mentioned 

in the literature. Adams (1988) wrote that a role included the expectations held for one's 

behavior when working in a particular position. Role conflict occurred when there were 

contradictory expectations for the role occupant's behavior. Adams reported that a 

military nurse (in this case, an Army clinical head nurse) held three roles: officer.
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ariiiwwfraior, and registered nurse. The author advocated three recommendations for 

avoiding role conflict and stress:

1. Maintain c&rocai expertise
2. Become thoroughly familiar with the rationale for mfikary policies and procedures
3. Develop a managerial theoiy and style from which to operate in [one's] 

organisation (p. 50)

Austin (1993-1994), Dahl aid O’Neal (1993), Kennedy (1984), and Staffer (1990)

also addressed role conflict in their articles. Staffer's essay was particularly important

because Staffer believed that the concept of being both a military and nursing leader might

lead to role stress and strain. Shifter reported information that pertained to the role of the

Navy nurse as both an expert nursing practitioner and naval leader. Staffer wrote:

The ultimate Navy nurse role would be described as the Nurse Corps officer who is 
known to be an expert nursing practitioner and simultaneously [meets] all role 
expectations as a naval leader. Unclea-or inaccurate expectations regarding the 
traditional Navy Nurse role may originate from expectations of peers or superiors. 
Role stress and strain results when role expectations are not or cannot be met. which 
may lead to loss o f commitment and professional values both as an officer and as a 
nurse, (p. 208)

Shifter's article suggested that role stress and strain may occur in those nurses on board 

aircraft carriers because once they reported to these assignments, they were no longer 

hospital-based nurses. They were now division officers who no longer reported to a 

senior Nurse Corps officer but rather to their Senior Medical Officer (SMO) and. 

ultimately, the Commanding Officer (COi of their ship. Therefore, they became part of 

the Navy Line community .
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MHtthMQK PewiM Gaif Crab

A number of articles were available regarding the Persian Gulf Crisis (perhaps 

because this event occurred within the last decade). In two of the articles, it was reported 

that women and men differed in their responses to fife events, stress, and coping when 

deployed on the hospital ship -USNS Comfort -  during Operat»n Desert 9riekl/Stomt 

(Shisarcick et aL, 1999a/1999b). Other articles reflected the stress of this event (Dahl & 

O'Neal 1993); offered personal accounts of mffiiary morses deployed during this time 

(Bennett. 1991; Bowdoin, 1991; Gardner. 1991; Hoogendom. 1991; Jonas. 1991; Kelly. 

1991; May, 19%; Rhoads, 1991); described the role of the nurse executive in an 

operational setting (Smith. 1993); or detailed the functioning of their respective 

organizat ions during the deployment (Armstrong & Unkie, 1992; Hale. 1998; Hale & 

Coffins, 1995; Ochsner, 1992;OehsneretaL, 1992).

Stowe (1992) offered an opthrasiic formula for the successful deployment of Stowe's

• Maintain a positive attitude
• It is best if afl of the nurses come from the same hospital/organization
• Provide a strong nursing education department which offers such topics as trauma 

support, handling mass casualties, and preparing for chemical and biobgical 
warfare

• Develop a departmental philosophy as soon as possible
• Select the right people for the job
• Foster a chmate of command support
• Plan for the worst case and be flexible (pp. 49-53)
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hi summary, the exploratory review of the literature re^rdmg nursing practice in 

service unique environments revealed themes that could relate to being the ship's nurse on 

an aircraft earner. In the next section, an overview of aircraft carriers is presented.

Aircraft Carriers

When die scope of the fiteramre review was expanded, over a dozen articles that 

reflected aircraft carriers were found (and are discussed below). During the last 75 years, 

tbeNavy’sabffity to launch and land aircraft at sea has been a powerful aspect of 

American foreign policy. Currently, there are 12 aircraft carriers in operation. These 

aftcraft carriers are defined by then class and are either unclear-powered (CVN) or not 

(CV). The Ninritz-class carriers are the largest warships in the world and they consist o f 

the:

1. USS Nimitz (CVN 68). homeported in Norfolk. VA
2. USS Dwight D. Eisenhower (CVN 69). homeported in Norfolk. VA
3. USS Carl Vinson (CVN 70), homeported m Bremerton, WA
4. USS Theodore Rooseveft (CVN 71), homeported in Norfolk. VA
5. USS Abraham Lincoln (CVN 72). homeported in Everett WA
6. USS George Washington (CVN 73). homeported in Norfolk, VA
7. USS John C. Stearns (CVN 74). homeported in San Diego. CA
8. USS Harry S. Truman (CVN 75). homeported in Norfolk. VA (Public Aflairs 

Office. 2000)

The Enterprise-class carrier is also nuclear-powered. However, it requires eight 

nuclear reactors as opposed to the two of the Nimitz-ciass carriers (Public Affairs Office. 

2000). The lone Enterprise-class carrier is the USS Enterprise (CVN 65) and it is 

homeported in Norfolk. VA.

The Joint F. Kennedy-class carrier also consists of just one carrier: the USS John F. 

Kennedy (CV 67), winch is homeported it Mayport, FL. The fast two carriers are Kitty
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Hawk-class carriers: the USS KittyHawk (CV 63). homeported in Yokosuka, Japan, and 

the USS ConsteQalion (CV 64), bonKported in San Diego. CA. Tbe mam difference that 

distmguisfaes the last three non-nuclear aircraft carriers is the composition of their power 

plants (Pubfic Aflairs Office, 2000). Incidentally. one o f tbe existing carriers wiD be 

retired once the Ninrtz-class USS Ronald Reagan (CVN 76) is fully operational.

CVN 77 (still umamed and currently being built in Newport News, VA) will be tbe 

last Ninffiz-class carrier to be constructed. In 2006. a new line of aircraft carriers, known 

as the CVX-class, wiD go into productioa A debate continues as to the final shape and 

design of the new carrier model; however, several factors wiD be taken into account 

during the building of the CVX-class. Because the average cost of building a Ninritz-ciass 

carrier is about four bOfion dollars, and ft costs two bfltion dollars a yea- to operate, one 

thought is to build a smaller ship. Thus, the Navy is looking to downsize the 5500-man 

crews of Ninritz-ciass ships by increasing its use of automation. For example, an 

automated bomb-handling system would replace nine sailors with just one to accomplish 

the job. A study by a noigjrofit think tank estimated that if the personnel on an aircraft 

carrier were reduced by 1.500 sailors, the Navy could operate 15 carriers at the current 

cost o f operating 12 (M fe& R ids. 1999). Incidentally, the sticker price for an aircraft 

carrier does not include the 80-100 seagoing aircraft, or the escort destroyers, cruisers, 

and long-range supply ships that must accompany the carrier when deployed (which drives 

the cost o f a carrier from four to ten btQion dollars) (Wilson, 1998; Wright. 19%).

Another anticipated change is making the ships last tonga-. The current aircraft 

carriers can last 30-50 years. The CVX-class is being designed for a 55-year fife span.
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Another concept being explored is the etimmafion of raclear reactors in the power ptaitts- 

The afternaiive to nuclear power may be advanced turbine-electric power plants that drive 

super-conducting motors (Wilson, 1998). Fmafty, the ohsoleteness o f aircraft carriers will 

constantly be debated because they are vulnerable to long-range missiles, are less effective 

than anphflsous assault ships, and with the coQapse of the Soviet Union in 1991, “there is 

simply oo bhie-waier enemy to snk“ (Wilson, p. 59). However, from a self-interest 

standpoint, it would be diflBcuh for Congress to reject a proposed aircraft carrier because 

it is “90,000 tons of praneporiL The things take forever to build. and subcontractors in at 

least 40 states get fet slices of the action” (Wright, 1996, p. 44).

What does an aircraft carrier consist of? Cooke (1997) described the USS John C. 

Stennis as weighing over 97,000 tons, having over 2.700 con^artments. and containing a 

flight deck that is over four and one-half acres. It is manned by a crew o f6.000 and its 

height is equivalent to a 24-story building. It is powered by two nuclear reactors and 

carries an air-wing of over SO fighters and other aircraft. The hangar deck offers such 

sports as weight lifting, jogging, and basketbaH Television sets are located in both the 

workspaces and the sleeping areas. Meals are offered four times a day and the ship's 

stores sell snacks and other goods in between meals. Smoking is allowed in a small 

number of designated areas but alcohol consumption is prohibited. PoQock (1992) wrote 

that the USS George Washington is an American city at sea because it has a hospital a 

barber, a daily newspaper, and a 32100-book library that is hooked up to over 250 

shipboard computers.
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Medical D eparfeat

How is the medical department staffed on an aircraft carrier? Bohnker (1995) wrote 

that a is composed of six physicians, a physician's assistant, a  registered nurse, and 40 

enlisted hospttal corpsmen. There is one operating room, a T-bed intensive care unit, a 

50-bed inpatient ward, other patient care areas, and other ancillary spaces that provide 

radiography amd endoscopy services.

Bohnker (1995) also reported results from a one-yem- study whereby the medical 

department was called upon to support a broad spectrum of medical care for 260 days 

while the ship was underway (during work-ups and an extended Mediterranean 

deployment). The average length o f stay, for 417 ward admissions, was 3.1 days.

Bohnker admitted that the crkeria for admission was less than that for a shore-based 

admission given that a lot o f the patients bad nutrkion. hygiene, and rest requirements not 

guaranteed by their sparse fiving conditions on the ship. The medical department saw over 

75 elective surgery cases, a large outbreak of gastroenteritis, and a psychiatric diagnosis 

for almost ten percent of the inpatient populatioa Bonhker's experience was consistent 

with others who reported on surgeTy (Fisher, 1990; Fontana. Lucha. Snyder. & Liston. 

1999), diarrheal disease (Bohnker. 1996), and psychiatric diagnoses (Bohnker. McEwen. 

Blanco. & Feeks. 1992) aboard aircraft carriers. Eighty-two percent of Bohnker's (1995) 

admissions during the Mediterranean deployment were returned to duty on the akcraft 

carrier. The remaining eighteen percent required medical evacuation (medevacf. which 

proved tricky for some during specific ship movements and-'or tactical situations. Bohnker
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(1995) concluded tha* an aircraft carrier’s medical department must be prepared to handle 

serious medical problems in unpredictable patterns.

Derderian and Blood (2000) examined medical admissions for five different 

deployment groups aboard aircraft carriers. Their retrospective review revealed that 

peacetime deployments to the Mediterranean theater produced a larger proportion of total 

admissions for accidems and mental disorders. Those deployed to the Western Pacific 

(West Pac) theater were admitted more for infective, respiratory, and skin disorders. The 

authors attribute die disparity to die climate differences between the two theaters.

The remaining articles related to medical care on aircraft carriers included effort 

thrombosis (Mitchell, MacGiffivray. and Almond. 1991); dermatologic and venereologic 

<feeases(Vkfcnar, Harford. Beasley, Revels, Thotnlon,&Kao. 1996); and injury patterns 

(McNiesh. 1989). In passing, both McNiesh and Bohnker*s (1996) articles emphasized 

the need for a strong preventive medicine program to combat preventable conditions. 

Also. Mitchell et aL (1991) reminded us that the sailors on board aircraft carriers are 

exposed to harsh, strenuous, and often dangerous working conditions. Even though most 

are young and healthy, the severe work environment yields to a wide variety o f both 

comnxm and unconmxm flhiesses and injuries. They reiterated Bohnker s (1995) 

experience that the movement of patients to a better-equipped medical feciKry may be 

hampered by the isolation, distance, and danger involved with deployed aircraft carriers.

McKenzie and Boren (2001) discussed environmental issues pertinent to nurses on 

hospital ships. Afthough die mission of a hospital ship is not die same as an aircraft 

carrier, the preventive medicine aspects are. The authors discussed the need for
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ffertwianiingtinn mnms ahrearl ship when working with p^ienis exposed to lethal toxins. 

gases, and mksoorgamsms; anneal mandatory tuberculin testing aid up-to-date 

rnmmiTatkms for all crew members gnce they are potentially exposed to infectious agents 

when deployed to developing countries or during port calls; periodic evahiations of the air 

quality n f the ship tn mirmwTg the risk o f ak contaminants: managemenl and monitoring of 

the potable water supply to decrease the risk for contaminants and diarrheal diseases; 

peremnet assign**! tn font! services tn 1» pmperiy jmnroibe aid tn remember that food 

can be a primary source o f potential coittamination; and the ship's wastes to be disposed in 

accordance with official policies. 

hiegratioa of Womea

The decision to assign women to combatant vessels was mandated by Congress in the 

early 1990s. The USS Dwight D. Eisenhower (also known as the “Dee”) made Naval 

history when k received its first complement of women during the first six months of 

1994. Its selection seemed logical because the aircraft carrier was already in the shipyard 

la circumstance known as "drydock~) undergoing a major overhaul and refitting. Tints, 

the privacy modifications required to accommodate a nrixed-gender crew were 

accomplished, at a cost o f over one mflfion dollars, without delaying the Ike's deployment 

schedule. Its first cruise as a mixed-gender crew proved to be a success is that k suffered 

no decline in operational readiness (Komarow. 1994; Waller. 1995; Yacavone. 1996).

Some morale and discipline problems did occur with the Ike's integration of women 

on the ship (e.g.. dating among the crewroembers, including one couple who decided to 

videotape their escapades). Certain adjustments were almost comical Women learned
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nottosendthen fingerfe to tte  ship’s laundry because tbe machines had no gentle wash 

cycle. The crewman received so many lectures about sexual harassment and fraternization 

that they were afraid to even talk to their new female counterparts. The ship’s barbers had 

to be trained to cut women's hair. The mess-haQ menu offered few low-fet items since it 

was geared towards young, starving males. Foul language was toned down. Eventually, a 

comfort level emerged that allowed for a “smooth sailing” (Waller. 1995).

Do the health care needs for women differ from those of men? Yes! Recognizing 

the need to address women’s health needs in the operational setting, the Navy (Hughey. 

1999) and the Army (Davis, Scherr. & Parsons. 1997; Vara. 1999) have information that 

addresses the unique needs and considerations o f female warriors. Meanwhile. Means- 

Markwefl et aL (1998) found that during sea deployments, women visited the medical 

department at significantly higher rates than men. In their study involving the crew of four 

Navy ships, both women aid men had ssnSar medical problems except for some minor 

gynecological conditions The most common reason for clinic visits among women was 

for upper respiratory complaints and for birth control pifls requests. For men it was both 

upper respiratory complaints and accident or injury. The authors concluded that because 

of the high standards of health and preventive medicine efforts o f the medical department, 

most medical problems encountered by shipboard females are not serious and can be 

managed by routine medical and gynecological care.

Schwerin and Sack (1997) interviewed 36 health care providers aboard various ships 

regarding then perceptions of health care ofwomen on shqx. They found a variety of 

responses; however, perceived limitations fell into two categories; general health care
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Satiations (rebled to the unique nature of tbe shipboard environment and a fimited access 

to specafists when deployed) and practice-specific {natations Braked suppfies of 

contraceptives, pregnancy tests, and sextHlly transmitted disease testing kits).

Yacavone (1996) and Parodi (1997) authored the only publications regarding woman

and their health care needs when stationed aboard aircraft carriers. When the ship was in

drydock. Yacavone's medical department created female exam rooms and a female section

of the hospital ward. Yacavone felt comfortable providing a new category of medical

services; however, Yacavone was concerned about the treatment of sexually transmitted

diseases, pregnancy, and birth control (not only because they were n̂ edicaliy chafleomttfe

but because they were “politically [sic] ‘hot potatoes" [p. 590]). Yacavone's department

concluded that pregnancy nos incompatible with service on a warship; therefore, during

the deployment 14 women were sent ashore due to pregnancy. Other than this reason, no

women were medically evacuated for a “female problem." Several women did require

emergency surgery; however, it was for the same conditions experienced by men (e.g~

appendicitis and trauma). Yacavone concluded:

The presence of women contributed to our performance. That's the real story . The 
Ike team, both men and women, spent 141 out of ISO day’s at sea. Ike performed 
more than 150 operating room cases, saw over &500 outpatients, and admitted more 
than 200 patients to the ward. The entire cruise illustrated what's best in both 
Operational Navy Medicine and the United States Navy. (p. 591)

ParodTs (1997) dissertation tesemch discovered nam  similarities between female and

male subjects reporting to the medical department on an unidentified aircraft carrier;

however. Parodi also found that women had an extraordinary reported rate of abnormal

Pap sme&s and that the women crew members expressed concern about the turnaround
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rime for receiving results o f both and Pap smears and mammograms. Parodi concluded 

the dissertation with for Navy Nursing to improve the overall health and wefl

being of its deployed forces, incfodmg the recoiranendafions to add three more general 

staff nurses to each carrier -  to case manage the health care of the ship's crew -  and to 

provide a formal trainmg curriculum for nurses reporting to the carriers.

Nirae’s Role

An article that discussed the nurse's role on a Merchant Marine vessel (not on an 

aircraft carrier) was located. AbouJ-Enein (1999) reported that this role, which advocated 

preventive medicine strategies, included:

• Surveying the overall cleanliness o f the ship
• Maintaining the first aid boxes and eye wash centers on the ship
• Testing the water periodically for consumption
• Surveying the preparation of food
•  Conducting sick call
•  Stabilizing. patients until they can be medically evacuated

Poyner (1992) authored the only article that discussed carrier nursing. Poyner 

reported that nurse anesthetists were the first Navy nurses assigned to aircraft carriers 

during the 1980s (a feet confirmed by Sterner. 1997). With the shrinking of the nurse 

anesthetists' pool in 1988, and the addkfon of coBaierai duties that required more of their 

time than those duties related to their specialty, the decision was made to replace them 

with general duty' Nurse Corps officers. By the mid-1990s, general duty nurses were 

aboard all o f the carriers. Poyner listed 11 possible collateral duties o f the ship's nurse:

1. Weight Control Officer
2. Quality Assurance Coordinator
3. Family Advocacy Officer
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4. Medical Trailing Officer
5. Patient Contact Representative
6. Medical Waste
7. Security Officer
8. Credentials Coordinator
9. Maintenance and Material Management (3-M) Spot Checker
10. Zone Inspector
11. PrevemiveMedicine/Occiipational Health

The most time-consuming job was that involving medical training. As medical training 

officer, the ship’s nurse interacted with many departments on the cmrier. Conducting a 

mass casualty drill involved the coordination of many departments. The ship's Medical 

Response Team (MRT) was its “ambulance on foot*’ (p. 17). Five of the members 

strapped fife-saving equipment to their backs when responding to the scene of an 

emergency. Became tut aircraft carrier is so vast,mtd die goal of a four-minute response 

time to any emergency was a must, MRT training was constant. Marines augmented the 

MRT by acting as stretcher-bearers. Poyner also offered some recommendations for 

Nurse Corps officers who were seeking a position as a ship's nurse on an aircraft carrier. 

Poyner concluded the article with the comment that shipboard nursing was arduous; 

however, it was highly satisfying.

This one and onfyartfefe regarding shipboard nursing on an aircraft carrier (Poyner. 

1992) posed some problems in that it was devoid of a majority of the themes discovered in 

the exploratory literature review regarding nursing practice in service unique 

environments. Also. Poyner s article was written for an obscure journal that was not 

identified in any of the major computer search engines; thus, it was not easily accessible to 

the general pubhc. Finally, the article was written in 1992 -  two years before women
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joined the ships. Had the integration of women on ships affected the role of the nurse on 

tbe aircraft carrier? These d^p®fcieswiB be addressed va the findings o f this study.

In order to gain an understaiding of the phenomenon of interest of this study -  

nurses’ experiences while stationed aboard aircraft carriers -  phenomenological 

phitosophy and methodology were employed. In the next section on phenomenological 

inquiry, a historical overview, with a focus on Husserl's phenomenological philosophy, are 

presented.

Pbeaomeaoiogical Laquirv

Streubert and Carpenter (1995,1999) wrote that science has traditionally been 

grounded in the quantitative approach: however, there are some phenomena that defy 

measurement. In order to capture the meaning of these phenomena, investigators have 

turned to qualitative research methods. Mason (19%) identified three common elements 

of qualitative research:

1. It is “grounded in a philosophical position that is concerned wkh how the sodai 
world is interpreted, understood experienced, or producerT (p. 4)

2. It is rooted in “methods o f data generation that are flexible and sensitive to the 
social context in which data are produced” (p. 4)

3. It is "based on methods of analysis and explanation budding that involve 
understandings o f comptediy, detail. and context” (p. 4)

Therefore, as opposed to quantitative research where a key characteristic is 

maintaining objectivity, qualitative research differs in that it allows for subjectivity . 

Additionally , qualitative investigators may use multiple ways of understanding in then- 

process o f discovery. The following statement eloquently describes the qualitative 

research process that is discussed in greater detail throughout this study ;
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One undertakes quafitative research m [a setting] where the researcher is an 
instrument of data collection who gathers words or pictures, aafyzes them 
iadacthdy, focuses on the m eaH npofthepartkjpants, and describes a process that 
is expressive and persuasive in language. (Creswefl, 1998, p. 14)

Qualitative researchers approach studies with basic ontological and epistemological

assumptions that guide their investigation (Creswefl, 1998). Mason (19%) recognized the

ontological perspective as “what you see as the very nature m i essence of things in the

social world” (p. 11). Mason named over fifty examples that make up social reality. The

examples that were applicable to this study included people, minds, psyches, emotion.

thought, feeling, memory, understandings, interpretations, attitudes, beliefs, views, se£

individuals, experiences, accounts, stories, actions, reactions, interactions, sodai

processes, rules, morality, belief systems, and culture.

Eptstemoiogy is the resemchers theory of knowledge. It is concerned with the

principles and rules by which the researcher decides how social phenomena can be known

(Mason, 19%). For this study. Edmund Husserl’s thoughts on phenomenology provided

the conceptual framework for exploring the phenomenon of m terest-nurses’ experiences

wide stationed aboard aircraft carriers. “Phenomenology is a science whose purpose is

to describe particular phenomena, or the appearance of things, as lived experience"

(Streubert & Carpenter. 1999. p. 43). Thus. Husserl's phenomenological concepts

allowed me to give a public voice to the participants’ experience offived events.

In clarifying epstemobgv and ontology. Mason (1996) wrote, “your eptstemoiogy

helps you to generate knowledge and explanations about the ontological components of

the social woricT (p. 13). Therefore, the thoughts, feelings, beliefs, etc. elicited m the
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interviews were the ontological components o f this study and Husserl’s conceptual 

framework provided the eptstemobgicai dement that assisted me in transitioning the 

ontological components into knowledge (eptstemoiogy).

H e Phenomenological Movement

The phenomenological movement began around the first decade of the 20th century. 

Three phases define this philosophic! movement: Preparatory, German, and French. The 

piribsopbec, Franz Brentano(1838-1917), and Ms student. Carl Stumpf (1848-1936). 

dominated the Preparatory phase. The concept o f ‘imentk>natityr’ was the primary focus 

of this period. Imentbnality is described as rixmsciousness is always consciousness of 

something" (Streubert and Carpenter. 1999. p. 45). For example, one does not hear - 

without hearing snmethanp.

The German Movement and Edmond Hassert

The leaders of the second movement (German) were Edmund Husserl (1859-1938), 

Martin Heidegger (1JH19-1976), and Hans-Georg Gadamer (1900-). In feet most of what 

we know about phenomenology is grounded in HusserT s philosophical perspectives 

(Creswefl. 1998).

Husserl was bom to Jewish parents on April 8,1859 hi Moravia, Austria. He began 

his university studies in Leipzig but then moved on to the University of Berlin where he 

studied both mar hematics  and philosophy. He completed his doctoral dissertation in 

Vienna and then spent some time in military service in Berlin. Upon Husserl’s return to 

Vienna, he attended lectures by Franz Brentano. Brentano's descriptive psychology 

provided Husserl with the intellectual stimulus to develop Husserhan phenomenology.
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Husseri was inspired by Btentana’s view that philosophy was an exact science. A sa 

result, be decided to concenriateonthestudyofphilosopliy. In subsequent writings, he 

even borrowed Brentano's belief that mental acts engage in intentional relations to their 

objects. Husserl w att on to complete another dissertatem, under tbe guidance of Stump! 

whereby he united the concepts o f mathematics and phflosopby. Several years later, he 

published the first of many books (Moran, 2000; Natanson, 1973; Stiver, 1999; Wehon, 

1999).

Husserl first taught at the University o f Halle (1887-1901). then the University of 

Gottingen (1901-1906), tmdfinafly the University of Fre3wrg( 1906-1928). Martin 

Heidegger, a student of Husserl's who was also a great proponent o f hermeneutics 

(Heideggerian phenomenology), succeeded Husserl as the chair at Freiburg. With the rise 

of Nazism in Europe. Husserl's Jewish status led to repressive measures. After his death 

on April 27.1938. his works were smuggled out of Germany in an attenq* to avoid their 

destruction (Moran, 2000; Stiver, 1999).

Husseri purported that phenomenology was not a natural science and could not be 

measured by methodologies associated with it. In his eyes, phenomenology was “ a 

descriptive science of direct experience” (Stiver. 1999, p. 424). Therefore, his 

phenomenological method sought to describe the essence o f “the things themselves” 

(HusserL 1900-1901/1970. p. 252) as they are constituted in the consciousness. Key to 

Husserl's approach was his belief that experience is grounded in and gives meaning to 

knowledge (Koch. 1995). Husserl wanted phenomenology “to address the given, the
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phenomena, the things themselves, in the sense of whatever immediately appears to 

consciousness in the maimer that it so appears” (Moran. 2000. p. 108).

Husseriian phenomenology consists of some dominant concepts that are essattial to 

its understanding: intertionaiity, essences, reduction (both phenomenological and eidetic), 

and intuiting. With intentionafity, every act o f thinking implies an object thought of. 

Objects are not real entities or events; they axe whatever is perceived. The concept of 

thinking is the same as thinking about something; thus, it has a directional force. 

Phenomena are objects of intentional acts, [ntentionality o f the consciousness assumes 

that consciousness is always consciousness-of something (Natanson. 1973; Stiver, 1999). 

According to Husserl (1913/1952), intentional experiences are acts of the consciousness 

and every act of consciousness intends some entity or object (including mental objects 

such as memories).

“Phenomena may be appreciated as essences.... Essences are unities of meaning 

intended by diflerem individuate in the same acts or by the same individual in different 

acts" (Natanson. 1973. pp. 13-14). An assumption of this process is that for any human 

experience, distinct essential structures (essences) make up that experience. These 

structures are crucial to the phenomenon being studied no matter wbich person 

experiences it. Essences compose the basic units of common understanding of any 

phenomenon (Moyle & Clintoa 1997; Streubert. 1991; Streubert & Carpenter. 1999).

The process of phenomenological reduction te necessary in understanding essential 

structures. Many teams have beat used to trasfer Husserl's concept of phenomenobgkal 

reduction (epoche): bracketing, reduction, suspension, disconnection, abstention, setting
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aside, and cancelmg have all been applied. For consistency's sake, the term “bracked!^”

wfB be used throughout this study. Bracketing does not mean neglecting, rather ii is

simply accepting the obvious aid is thus {effectively recognized “as a performance of

consciousness and subjected to analysis” (Natanson, 1973, p. 59). Natanson wrote that

few concepts in phenomenology have led to as much misunderstanding as the concept of

bracketing and that even Husserl was not consistent with \as writings on bracketing.

Bracketing occurs prior to data coflectioa during data collection, and tboughout the data

analysis process. Seidman (1998) offered a very succinct description of bracketing:

It is important that the researcher identifies his or her interest in the subject and 
examines it to make sure that the interest is neither unhealthy nor infused with anger, 
bias, or prejudice. The interviewer must come to the transcript prepared to let the 
interview breathe and speak for itself, (p. 100)

The process of bracketing was Husserl's way of reducing the natural world to a

transcendental consciousness (Moyle & Clinton. 1997; Natanson. 1973). Bracketing is

"transcendental because it constitutes every transcendence in pure subjectivity” (Rkoeur.

19%. p. 94). To accomplish bracketing, the researcher must suspend the "natural

attitude" and shift to the "phenomenological attitude" in order to understand the true

meaning of experienced phenomenon. Bracketing is a philosophical device that negates

the natural attitude prior to phenomenological inquiry (Paley. 1997). Natanson described

this transition as follows:

The tiro  from the natural to the phenomenological attitude is a shift k  the dhection 
o f one's interests, not in the abandonment of one world for another. There is but one 
work! though there sue different ways of attending to H. In the natural attitude... 
the hidividual fives spontaneously k  his perception of what there is; in the 
phenomenological attitude, be makes of his perceptual life an object of inquiry . In 
Husserl's language, the phenomenologist thematizes perceptual experience, (p. 54)
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Paiey emphasized that wob Husserfian phenomenology, only descriptions are allowed 

because bracketing prohibits researchers from making decisions that belong to the natural 

attitude.

Eidetic reduction reflects Husserl's concern to describe essences. It is a 

“pUfesopiacal device whose purpose is to render concepts dear, explicit, aid  complete” 

(PaJey, 1999. p. 191). The procedure involves free varialion of an experience in the 

imagination in order to examine afl of the possible forms it can take from aO possible 

angles. By adding and deleting certain features, and recognizing wben the experience no 

longer exemplifies the concept, the researcher can identify wfaal is essential to the concept. 

Thus, during eidetic reduction, uncommon experiences arc laid aside and common areas 

are focused upon. Once an essence is identified, the researcher can then proceed with 

describing it (Moran. 2000; Paley, 1999; Stiver, 1999; Streubert &. Carpenter, 1999).

Eidetk reduction saffcgraied with HusserFs concept of mtnhmg. Accurately 

interpreting what is meara in the description of the phenomenon being studied describes 

the process of intuiting (Streubert & Carpenter. 1999). Phenomenology is “a purely 

descriptive discipline which studies the whole field of transcendental consciousness in the 

light o f pure intuition" (Husserl 1913/1952. p. 176). For Husserl intuition had nothing to 

do with feeling or psychic power but rather is “unmediated seeing" (Natanson. 1973. p. 

23). Husserl's belief that one could “intuit" essences is another controversial aspect of his 

philosophy (Stiver. 1999). When writing a description of the essencefs) that have been 

identified through intuition, the researcher needs to keep in mind Husserl's (1913/1952)
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belief that ‘The decisive factor fies before all in the absolutely faithful description ofthat 

whkh really Iks before one in phenomenological purity, and in keeping at a distmce all 

interpretations t l^  transcend the given’'(p . 262). Phenomenology must begin and end 

with what is given. The first transgression in phenomenology is to transcend the given 

(BdL 1990).

So how does one accomplish eidetic redaction by way of bracketing? Natanson

(1973) illustrated the process beautifully:

As I write these lines I am looking out over a view’ of the city. In sight are the 
rooftops of the neighboring houses, their chimney stacks jutting upward; some of the 
fences surrounding yards are visible, part o f a school bidding can be seen, there are 
many trees about, and, in the distance, a pmtoftfae bay can be gSmpsed. I know 
who fives m some of the houses in the Ime of my vision, the kmds o f trees around me, 
the style of the environing architecture.... Each time I look out the window. I see 
once agam the sm n esi^  the smnebuakhng  ̂mid foliage. I know that they are 
reliable features ofmy prospect.pact of my world. Now. in eidetic reduction. I 
choose to attend to the scene in a different way. I set aade the actuality of the houses 
and the details of their ownership and history. The house across the way has a 
mortgage, a roof in need of repair, and a freshly painted door. I concern myself only 
with its being there for me as a something seen asid a something noticed. The 
mortgage drops away- the roof presents itself as a patchwork.... That Haskell fives 
next to Irranerbmd is no longer part o f my viewing -  that knowledge has been set 
aside. I see rectangular and oblong stretches of multicolored shapes.... Depending 
now on what I wish to do as a descripdvist mid analyst o f the scene; I may attend to 
those patches as houses, as water, or ̂  Mrs. Mayhew standing in the driveway. 
calling her cat—  What is set aside in eidetic reduction is becoming clear, bin it is no 
less mportant to note what has not been altered: there is still the T  who looks over 
the view; there is still the past o f that T , its history; there is still the scene set within 
the work! which surrounds and includes it; and there is stiB the history ofthat 
world.... Bringing all of these subtle dements into clarity is the first requisite of 
phenomenological reduction, and refraining from positmg and building upon those 
primordial grounds is the goal o f that ufthnate reduction, (pp. 65-66)
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The G ef« «  M a w a t and Martm Heidegger.

Martm Heidegger spent ten years under Husserl's tutelage. Gradually, he developed 

his own philosophy of phenomenology. For Heidegger, phenomenology lent itself to a 

new way o f seeing rather than to a set o f philosophical propositions. Heidegger disagreed 

with HusserTs concept of epoche <bracketing)- He befieved in the “hermeneutic <±016” 

whereby aU questioning carries certam presumptions that guide die inqufry (aid, thus, 

cannot be bracketed). Therefore, one seeks an mswerin the coated ofwhat saheady 

known (Moran. 2000). Heidegger placed enormous stress on thoughtful quesDonmg -  

fooking for the thoughts behind the thougbts.

Tfcc German Movement and Hans-George Gadamer.

HfflJs-GeorgeGadamerwasinfluencedby Greek philosophy and was a follower of

Heidegger. Gadamer's henneneutic philosophv focused on understanding understanding.

He feh that all understanding was determined by pre-jiKigmems and that pre-judgments

were formed by history:

Our consciousness ofbeing affected by testory belongs to the maimer in which we 
understand everything. including the history rtseif When we understand an object, 
we do not grasp the object as it is in itself but rather we grasp it through the 
accumulations of its historical effectiveness. (Moran, 2000. p. 252)

Gadamer felt that understanding was actually facilitated by pre-judgments: therefore, his

philosophy also differed from that of Husserl's because Gadamer did not support the

concept of epoche (bracketing). While Heidegger placed enormous stress on thoughtful

questioning. Gadamer fiKused on linguistics. Gadamer was deeply interested in the

structures that were involved in the an of conversation. According to Gadamer. tiiil
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understatding was only achieved‘"because of language and m language,” (Moran. 2000, p. 

270).

The French M oraw t aid MerieM-Pouty.

Gabriel Marcel, Jean PauJ Sartre, and Maurice Merleau-Ponty led the third phase of 

the phenomenological movement (French). They developed two concepts: embodiment 

and being-in-the-worid (Streubert & Carpenter, 1999). Embedment means that through 

the body, one gains access to the world (being-in-the-worid). In other words, fived 

experiences are affected by perceptions and it is these perceptions that must be described. 

Moran (2000) wrote that Sartre's contribution to phenomenology was mostly literary and 

that it was Merieau-Ponty who made the greatest contribution to post-Husserhan 

phenomenology in France.

In a discussion with a professor in the Philosophy Department at George Mason 

Universay (J. Fletcher, personal communicaDo a July 10,2000). it was ascertained that 

Husserl's concept ofbracketing included bracketing of the existential (because Husserl 

was grounded in the metaphysical aspects o f discovery). If one is a purist mgrained in 

Husserhan tradition, then bracketing of the existential negates investigating the 

phenomenon in the first place because if existence is bracketed, then there is nothing left 

to study (because existence of the phenomenon is bracketed). Dr. Fletcher explained that 

one does not need to be a traditionalist with Husseriian phenomenology and that most of 

Husserl's followers were indebted to his basic tenets despite choosing a different path for 

analysis. Dr, Fletcher's discussion was shared with this study's consultant. Dr. StreuberL 

Dr. Streubert (personal communication. July 10.2000) confirmed Dr Fletcher's point and
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clarified that her wtwk is a compDation based on the works ofboth Husserl and Merieau- 

Ponty (the falter being an existentialist) in order to overcome this philosophical dilemma.

Merieau-Ponty was an existential phenomenologist in that he denied the possibility of 

bracketing existence. He believed m the concept ofieduction(ahboti^t not exactly as 

Husseri practiced) and combined his philosophical interests with Gestalt psychology (m 

that Merkait-Ponrv believed that things are always discovered within a context K Merieau- 

Ponty left that reduction was provisional and that it always led back to the source of the 

experience rather than transcending that experience. Since Husserl's concept of 

bracketing included bracketing of the existential the philosophical underpinnings of this 

study included Merleau-Ponty's bebefc in existentialism: truth is found “in-tbe-workF and 

it always begins with existence (Moran, MOO).

Rationale for ChoosMg H assert for the Coaceptaal Framework of this Study

Descriptive phenomenology (such as Husserl's) and interpretive phenomenology 

(such as Heidegger's) arc two distinctive schools of thought. The distinctiveness lies not 

so much in the methodological steps associated with these philosophers but rather in the 

goals o f the research endeavor. The goal of descriptive phenomenology (also known as 

“eidetic" phenomenology) is to describe the meatung o f an experience from the 

perspective of those who have 'lived'' the experience. The goal o f interpretive 

phenomenology (also known as “hermeneutic" phenomenology) is based on the premise 

that lived experience is in itself an interpretive process. Hermeneutics focuses on the 

ontological questions of “how" individuals come to understand, not “what" they 

understand. With Husserl's descriptive phenomenology, epistemological questions of
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knowing are accentuated and the focus is on experience (Cohen & Ornery, 1994; Koch,

1995).

Because Husseri emphasized pure description, rather than finding hidden meaning, 

and the goal of this endeavor was to describe the lived experience of shipboard nursing on 

aircraft carriers, his phenomenoiogical philosophy was selected to provide the theoretical 

framework guiding this inquiry.

PfccaonwioloEiaJNaisMgSftKiies

In a recent review of phenomenological nursing studies, I found that some articles 

clearly revealed Husseriian concepts yet Husseri was never mentioned in the articles (Le.. 

Akeneder, Rowland. Kenner. Greene, & Pohorecki 1998: Little, 1999; and Sadala. 1999). 

This fkriing is consisted with other authors who have criticized nurse researchers for 

referencing but never quoting Husseri or misunderstanding Husseriian philosophy- (e.g., 

Koch. 1995; Paley. 1997; Porter, 1998; and Yegdich. 1999). Other authors did discuss 

the philosophical underpinnings of Husseri in their research studies (e.g.. Bailfie, 19%; 

Beck. 1998; Krahk. Koch, & Wotton, 1997; Moyle & Cfaflon. 1997; Murphy, 1998: and 

Thibodeau & MacRae. 1997). Streubert and Carpenter)1999) caution that in an attempt 

to avoid “sloppy ” science, a researcher must have a thorough understanding of the 

philosophical assranprioos that are the foundation of one’s research methodology.

Without tins solid understanding, research findings may be misunderstood.

Alteneder et aL (1998) interviewed 16 pregnant women m order to gam an 

understanding of the experiences of women who had been informed that there might be a 

problem with their unborn infant The participants were interviewed on two occasions:
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immediate^ after contact with their maiemal-ietal medicine specialist, and again during 

their immediate pest-partnm period. The iaerviews were conducted untfl data saturation 

had occurred. The authors employed Paul Colaizzf s nine-step method for data analysis 

and developed an exhaustive description of the experience. Alteneder et aL identified four 

essences: an initial reaction, a  support reaction, a delayed reaction, and, h i false positive 

result situations, a perfect child reaction. The article discussed appropriate clinical 

rmpHrarinry; for nurses working with this patient population Husserl was tu t mentioned 

in any part of the article.

Little (1999) studied students' views that relate to the post-basic curriculum for 

prefcninary studies in intensive care and coronary-care units. The author interviewed 10 

nurses in the Untied Kingdom. The first six nurses were individually interviewed 

approximately tteee months after they completed their course of study. The remaining 

four were interviewed as a group on their last day of study. Little used Heidegger's 

hermeneutic analysis and discovered that the common concerns were learning as: focusing, 

questioning, and technological mastery. However, learning as technological mastery was 

the only thane considered essential because it was revealed in afl of the interviews. Little 

briefly described some Heideggerian concepts: however. Husserl was never credited with 

some of his and Heidegger's shared concepts.

Sadala(1999) interviewed 18 mirsingstudetteml&azil in order to ascertain their 

experience in caring for patients on an isolation ward. The author analyzed the

interpretation. Throughout the entire article. Husseri was never mentioned despite the
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fact that Sadaia described several concepts that were purely Hussertian. Sadaia 

determined that the audersts bad difficulties and anxieties when working with patients hi 

isolation; however, the students overcame these obstacles to become more involved with 

their patients.

BaiQie (19%) wanted to gam an understanding of the nature of empathy as perceived 

by nurses woriring in a surgical setting. The author interviewed nine participants and 

utffized ColaizzTs methodology to interpret the data. Baiffie extracted agnificant 

statemems from the interviews and clustered them into seven themes:

1. The concept of empathy
2. Closeness and involvement in errpathy
3. Empathy can be active and therapeutic
4. Empathy as an individual and personal experience
5. Developing the abiBty to empathize
6. Developing en^iathy with the individual patieitts
7. When empathy is difficult

The seven thanes were utilized to form an essential structure (similar to an exhaustive 

description) o f empathy. Bailie concluded that to develop empathy, nurses needed a 

natural abflfty to empathize, btrt they also needed experience in both nursing and in their 

own personal life. TIk author identified and integrated Husseriian concepts throughout 

the study.

Beck (1998) described the experience of panic disorder in mothers during the 

postpartum period. The author interviewed six pmticipants and utilized CobrzzTs 

phenomenological method to analyze the data. Two-hundred-and-fourteen statements 

regarding mothers' experience of panic were obtained and clustered into six themes:
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1. Panic attacks paralyzed the women, leaving them feeling out of control
2. Cognitive abffities decreased during panic attacks
3. The women became exhausted when they straggled to maintain composure during 

panic attacks
4. Preventing panic attacks was paramount to the participants
5. Negative changes in the women’s lifestyles ensued as a result o f panic attacks
6. Mothers were fearful that their panic attacks would have residual effects on 

themselves and their families

Beck gave a brief bat thorough, account of Husserl's phenomenology; however.

ColaEzfs procedural step to compose an exhaustive description of the fundamental

structureof the phenomenon being studied was inexplicably missing from the article.

Murphy (1998} described the experience of early nascarriage from a male perspectiv e

using Husserl's phenomenology as a conceptual framework and Colaizzi's

phenomenological method to analyze the data. Murphy had to extend the timeline for data

collection when no participants would enrofl in the study. The technique of snowballing

was utilized until five male participants eventually agreed to particqiate. Seven categories

relating to the men's experience of early miscarriage were identified:

1. Feelings
2. Loss
3. Characteristics and differences between men and women
4. Staff action and attitudes
5. What to do?
6. Coping
7. Time

Murphy concluded that based upon the needs of both partners, nurses have a key role in 

delivering effective interventions after miscarriage. Again, an exhaustive description of 

the fundamental structure of the phenomenon being studied was inexplicably missa^t from 

the article.
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Thibodeau and MacRae(1997) described the experience of female breast cancer 

survivors using Alfred Schutz’s interpretation o f phenomenology as their theoretical 

franewoik. They did not reach data saturation until their forty-fifth maerview.

Henneneutic analysis was utifiaed to arrive at an interpretive understanding of surviving 

breast cancer. Twenty-five codes were consolidated into ten major categories:

1. Advice
2. Coping and support
3. Diagnosis
4. Life changes
5. Health care providers
6. Health habits
7. Relationships
8. Religion and spirituality
9. Treatment options
10. Worry about health and recurrence

Each ofthe categories was analyzed for recurroig themes. The themes were then 

synthesized into three paradigm cases: busy and engaged helping others with cancer, and 

deniers. The authors mentioned that Schutz relied heavily on Husserl when developing his 

concept of phenomenology; however, the remaining discussion was void of Husserl's 

name despite the prevalence of Husseriian concepts.

Drancker (1999) reviewed over 25 nursing research reports published from 1987 to 

1997 that used the phenomenological method of hermeneutics for data analysis. Drancker 

criticized the lack of hardy descriptions ofthe rese&ch process m a majority of thee 

interpretive studies. Also lacking was a frank discussfon of faults that may occur during 

the research process. In my- review of phenomenological nursing articles. I found onh one 

article that addressed any problems: KraHt's et aL (1997) study' regarding patients'
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experiences with nursing. The authors recognized that they were unsuccessful wfth 

phenomenological reduction because they found it impossible not to be influenced by their 

preconceptions (also. the authors noted that it was impractical to give a longer explanation 

about their methodological decisions given the confines o f the publishers guidelines). 

Thus, KraHk et aL turned to Heidegger's phenomenology (which allows for 

preconceptions). Heidegger believed that presuppositions could not be suspended and 

that they might actually contribute to the meaning of the phenomenon being studied: 

hence, his phifosophy focused more on meaning than description.

Moyle and Cbnton (1997) wrote that bracketing posed a conceptual challenge for 

them when they were studying a psychiatric patient 's  experience with memory loss. They 

tinned to the phenomenology of Sartre and Merieau-Ponty and reasoned that after a full 

exploration of this issue, they were able to lay aside their assumptions and move from a 

naive to hmndve understanding of the phenomenon being explored because they felt that 

they were now weft-versed in the art of phenomenology.

Chapter Snmonry

The purpose of this study was to describe the Bved experience of shipboard nursing 

on aircraft carriers- This exploratory Itterature review included scbolariy writings related 

to nursing practice m service unique environments, aircraft carriers, and phenonaenofogical 

inquiry. The review of phenomenological inquiry validated my choice of using Husseriian 

phenomenology as the conceptual framework that guided this study .

As confirmed by this hteratuie review, this study could not build on what was already 

done because there had never been any research conducted on this aspect of Navy nursing.
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The phenomenon o f interest -  nurses’ experiences wide stationed aboard aircraft carriers 

-  had never before been explored, analyzed, or described from a research perspective. 

Given this lack of research-based information available on nursing aboad aircraft carriers, 

tins study contrfljutes to the dearth of knowledge avaOabk regarding this unique form of 

operational nursing.

InChapter ffl, the research methodofogy for this study is described.
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CHAPTER ID 

Methodology

This chapter consists of the research design of my study, including what transpired 

during data collection and data analysis. The following are presented: (a) research design, 

(b) sample, (c) protection ofhuman rights, (d) data collection, (e) data analysis, (0 criteria 

forjudging the quality of an inquiry, (g) dissemination o f fadings, and (h) funding.

Research Design

Qualitative research is an inductive process. Because pure mdnction is impossible, 

“qualitative researchers operate within theoretical frameworks-  (Taylor &. Bogdan, 1998. 

p. 8). Ednamd Husserl's phenomenology provided the theoretical framework guidmg this 

study and Streubert's (Streubert. 1991: Streubert & Carpenter. 1999) methodological 

approach was chosen to analyze the phenomena. Streubert synthesized the work of 

several phenomenological researchers (e.g.. Spiegelberg. 1975; Colaizzi 1978; Paterson St 

Zderad. 1976: Oder. 1982; and van M anat 1984) m order to develop a clear and 

consistent method to investigate experiences and perhaps formulate theory. Streubert's 

method involved the following steps:

1. ExpScating a personal description ofthe phenomenon of interest
2. Bracketing the researcher's presuppositions
3. Interviewing participants in settings comfortable to the participant
4. Carefully reading the transcripts of the interview to obtain a general! sense of 

the experience
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5. Reviewing the transcripts to imeover essences
6. Apprehending essential relationships
7. Devefopmg formalized desertions of phenomena
8. Returning to particqjants to validate descriptions
9. Reviewing die relevant literature
10. Distributing the findings to the nursing coramnrity (Streubert & Carpenter. 1999.

p. 51)

There are a number o f methodological approaches available for analyzing phenomena 

(Holstein & Gubrium, 1994). I  chose Streubert’s approach because a was grounded m 

Husseriian phenomenology. Also, it was clear and concise -  and it just made sense. 

Additionally I became comfortable with Streuberfs method when our class used it for a 

researdi exercise in NURS 93): Qualitative Research in Nurang w d  Health Care. An 

added benefit was that Dr. Streubert was available to consult with me on this research 

endeavor.

Sample

The most common type of sampling utilized in phenomenology is purposive sampling 

(Streubert 1991). Thus, one purposively searches for those participants who actually 

“fived-  the experience being studied. Once the appropriate group is identified, the 

researcher seeks access, provides informed consent, and then collects data until saturation. 

Saturation is described as the “sense of closure [one] experiences w hen data collection 

ceases to vieW any new information" (Polit & Hungler. 1995).

Naw Nurses

Nurses have been serving aboard Navy ships since the 1800s; however, the United 

States Navy Nurse Corps was not founded until May 13,1908 when Pubic Law Number 

115 came into effect (Sterner. 1997). At that time, it was specified that all Navy nurses
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would be female (male nurses were not commissioned into the Navy Nurse Corps until 

1965). As o f April 2001, there were 3,094 active duty nurses m the Navy Nurse Corps 

{Doit.  2001).

Currently, the Navy has 12 aircraft carriers in operation and each carrier's medical 

department includes one Naw nurse. Poyner (1992) and Sterner (1997) reported that 

nurse anesthetists were the first Navy nurses assigned to aircraft carriers during the 1980s. 

With the shrinking of the nurse anesthetists* pool in 1988. and the addition of coDateral 

duties that required more o f their time than those duties related to their specialty, the 

decision was made to replace them with general duty Nurse Corps officers. By the mid- 

1990s, general duty nurses were aboard aQ of the carriers. The Navy Nurse Corps has no 

official record of the number o f nurses who have served as the ship's nurse on an aircraft 

carrier, however, according to the Navy Specially Leader for Operational Nursing, it is 

estimated that greater than 140 Navy nurses (including the nurse anesthetists that served 

as ships' nurses in the 1980s) worked in this capacity (C. McLamon. personal 

corrfftB miration. August 13,2001). 

licfaniM  Criteria

Afteratong discussion with the Navy Specialty Leader for Operational Nursing, it 

was decided that to be included in this purposive sample. aD of the participants had to 

have been previously stationed on an aircraft cfflrier (for at feast two years) and the carrier 

could not have been in drydock (the shipyard) throughout their entire tour (assumption 

being that nurses working m drydock would not have had the same experience as those 

who had sea duty). In an attempt to ascertain whether a gender difference existed in the
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partiapatts’ Bved experience, and based upon the recommendations of my Dissertation 

CotraTOttee, the sarapfe included an equal representation o f females and males.

P M f  Pw tjfipwti

The nurses for two pilot interviews were directly solicited because they had been 

recommended by mutual acquaintances and were readily available. The Navy Speciaky 

Leader for Operatioral Nursing acted as the liaison with the remaning 10 nurses. This 

advisor notified the participants that I would be contacting them by telephone or electronic 

mad (e-mail)- Out of the entire 12 participants, four w ee initially contacted via the 

telephone, one was approached in-person, and the remaining seven were secured through 

e-mafl correspondence.

Aside from the two pilot interviews, those nurses who had left the aircraft carriers 

within the past two years of when data collection began (September 2000) were the first 

participants sought for this study . I utilized a backwards year-bv-year progresaon to 

solicit former aircraft carrier nurses until study participants were no longer needed (once 

data saturation was obtained).

Incidentally. Taylor and Bogdan (1998) reported that it is not difficult to schedule 

participants lor interviews because most people are willing to talk about themselves and 

that individuals are usually honored at the prospect o f being interviewed for a research 

project. Such was true with this study in that everv nurse contacted enthusiastically 

agreed to participate in this study without any degree of Iteration.

In an attempt to Enst the fears of coercion, subject identification, and possible 

retaliation- the sample population was those nurses who had already left aircraft carrier
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duty instead ofthore muses amreativ stationed aboard the aircraft carriers. This also 

addressed the concern made by one reviewer of my initial proposal (for the Tri-Service 

Nursing Research Program -  TSNRP) that a nurse hi an aircraft carrier bfllet (assignment) 

for six months (who would be considered a novice) could not be compared to one who 

had been in the billet for two years (who would be considered an expert).

Protcctioa of Hunaa Rights

[RB Approval

In accordance with George Mason University’s (GMU) Office of Sponsored 

Progrmns (OSP), any research activity involving human subjects conducted by GMU 

personnel including doctoral studetts. needed approval OSP found this proposal exempt 

from review by the Human Subjects Review Board at GMU because h fell under the 

Department of Health and Human Services' (DHHS) Exempt Category 2 (See Appendix 

A for the approval letter).

Letters o f endorsement were also obtained from the Commander. Naval .Air Forces. 

U.S. Pacific Fleet (COMNAVAIRPAC) -  the command that governs aircraft carriers on 

the West Coast-and the Commander. Naval Air Forces. U.S. Atlantic Fleet 

(COMNAVAIRLANT) -  the command that governs aircraft carriers on the East Coast 

(see .Appendix B and .Appendix C for copies of the letters). Both COMNAV.AIRPAC and 

COMNAVAIRLANT indicated that individual letters from the commanding officers of the 

aircraft carriers were not necessary because the Force Medical Officers at 

COMNAVAIRPAC and COMNAVAIRLANT were the approval authority for research 

issues.
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Also, a letter of endorsement was obtained from the head of the division ofNavy 

Medicine that governs health care on aircraft carriers (Director, Aerospace Medicine 

Programs [MED-23] at the Bureau ofMedicme and Surgery [BUMEDJ in Washington. 

D.C. -  see Appendix D for the endorsement).

Based upon the reconinendalion ofthe Navy Nurse Corps’ Career Plans Officer in 

the Staff of the Nurse Corps Division (MED-OONC) at BUMED, the endorsement of the 

Navy’s Specialty Leader for Operational Nursing was acquired (see Appendix E for the 

letter). Thus, all levels involved in siripbo^d nursing aboard aircraft carriers were “in the 

loop.”

Finally, it was learned that there was no need to obtain permission from PERS-OOH 

(the division of the Bureau ofNavy Persomel that was responsible for the coordination 

and control of all surveys, including interviews) for this project because PERS-OOH was 

only interested in approving quantitative surveys involving Navy personnel (Commander 

Rossi, personal communication. July 20.1999). PERS-OOH communicated tbai asking 

one research question, which M a t the qualitative research domain, was of no concern to 

PERS-OOH. PFRS-OOH rernmmemrieri obtaining approval for the study through the 

Institutional Review Board (IRB) at one of the major medical centers in the Navy.

Because these nurses were stationed aO over die United States, and because it would 

be fogisticafo'difficult to try to obtam IRB approval from the nurses' current commands, 

the IRB at the National Naval Medical Center (NNMC). Bethesda. MD agreed to conduct 

the IRB approval process that would cover all the nurses involved in this study (see 

Appendix F for approval letter). Additionally, because this study was funded by the Tri-
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Service Ntnsiig* Research Program (TSNRP), aid TSNRP is associated with the 

Uniformed Services University of Health Sciences (USUHS) in Bethesda, MD. USUHS 

also gave tts IRB approval (9ee Appendix G for approval letter).

Ethical Considerations

Qualitative research has some unique etlhcal considerations. Because the interviews 

were n q ^aro n y n ity  was not possible. Therefore, a i measures to ensure confidentiality 

were taken. For this study, all ofthe participants were asked to sign written mfonned 

consent in order to participate in the study. Audiotapes were returned to the participants 

upon completion of this research endeavor. It is important to note that the original 

consent form stated that the audiotapes would be destroyed: however, permission was 

granted by all three IRBs to return the audiotapes to the participants so that the nurses 

could decide what they wanted to do with the audiotapes (e.g.. keep them, destroy them, 

or donate them to a Navy historical organization since the audiotapes represented a part of 

their oral Naval history).

AD data were stored in locked filing cabinets. A codebook containing code numbers 

and names and addresses of informants was stored in a locked file cabinet separate from 

afl other data. Participants were assured that their identities would not be revealed. In 

feet afl ofthe nurses received a copy of this dissertation's Chapter IV and were asked to 

convey to me whether they wanted me to change anything that they fok compromised 

their confidentiafity-no changes were necessary. Finally, any pubfications resuMng from 

these data will be devoid of identifying information.
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It is interesting to note that most of the partic^ants were not as concerned with 

maintaining their confidentiality as T was. Several asked if  I had talked to “so-and-so;” 

whereby, I told them that only‘*so-and-so” could tell them that. This community o f nurses 

is very small so by the time I got to the twdfth interview, most o f the participants had 

already deciphered whom I had probably interviewed even though I personally did not 

discuss this information with them.

In an attempt to avoid a fear o f coodon, military rank was not used when 

coordinating and conducting the interviews. Civilian attire was worn when meeting with 

the participants. Because the day-to-day activities of life on an aircraft carrier could 

involve classified information, the participants were directed not to reveal any information 

they thought might be considered classified.

Finally, in congruence with the roles and responsibilities of being an officer in the 

Navy Reserves. I was concerned that 1 would have to report sensitive information (e.g.. 

reports of fraternization, homosexual activity, drug use. etc.) if revealed in an interview. 

However, after a conversation with the Department Head ofthe JAG Corps at die Navy 

Yard in Washington. D.C. (Lieutenant Commander Gordon, personal communication. 

October 21.1999). 1 learned that I had no obligation to report any revealed sensitive 

information because I was not acting in an official capacity for the Navy when the 

interviews were conducted.

Potential Benefit

Participants did not receive any condensation for participation. The potential benefit 

for the participants to partake in this study came from the opportunity to dare their
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experience and to know that their umque perceptions would contribute to advancing 

nursing practice on boad aircraft carriers.

Hutchinson, WDson. and Wilson (1994) kientified several benefits (including 

catharsis) when participating in qualitative interviews. Several of the participants in this 

study sent e-mail messages following the interviews whereby they remarked how 

“cathartic” (one mentioned “therapeutic- ) the interview experience had been.

Potential Risks/Inconveniences

The known risks associated with participating in this study were the prospect of 

awkward or embarrassing events during the interview and the possible loss of conposure 

when dealing with emotional issues (Streubert & Carpenter. 1995). If any of the 

part icipants  displayed any signs o f stress or anxiety associated with the interview. I was 

prepared to inform bin or her o f my desire that the participant access the military health 

system and/or contact appropriate support organizations. In a conversation with the 

Department Head of the Judge Advocate General (JAG) Corps at the Navy Yard in 

Washington. D.C. (lieutenant Commander Gordon, personal communication- November

1 .1999). it was clarified that if the participant expressed an unwillingness to use available 

services. I was released from any'liability. Fortunately, this situation never arose during 

any of the 12 interviews.

Sabkct Rights

Participants were mailed a copy ofthe consent form (see AppendkH for document) 

to review prior to the interview . The consent form was that signed in person prior to the 

start ofthe interview and the participants were that given a copy ofthe signed consent at
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the same time. The consent form inchided my e-mail address, telephone number, and all 

other required information as wefi as the statement that they could withdraw from the 

study at any time. Because there was no way to know exactly what aright transpke during 

each interview, consent was viewed as an ongoing transactional process.

Data Collection 

Bracketing

I utifaeri two processes that supported the concept of bracketing. First, I fully 

iHwmmateri my own pre-conceived ideas about the phenomenon o f interest through 

tioj* i imeraa 1 ion in ajowoal (Streubert & Carpenter, 1999). Further, journaling occurred 

prior to and following each interview. Through this procedure. I attempted to maintain 

my ideas and conceptions about the phenomenon foremost in my consciousness prior to 

and during data collection and data analysis. Murphy (1998) acknowledged that it was 

almost impossible to be entirely free o f preconceptions; however, it was possible to 

control them. In actuality. I feh that this journaling exercise was not helpful because I had 

no difficulty with bracketing my preconceptions (or. at least, “controlling" them). Second. 

Locke. Spirduso. and Silverman (1993) recommended crosschecking the researcher's 

perceptions and decisions with a colleague whenever it appears that individual biases may 

influence the project. I was able to utilize this crosschecking method with my Dissertation 

Chair. Dr. Jeatme M. Sorrell, and my consultant. Dr. Helen J. Streubert. because both 

made themselves readily available to me and promptly responded when I needed guidance.
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Coatert of Interviews

According to Creswefl (1998), phenomenological study requires in-depth interviews. 

The primary data collection strategy for this study was the use of tape-recorded personal 

interviews. In keeping with Streubert and Carpenter’s (1999) recommendations, the 

interviews took place in settings familiar (and comfortable) to the participants so that each 

respondent couid share his or her perceptions freely. Taylor and Bogdan (1998) professed 

that most people feel comfortable and relaxed in their own homes and offices; thus, each 

participaitt was allowed to choose the place he or she felt most comfortable (and where 

privacy was assmed). Five participants were interviewed in their offices, five were 

interviewed in their homes, one was imerviewed in a hotel lounge, and another was 

interviewed in my hotel suite. The interviews were conducted from September to mid- 

December o f2000. I traveled within the United States to the East Coast the West Coast 

and to the South to conduct the interviews (the exact locations are not disclosed in order 

to maintain the participants' confidentiality).

The participants were initially contacted either by telephone, in-person, or via e-mail 

prior to the formal interview session in order to solicit their interest in the study and to 

give them time to reflect on the phenomenon of study. It was anticipated that a period of 

reflection would enable richer descriptions during the interview (Streubert, 1991). Once 

the nurses agreed to participate in this study, they each received a package that contained 

a cover letter that addressed the nature of the study and a copy of the informed consent 

form.
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Prior to the sla t o f the formal interview, informed consent was documented and 

demographic data (see Appendix I for the demographic sheet) were obtained (in order to 

folly place the data n*o context). The demographic data included:

1. Gender
2. Race
3. Age
4. Marital Status
5. Educational preparation
6. Length of time in the Navy
7. Current rank and rank while on the strip
S. Cunemduty status-active duty, reservist, retied, or civilian
9. Number of yeais on the ship
10. Length of time since leaving the ship
11. Number of tours of duty on a ship

Earh interview began with the question: "What was vour experience as a nurse on an 

aircraft carrier?" (see Appendix J for the interview sheet). The participants were 

encouraged to fully describe their perceptions without being interrupted or led by me. I 

maintained a balanced rapport whereby I was both casual and friendly but also directive 

(Fontana & Frey. 1998). During the course of each interview, any unclear descriptions 

were clarified. Taylor and Bogdan (1998) cautioned researchers to always clarify a 

participant's remarks and never assume that one knows what the participant means. They 

recommended using the following phrases when clarifying remarks:

1. What do you mean by that?
2. 1 don't follow you exactly.
3. Explain that again, (p. 63)

In addition to clarifying remarks. I also became comfortable with probing participants. 

According to Taylor & Bogdan (1998). a successful interviewer knows when and how to 

probe. Two styles of probes that proved useful for these 12 interviews were the
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recapitulation probe and the silent probe. As per SorreB and Redmond (1995), 

recapitulation is used when tbe partkipfflS stops tafldng and the researcher directs the 

individual to return to previous oommerts in order to clarify or elaborate on his or her 

description. When participants are asked to retell parts of their stories by returning to the 

beginning, they often add new details. The researcher should also recognize periods of 

silence as being important because '‘powerful silence ... may speak more than words' 

(Sorted & Redmond, p. 1121). Thoughtful probes can also bring oitt important 

contextual details that are embedded in each participant's narrative. The following 

questions may help the respondent to reflect on the experience of imerest:

1. How were you feefing at that time?
2. What else was going on then?
3. Tell me more about that (Sorrefl & Redmond, p. 1122)

Seidman (1998) offered some specific suggestions that assisted me with my 

interviewing techniques:

1. Listen more, talk less
2. Follow-up on what the participant says but don't interrupt
3. Ask questions when you do not understand
4. Ask to hear more about a subject
5. Avoid leading questions wuh tones that imply m expectation
6. .Ask open-ended questions
7. Keep participants focused and ask for concrete details
8. Avoid remforcmg your participants' responses
9. Explore a participant's laughter (Seidman writes that laughter can be a cry of pain 

and silence may be a shout)
10. Folbw your huiches^tnistyow instincts
11. Tolerate sdence (pp. 63-78)

When the participant felt he or she had expended his or her description, 1 offered the 

concluding question: ~1s there anything that von have not offered, either positive or
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negating. about the experience that ™  wnnirf Wee to add'7” According to Streubert and 

Carpenter (1999), requesting negative descriptions of the phenomenon assists the 

researcher with determmmg authenticity and trustworthiness o f the data (by aflowing data 

to be compared and contrasted). If there were no additions, the mterview ended. The 

interviews lasted anywhere from 38 to 110 minutes (an average o f 81 minutes per 

interview).

The interview sheet contained additional questions in the event that any of the 

particqjants were not very talkative. In actuality, only two of the participants required the 

use of any of these questions. These two participants required some thoughtful probing 

after silent probes produced nothing but sflence. Wah the remaining 10 participants, all I 

had to do was ask die initial question and it was fiteraOy a half-hour to an hour before 1 

ever got to make a comment, clarify a remark, or ask for the participant to recapitulate a 

story.

Finally. more than one type of data were collected- This involved:

1. Asking participaifls to bring any journals, diaries, letters, records, calendars, 
memorabilia, and/or photographs they wished to share regarding their experiences 
on the aircraft carriers (Taylor and Bogdan [1998] felt that personal documents 
can be used to guide interviews and that later in the interviews, they may even 
“spark memories and help people recafl old feelings" [p. 105])

2. Taking notes dining the interviews (Seidman [1998] encouraged documenting all 
non-verbal signals such as coughs, laughs, sighs, pauses, outside noises, and 
interruptions [p. 98])

3. Making arrangements for the participants to contact me after the interviews for 
“ah-ha~ types ofquestions (my e-mail address and phone number were made 
available to the participants in order to accomplish this goal)

Only a minority of the participants brought personal artifacts to the interview. Two 

had actually composed an outline of what they wanted to cover in the interview ( which
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made my job easier). Some note taking occurred; however. I found myself distracted 

when I was constantly writing so I minimized my note taking despite Seidman’s (19%) 

recommendations. Following the interviews, aD of the partic^jants corresponded with me 

via e-mafl to clarify remarks or to o S c t  further information.

Interviews were conducted until saturation occurred (when no new themes emerged). 

In retrospect, saturation was probably reached by interview number six or seven; however, 

tins fact was not fufiy appreciated uadi the last two interviews. This impression is 

validated by SanddowskTs (1995) conraient that novice qualitative researchers, such as 

myselC often reqnire more sampling mats than experienced researchers and that saturation 

may not be recognized until more data are collected.

Pilot Testing

The interview approach for this study was pilot tested twice prior to starting the 

interviews. Based upon the recommendations of this Dissertation Conarrittee. and those 

of the qualitative researchers who reviewed the TSNRP gram proposal regarding this 

study, these pitot data were eventua% included in the overall findings o f this inquiry 

because the interviews were conducted in the same manner and the data were consistent 

with that obtained in the subsequent interviews. According to Sorrell and Redmond 

(1995):

Trying out a variety of openings and probes before undertaking the actual research 
interview w il help the mrerviewer to avoid situations where a respondent reacts with 
long silences, confuson. or krelevmtt chatter. Use of a pre-interview may also help to 
prepare both the interviewer and the respondent for the experience of the future 
interview, (p. 1118)
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Sexfcnan (1998) wrote that pilot interviews might alert researchers to dements of 

tbeir own research techniques that either contribute or distract from the objectives of the 

study. The warning reflected the experience of my first interview whereby I noticed that I 

said, “Uh, hum” a bt(especiafly towards the end of the ktferview). I made sure that 1 did 

not repeat this habit for the remaining interviews because I did not want to give the 

participants the impressioit that I was in a hurry for the interview to end or that I was 

getting bored (which was not the case at aB). I found that my interviewing technique got 

much better with subsequent interviews.

Incidentally. Peny (2001) and Morse (1997) questioned the use of pilot studies (not 

pilot interviews) in qualitative research because the goal of the research is to gain an 

understanding of the phenomenon: however, patterns may be difficult to identify- when the 

data are not complete enough for a thorough analysis. Those seeking funding for 

qualitative research may be turned down, based on their pilot studies, because reviewers 

may not be impressed with the limited findings of the pOot studies.

A l .  . . I  .  . 1 .U uS K K S

A back-up tape recorder, extra batteries, and extra tape cassettes were brought to 

each interview. Despite these precautions, some difficulties did emerge. Toward the end 

of the fourth interview, the batteries started to die; unfortunately, this was not noticed 

until I was already conducting the fifth interview (when 1 observed that the tape recorder 

was not recording). These two interviews were conducted on the same day, back-to-back; 

therefore. I did not have a chance to listen to the fourth interview (to ascertain if the 

interview was comprehensible) untO the a d  of the day (when the fifth interview had
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aheady occurred). My transcriptionist was able to recapture some ofthe data from the 

fourth interview (which sounded very last when the audiotape web listened to at normal 

speed) and the particqjant chose to e-mail the response to me regarding the final question. 

As for the fifth interview, when I noticed what had happened, I replaced the batteries, 

reassured the participant that afl was not lost quickly jotted down what the participant 

had been talking about prior to the interruption, and resumed the interview. The next day . 

I iistenedto the irterview and. in conjunction with my notes, determined that three 

narrative stories had been lost. 1 offered the participant the opportunity to recapture the 

stories via a tefcphoae interview; however, this participant elected to e-mail a response to 

me instead.

Given my experience with lost data, I would offer foture researchers the foBowmg 

tips when tape recording iraerviews:

1. Bring a back-up tape recorder, extra batteries, and extra tape cassettes to each 
interview.

2. If possible, use a tape recorder that is powered by an electrical source (and only 
use the battery-powered feature when an electrical source is not available).

3. If one has to use a battery-powered device, then always place new batteries in it 
prior to each interview. This may seem like a waste of money but replacing 
batteries frequently is naxh cheaper (both monetarily and psychologically) than 
losing precious data.

4. Never schedule interviews back-to-back (in my case. I had just Sown cross
country. to an unfamiliar area, with a three-hour time difference, the night prior to 
both interviews. The fourth interview lasted longer than expected, which made me 
late for the fifth interview . In retrospect, I should have scheduled the interviews 
on subsequent days; however. I was on a predetermined budget so I had to make 
the best use of my time. Being exhausted, in an unfamiliar setting, and feeling 
rushed may have contributed to this episode of lost data).

Incidentally, telephone interviews were considered for this study. However, 

according to Polit and Hungler (1995). "when the interviewer is unknown, respondents
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may be imcooperative and unresponsive in a telephone situation, especially if the interview 

is long” (p. 188).

Data Analysis 

Transcription

The first interview was personally transcribed for a class exercise. In December 2000, 

after all o f the interviews had been conducted, the remaining 11 interviews were sent to 

DataSense, LLC (http://www.datasense.org) inBakersfiekt CA for transcription. Asa 

precaution to losing data, the tapes were duplicated prior to maffing (m ease they got 

misplaced or destroyed in the mail). See Figure 1 for specifics o f the interviews.

Particqnnt
Number

Date of 
Interview

Location of 
Interview

Length of 
Interview (in 

Minutes)

Interview 
Transcripts 
(Number of 
Pages in 12- 
poiat Foat)

I (Pilot) 04/11/00 Office 110 35
2 (Pilot) 07/17/00 Home 98 28

3 09/09/00 Home 106 30
4 09/21/00 Office 90 23
5 09/21/00 Office 101 26
6 09/22/00 Home 63 19
7 09/22/00 Office 38 10
8 10/04/00 Hotel Lounge 90 22
9 10/06/00 Home 62 17
10 11/02/00 Hotel Suite 87 19
» 11/16/00 Home 52 12
12 11/17/00 Office 80 18

Figure I: Specifics of Interviews
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Steps in Data Analysis

Data analysis took four months and included four steps:

1. Carefully reading the interview transcripts to obtain a general sense of the 
experience

2. Reviewing the transcripts to uncover essences
3. Apprehending essential relationships
4. Deveioping a fonnafized, exhaustive description of the phenomenon

Steps in data analysis: Step o t

hwlepth analysis commenced after aft the aiterviews were completed. Seidman 

(1998)reported that some researchers think that interviewing and analysis should be 

integrated so that each informs the other. However. Seidman advocated avoiding any in- 

depth analysis of interview data until aB have been completed in order to avoid imposing 

meaning frron one partirrpant's interview onto the next. Dr. Stmibert (personal 

conTmuniratioa. July 10.2000) also recommended not analyzing the data until after all of 

the interviews had been completed so as to not impose the researcher's thinking about the 

previous interview onto the new interview. Additionally. Dr. Streubert thought this might 

become a means of directing the participants into the researcher's line of thinking (thus, 

introducing bias into the interview). Dr. Streubert preferred to keep each interview as 

“clean" as possible.

The first step involved reading the transcripts while listening to the audiotapes so that 

the accuracy of the transcriptions could be verified. During this phase. I was amazed at 

how much I remembered about the crraimstancfs surrounding each interview. Once I 

started listening to the audiotapes. I could remember where I sat for each interview, what
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each participant was wearing, etc. Listening to each interview triggered my memory of 

the interview and it felt like each interview had just taken place.

Verifying the accuracy of the transcriptions also provided me with nry first 

opportunity to begin “dweflmg in the data." Streubert (1991) described dwelling in the 

data as the tine and reflection committed to reading the interviews over and over and 

becoming immersed in their content. This process is also called immersion (Streubert & 

Carpenter, 1999). Once I verified the transcriptions (winch took several weeks). I sena 

copies back to the participants in order to give them a piece of their Navy history. I also 

asked them to verify the transcriptions for accuracy and to notify me of any thoughts that 

occurred since each interview. All of the participants appreciated receiving the 

transcriptions, and only one provided additional information.

Steps ia data m lvm : Step two.

The second step involved reviewing the transcripts to uncover the essences. Essences 

compose the basic units of common understanding of any phenomenon (Moyle & Clinton. 

1997; Streubert. 1991; Streubert & Carpenter. 1999). This step entailed a sentence-by- 

sentence review to identify any themes that might eventually create an essence.

Data organization was aided through the use ofthe computer program entitled 

NVivo. NVivo is a descendant ofNUD*IST. It uses an index-based approach composed 

of a document system (that holds the textual-level data about documents) and an index 

system (that allows one to create and manipulate concepts and store and explore emerging 

ideas) (Richards & Richards. 1998). S l John and Johnson (2000. p. 394) listed the 

following advantages of using qualitative data analysis software:
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1. AHows one to deal with large amounts of qualkalive data
2. Reduces the amoum of time needed for manual handling tasks
3. Increases the flex3nEty and thorougfanessm handling the (fata
4. Provides a visible audit trail in data analysis

Durktg this second phase of data analysis, the transcripts were reviewed repeatedly to 

gain an overall Hnpression ofthe data. Over 2^00 passages pertaining to the Bved 

experience o f shipboard nursing aboard aircraft carriers were eventually isolated aid 

assigned to 98 codes (otherwise known as “nodes" in NVivo). S t John and Johnson 

(2000) cautioned that with so many codes, researchers may not remember all ofthe 

established codes and that they “may not be able to see the conceptual‘forest* for the 

coding‘trees,’” (p. 395). I did find myself drowning in the number of codes I created so 

at this point (during the coding of the fourth transcript), I organized the 98 codes by 

creating five “umbrella” categories (i.e„ coping, relationships, life at sea. shipboard 

nursing, and recommendations) and placing each code into one of these five categories 

(see Appendix K for coding documemation)- These umbreBa categories did not readily 

trtms&e into essences-they only assisted me with ordering my coded descriptions- Data 

management occurred when some of the codes obviously went with others -  “By moving 

the uncoordinated nodes [codes] into connected groups, you start to get a sense of a 

system o f categories, rather than just a mess” (Richards, 1999. pp. 67-68).

Steps in data analysis: Step three.

Once the transcripts were coded. I proceeded whh the third step of apprehending 

essential relationships- Using NVivo. I ran an “assay scope” of all of the codes m relation 

to each participant. The assay scope of 98 codes revealed which codes were common to
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the pattnpaxstmeamE^ that seven to 12 of the participants bad significarfl statemeras 

attributed to that code) and winch codes were not (meaning that less than six of the 

participants bad significant statements refated to that code). I then printed the NVivo 

assay scope o f the sftmificant conanon codes, along with their extracted passages, and 

used these reports to apprehend essential relationships.

During this step of data analysis, and in support of bracketing, I shifted from 

Husserf s “natural attitude” to die “phenomenological attitude” in order to understand the 

true meaning of the phenomenon of interest -  nurses' experiences wide stationed on 

aircraft carriers. By rcadmg and re-reading the extracted passages ofthe common codes, I 

practiced eidetic reduction through “free variation” whereby I allowed my imagination to 

examine all o f the possible forms the experience could take from all possible angles. By 

adding and deleting certain features, aid recognizing when the experience no longer 

exemplified the concept. I identified what was essential to the experience. During this 

phase, uncommon experiences were laid aside and common areas were focused upon. 

Once an essence emerged in my imaginarioq I wrote ft down and then proceeded to the 

fourth step of data analysis in order to describe i t  Six essences were eventually identified 

and are described in the overall exhaustive description that is discussed in the next step of 

the data analysis process.

Steps a  data u d v sk  Step four.

The fourth step was developing a formalized, exhaustive description ofthe 

phenomenon. At this point. I used the word processing capabilities ofmy computer and 

entered and deleted portions of the description until I felt I had captured an accurate
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depiction of the essence. When in doubt, I returned to the extracted passages of the 

common codes and read and re-read them until I felt 1 had accurately represented the 

essence I was attempting to describe.

This exhaustive description was a compilation of the commonalities (as determined by 

the essences) across all 12 interviews and its success was determined by the whether the 

participants agreed that the exhaustive description did indeed reflect their experience as 

the ship's nurse on an aircraft carrier. The initial exhaustive description I wrote was 

shared with the study participants, the Committee Members ofmy dissertation process, 

and Dr. Streubert. The participants offered minor suggestions, and after some fine-tuning 

of the essences with botii Dr. Streubert and Dr. Sorrefl, a final exhaustive description was 

formed. This final version of the exhaustive description was again shared with the 

participants of this study and it was determined that no further modifications were needed. 

During the writing of this description of the essences that I identified through intuition. I 

was dedicated to Husserl's belief to begin and end with what was given.

According to Hubennan and Miles (1998). there is a danger that multiple cases that 

focus on abstract coimnon characteristics may end up with a set of generalizations that 

may not apply to any single case. When asked if the exhaustive description may become 

too condensed or watered-down. Dr. Streubert (personal conmtumcation. July 10.2000) 

replied that & is important to describe the common experience (not each individual's 

experience) -  the object of this methodology is to identify the co mmon elements across all 

descriptions. One should not lose the richness of the data if one has clearly captured the 

experience of those interviewed. As with qualitative research, one can never report on
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everything. I am confident that I have captured the common elements, across all ofthe 

descriptions, regarding the lived experience of shipboard nursing aboard aircraft carriers.

Criteria for Jndging the Onafity of an Im w

Despite over 20 yeas of experience with defining qualitative research terms, Dertrin 

and Lincoln (1998a. 1998b) concluded that the issue o f quality criteria for qualitative 

research is not resolved and thus invite further critique of the process. Cutcliffe and 

McKenna (1999) and Emden and Sandefowski (1998,1999) visited this issue and reported 

that some qualitative researchers believe that others are doing themselves a disservice 

when they try to equate qualitative methods with those used by quantitative researchers.

Lincoln and Guba (Lincoln & Guba 1985; Denzin & Lincoln. 1998a. 1998b) are 

pioneers in the field of quaiflative inquiry. They are committed to the paradigm of 

“constructivisnr (winch they previously called “naturalistic inquiry") in informing and 

guiding inquiry. The aim of constructivist inquiry. Hke phenomenology, is to produce 

understandings. The term constructivisni denotes an alternative paradigm whose main 

objective is to move away from the positivist and post positivist belief that reality cannot 

be apprehended. Constructivists believe that reality can be apprehended from the 

individuals who experience that construction. With constmctivism. the positivist and post 

positivist criteria of internal and external validity are replaced with the terms 

“trustworthiness" and “authenticity.'’ Trustworthiness incorporates the terms of 

“transferability- (which parallels external validity): “dependability-  (which parallels 

rehabflitY): and “confirmabOity-  (which parallels objectivity).
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TraTrcfrrahffity (fittmgness) refers to the KlreHhnod that the wifl have mema^

outside ofthe study situation. Some researchers believe it is up to the reading audience as 

to whether the findings are transferable (e.g^ Greene, 1990; Lincoln & Guba, 1985; 

Sanddowski 1986; and Streubert & Carpenter, 1999).

Dependability is a criterion of neutrality. By minimizing subjectivity, through 

neutrality, credibility ofthe findings may be maximized. There can be no dependability 

unless credibility has been established (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). “The question to ask is. 

‘How dependable are these results?"' (Streubert & Carpenter, 1999, p. 29). Lincoln and 

Guba recommend having an “auditor” inspect the process by which the accounts were 

acquired and examine the product for accuracy.

My auditor for this study was my phenomenology consultant. Dr. Helen J. Streubert 

(Streubert. 1991; Streubert & Carpenter. 1995,1999) (see Appendix L for Dr. Streubert's 

letter of agreement). I sent Dr. Streubert a binder containing copies of each interview 

transcript; copies of ray NVivo data analysis documents; and a copy ofmy initial 

exhaustive description (which contained 11 initial essences). Without looking at my data 

analysis or exhaustive description, she read and hand-coded aD 12 interviews. Dr. 

Streubert then compared her data analysis with mine, read my exhaustive description, and 

discovered that our findmgs had n»re similarities than differences. We then conversed on 

the phone (personal cornrainication. April 29.2001) about our findings and Dr. Streubert 

suggested three essences: constantly operating in an environment of uncertainty , having 

two fennBes. and leaving a legacy (see Chapter IV for fiirther discussion about the 

essences). After further consultation with the Chair of my Dissertation Coimnktee, Dr.
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Sorrefl, I reworked, renamed, and consolidated my 11 initial essences into six essences: 

experiencing the best but toughest job the Navy has to offer its nurses: ensuring 

operational readiness; being one-ofcone; operating constantly in am environment of 

uncertairty; having two fenafies; and making the job better for the next generation. The 

last essence (making the job better for the next generation) was changed from Dr. 

Streubert's social suggestion that tie  nurses waited to leave a legacy because Dr. Sorrell 

and I feh that the passages that related to this essence pertamed more to recommendations 

rather than leaving something behind.

“Confirmabitity [audibility] is a process criterion”* (Streubert & Carpenter. 1999. p. 

29). The way the researcher confirms the findings is by leaving an audit trail The audit 

trail consists of raw data, memoranda, communications, thought processes, etc. (Lincoln 

& Guba. 1985). The purpose of the audit trail is to document derisions made.

Lincoln & Guba (1985) also believed m the concept of “credibility." Credibility 

includes activities that increase “the probability that credible fimfings will be produced” (p. 

301). To confirm the credftiEtv'of the findings, the researcher shares the outcome with 

the participants. If  the participants recognize the findings to be true to their experience, 

then credibility has been established (Yonge & Stewin. 1988). When each participant read 

the one exhaustive description, be or she should have thought. “Yes. this is true. This 

reflects my experience as a nurse on a t aircraft carrier” Lincota and Guba called this 

activity “member decking." Taylor and Bogdan (1998) wrote that even if a participant 

rejects one s imerpretation. the rejection might enhance the researcher's understanding of 

the participant's perspective. Seidman (1998) reported that sharing the descriptions is
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crucial for aedibifity of the study; however, Seitfanan “would not give the person 

automatic censure on matters ofinterprctatkMi” (p. 54).

After some minor changes, all 12 of the participants verified that the exhaustive 

description accurately described their experience as the ship’s mnse on each carrier; thus, 

credibility was established. One participant  felt that it did not incorporate all this 

particular nurse did on the shq> once the participant became an Assistant Department 

Head. However, this nurse was the only participant who became the Assistant 

Department Head during the tour on the ship. Once I explained how the exhaustive 

description involved the commonalities of the job. and that tins participant’s reflections 

would be portrayed in the wrtte-up of this dissertation, the nurse was pleased.

PBsemnmtitHi of Fadings

Streubert's last methodological step entailed distributing the findings to the nursing 

community (Streubert & Carpenter. 1999). I plan to disseminate the findings through this 

dissertation process, by addressing Navy administrators, via publications in peer-reviewed 

journals, and by presenting at three national conferences.

Faadiag

In 1998.1 submitted a research proposal to the Tri-Service Nursing Research 

Program (TSNRP). Becausemy research was judged to have high potential. I was 

awarded a S4483 training gram to assist me in refinmg the grant application In 1999.1 

subm&ted the revised proposal and subsequently was awarded S21341 to study the 

phenomenon of nursing aboard aircraft carriers (see .Appendix M for approval letter).
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This grant paid for my:

•  Consultant
•  Computer
•  PriiSer/copier/scanner/fax nBchine
•  Computer software to orgainze data
•  Tape recorders
• Office supplies
•  Travel to the East Coast, West Coast and to the South to conduct the interviews
• Transcription costs
•  Postage, phone, and printing costs
•  Attendance at one national meeting to present findings

Chapter Sannary

This chapter described the methodology used in this study and inchided the research 

design, sample, protection of human rights, data collection, data analysis, criteria for 

judging the quality of an inquiry, dissemination of findings, and funding of this inquiry. 

Chapter IV wffl present the findings that emerged from tins study .
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CHAPTER IV 

Facings

This study was designed to describe the lived experience of shipboard nosing on 

aircraft carriers. The methodology addressed in the preceding chapter was used to analyze 

the Bved experience of 12 participants. In tins chapter, "just the given” wiB be offered. 

The partkipants' profit from the demographic sheet will be presented first, followed by 

the exhaustive description, its corresponding essences, and miscellaneous discoveries.

Participants’ Profile

In order to protect the particqimns' confidentiality, a summary of the background 

information obtained from the demographic sheet (see Appendix I), rather than more 

specific information (e.g^ the participant's interview number linked with gender, age. and 

tank) is presented. The demography information was gathered from the participants prior 

to the start of each interview. The sample included six females and six males between the 

ages of 32 and 45 years of age (mean = 40) at the time of the overviews. When first 

asagped to the ships, their ages ranged from 29 to 40 years old (mean = 36). All 12 

nurses were Caucasian.

AD of the participants were on active dutyat the time of the interviews and their 

length of time in the Navy ranged from eight to 22 years (mean = 14). The participants' 

assignment on the sb̂ > ranged from a two to three-year period (six spent two years, three
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spent afanosttwo-and-a-half years, and the remaining tfaee spent three years on the 

carriers). The participants* length of tine Mace leaving the ships at the time of each 

imerview ranged fiom several months to four years (eighi left less than a year before the 

interview, two fefi withm two years of the btterview, and two had left four years prior to 

each interview). Six of the participants had previous experience on Navy ships prior to 

the carrier tour.

The Navy rank sductmeibr officers is as follows:

1. Fnsigni (ENS -  level 0-1; equates with Second Lieutenant in other services)
2. Lieutenant Junior Grade (LTjg -  level 0-2: equates with First Lieutenant in other 

services)
3. Lieutenam (LT -  level 0-3; equates with Captain in other services)
4. Lieutenant Commander (LCDR -  level 0 4 ; equates with Major in other services)
5. Commander (CDR -  level 0-5: equates with Lieutenant Colonel in other services)
0. Captain (CAPT -  level 0-6; equates with Colonel in other services)

At the thne o f the interviews, three of the participants woe lieutenants, three were 

lieutenapt coramanrier-selects (promotions pending), one was a commander-select 

(promotion pending), and the remaining were commanders. When assigned to the ships, 

the nurses were more junior in rank. One was a lieutenant junior grade, six were 

lieutenants, four were lieutenant commanders, and one was a commander-select 

(promotion penimg). Five of the participants' highest levd of education was a bachelor 

of science in nursing (BSN) and the other seven hdd masters degrees at the time of the 

interviews.
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P rt« n tiv e  Dcscriptiou a d  Its Correspoadiag E a a c a

F.ihatttfive Description

The exhaustive description is presented and is followed by its corresponding essences

and thek- interpretations (note that the underfeed portions of the following text

correspond with an identified essence):

The nurses felt that shipboard nursing on aircraft carders was one of the best but 
toughest iobs the Naw has to offer its nurses. They experienced a  great sense of 
pride in bemg called the "Ship's Nurse” and eigoyed being a member of each ship's 
company. Carrier erasing was a worthwhile experience that inchided both rewards 
and challenges. The rewards included practicing in an autonomous environment: 
going to sea and experiencing wtett the Navy was all about; feeling a sense of mission 
and contributing to that mission; and traveling to unique locations. Among the job's 
challenges were woricingm a dangerous wori environment that incapacitated or even 
kitted shipmates; bemg away from home when deployed; participating in work-ups: 
navigating equipment and supply issues; and adjusting to the consiani turnover of 
both the medical department personnel and the ships’ crew.

The nurses' pi unary and most time-consuming job was ensuring operational readiness 
by coordinating the medical training team (MIT). In this capacity, they developed 
scenarios, simulated medkal casualties throughout the slqp. and conducted various 
briefmgs regardmg each drflL Orchestrating these exercises, and beoog a member of 
the larger Integrated Training Team (1 1 1 ), involved substantial assimilation with ail 
of the departments on the slap: consequently, the nurses got a lot of face time with 
each ship's Commanding Officer (CO), Executive Officer (XO), and Department 
Heads.

The nurses were considered one-of-one because they were the only nurse assigned to 
their carrier as the “Ship's Nurse." Not only did they represent nursing services for 
their ship, they were nursing services. The nurses felt an incredible sense of 
responsibility to their joh. They were on call 24-hours a day. seven days a week. The 
nurses knew their ships inside and out and made it a point to visit all of the ships' 
spaces, especially in their capacity as coordinators of the medical training teams. It 
was not uncommon for the nurses to be stopped in the passageways and consulted on 
matters ranging from the crew's own health care needs to questions about a fendy 
member's health status. Everyone on the ship recognized die nurse.

The nurses constantly operated in an environment of uncertainty. They could never 
be sure of what was going to happen next and always wondered about the “ifs": if
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thek qualifications were sufficient to get the job done; if they could trust then- 
corpsmen with the inpatient ward; if  tibe strips’ crew couid manage a trauma victim 
given die training the asses ted coordiiHled for them; if they couid handle a critically 
injured patient in their Intensive Care Uni; and if they couid manipulate the 
sonKtknes ardiaK equipmert they had inherited. The leadership capabilities of each 
commanding officer (CO), executive officer (XO), aid senior medical officer (SMO) 
set the tone for the nurses’ work environment. Feeling a strong sense of support from 
these kidividuals was paramount in allowing the nurses to excel in their role as the 
ship’s mirse whfe practicing in an environment of uncertaoty.

The nmses had tw ofepiffieg their skrmficant others and their shipmates. Working 
with the line community 2  ̂ rc3t experience Sor the nurses* Never before had 
they seen such amazing teamwork, aid fefc such a sense of camaraderie, aid they 
reafized that once they left their ships, they would most Skeiy never experience das 
again. Because they woiked, lived, ate, aid socialized whh the crew, they leaned 
about their fives. Enduring tough times, such as work-ups, brought the nurses and 
their shipmates together as a famfly. When all was said and done, they had a true 
appreciation for the Line and felt that the Line had developed an understanding and 
respect for them not only as Navy nurses, but also as Naval officers.

The rairsfs wanted to make the inh better for the next generation. Because their own 
shipboard orientation had been varied and iB defined, they felt it frnperative that their 
replacements be better prepared than they were when each assumed the duty of an 
aircraft carrier nurse. This philosophy spilled over into their subsequent tours 
whereby they took advantage of opportunities to prepare their Navy colleagues for 
operational assignments.

Correspomi«f Essences and Their Interpretations

The Bved experience of shipboard mirsing on aircraft carriers was best described by 

the following six essences:

A. Experiencing the best but toughest job the Navy has to offer its nurses
1. Pride
2. Rewards

a. Practicing in an autonomous environment
h. Going to sea and experiencing what it was all about
c. Feeling a sense of mission and contributing to that mission
<L Traveling to unique locations

3. Challenges
a. Workup in a dangerous work environment
b. Being away from home when deployed
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c. Participating m work-ups
d. Navigatmg equipment and supply issues
e. Adjusting to the turnover o f both the medical department

personnel and the ships’ crew

B. Ensuring operational readiness
1. Coordinating the medical trailing team (MIT)
2. Integration
3. Other job responsibilities

C. Being one-of-one
1. 24/7
2. Sense of responsibility
3. Lade of sleep
4. Respect
5. Replacements
6 . Ftrne-consunHngjob
7. Isolation
8. Peers
9. Liberty
10. V isito rth e^K ’ spaces
11. Everyone recognized the nurse

D. Constantly operating in an environment of uncertainty
1. Stressful
2. Training ofthe corpsmen
3. Equipment
4. Leadership

E. Having two femflies: agnificant others and shipmates
1. Teamwork
2. Camaraderie
3. Surface Warfare Medical Department Officer (SWMDO) pin
4. Showing off the Nurse Corps
5. Appreciation and respect

F. Making the job better for the next generation
1. Orientation
2. Preparation of successors
3. Preparation of colleagues
4. Recommendations
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Additionally, three essences emerged as nasceBaneous discoveries (meaning they 

were important enough to be discussed by the participants bin were not felt to contribute 

to the exhaustive description). They were: (a) women on ships, (b) anesthesia, and (c) 

shipyard (drydock).

The preceding headings are used to organize the following texL Exemplars foBow 

each essence aid there ate some occasions whereby the exemplars overlap with other 

essences. Descriptions that best iHustrate the essences are offered. Some ofthe 

exemplars have beat edited (without changing the meanings' intent) in order to make the 

text clearer to the reader. The first essence-Experiencing the Best but Toughest Job the 

Navy Has to Offer Its Nurses -  was clearty the essence that dominated afl of the 

participants’ descriptions. The remaining essences are presented in no particular order.

Experiencing the Best Bat Toughest Job the Naw Has to Offer 

Corresponding Essence in the Exhaustive Description

The nurses felt that shipboard nursing on aircraft carriers was one of the best but 

toughest jobs the Naw has to offer its nurses. They experienced a great sense of pride in 

being called the “Ship' s Nurse" and enjoyed being a member of each ship's company. 

Cacrier nursing was a worthwhile experience that included both rewards and challenges. 

The rewards included practicing in an autonomous environment; going to sea and 

experiencing what the Navy was afl about: feeling a sense of mission and contributing to 

that tnissiom and traveling to unique locations. Among the job's challenges were working 

in a dangerous work environment that incapacitated or even killed shipmates; being away 

from home when deployed; participating in work-ups; navigating equipment and supply
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issues; md adjusting to the constant turnover ofboth the medical department personnel 

and the slaps* crew.

Pride

Upon reflection, the asses proudly recalled what a unique opportunity they had

experienced when serving as the ship’s nurse on an akcraft carrier. A prevailing thought

among the interviews was exemplified by the comment

Gosh, it's a good fedmg to be called ‘ship's nurse.’ There’s only one of you. 
(Interview 3, Section 2, Paragraph 7)

There were times that the nurses couid not believe that they were actually in the Navy

doing something that only a small percentage of Navy nurses ever get a chance to do:

serve on a Navy vessel! In their role as the ship's rairse. they constantly remembered that

they represented the United States in their role as Naval offices:

I think being part of a big command that has such an enormous mission, you get this 
great sense of pride that just comes out of you. It’s Bke, 'Wow!' You see yourself 
steaming in with the whole battle group and you are part of something that is striving 
to represent this country. You're workmg up so that you can deploy and essentially 
be the ambassador. That's how we were made to feeL It was impressed upon us that 
you're the ambassador. So to be part of that as a nurse, you’re thinking, i  was in 
nursing schooL Never did I think I'd be considered an ambassador of my country 
representing this ship ashore.' (Interview 4. section 0. Paragraph 7)

Rewards; Practicing in a§ Autonomous Environment

All of the nurses came to this sea duty tour after having con^leted at least one 

rotation at a military treatment fecihty (MTF). At the MTF, the nurses performed clinical 

duties similar to their civilian counterparts. Although they knew that once they reported 

to the fleet their roles would change, they never imagined that they would experience as
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much autonomy as they did. They were amazed, and sometimes intimidated, at the

latitude given to than when defining tfees role as the slap’s nmse:

I enjoyed the work. It was the first time in my professional career that I had the 
autonomy that I did. Usually the SMOs [senior medical officers] allowed me to make 
the derisions. I followed orders just See you normally do, but I was the one that 
decided when to change the beds, I was the one that decided that the patient needed 
to get up and go walking. And there was nobody to answer to. I was the one that 
decided when my corpsmen were ready to work nights and I Eked tbaL I had always 
been kmd of scared of that, because. I didn't know whether or not I coukL [I was 
worried that] the first time I tried to do something, things would go wrong. Sol 
enjoyed that. I enjoyed beaig my own boss. (Interview II, Section 0, Paragraph 35)

Rewards: Going to Seat and Experiencing What It Was AM About

One of the rewards of the job mchxted going to sea and experiencing what sea (buy 

was all abouL However, days could go by where the nurses were so busy, they never got 

around to climbing the steps to go look outside- When tins participant did, an amazing 

experience occurred:

It dawned on me that I hadn't gone outside in a couple of days. So I said.'M aa you 
got to walk up to the sponson' [a projection from the ship's side, as a bracket for 
something], winch is just one deck Sterafly twenty feet from where I work everyday. 
And I walked up there, and the ship is moving through the water at about five knots 
and we were somewhere around the equator and it was one of these days that is 
absolutely indescribable- I got up to the sponson and I looked out. and the ocean was 
completely flat. It was completely calm. Not so murfi as a ripple.... Flying fish 
would le^> away from the ship. And you could see them rippling out of the water. 
And they would fly for sometimes as much as a hundred, two hundred feet And you 
couid see aQ this happening. Just crystal clear, absolutely no motion whatsoever. No 
swells, no waves, no wind action. Nothing -  just perfectly calm. I'd never seen that 
It was just so remarkable- And I was just striding there going,'Oh. my God. This is 
totally unreaL' And I stood and I watched it for several minutes thinking that it was 
going to go away any second. And then I ran back downstairs and I got my 
corpsmen. And I said. 'You guys have got to see this. You've got to go up to the 
sponson to see this.' They went up and we aQ just&ood there together cm the 
sponson. not saying anything as we just looked out over the ocean. It was a color of 
blue none of us had ever seen before. Off m the distance, there was some little 
tropical rshndas we woe moving slowly past. It was a conpletely magical moment.
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No way to recapture it No way to describe iL Tbe feefing that passed between the 
three of us as we just stood there quietly watching all that. I know I could mention 
this to n #  corpsmen twenty years from now, that day! And what a day! And you 
know what? Thai was one of my' best days. (Interview 5  ̂Section 1.1.1, Paragraph 
59)

Rwnwte Fedhg a Sense of Mission and Coutributiug to that Missioa

InprorassignmertSu the nurses occastirally worked for organisations whose goals 

and objectives were in a constant change of fiux. It was a relief for them to join the fleet 

and to be a part of something bigger than themselves- Being a nurse in an operational 

assignment, and not working for a mOitary treatment iaci&y. was a refreshing change.

This mirse remarked:

My biggest first impresaon. withm the first month that I was there, was: ‘Oh my God. 
I finally rejoined the Navv.’ (Interview 5, Section 0. Paragraph 7)

All of the nurses fett that shipboard nursing was not without its challenges; however.

they were pleased that they had a chance to experience what the Navy was ail about:

It's hard, hand work. BuL aQ in aD. probably one of the most ...rewarding 
[experiences], [It] helped me to understand the gray Navy better.... I've always 
wanted to do k. (Interview 9. Section 0. Paragraph 37)

It was probably the most challenging, demanding, rewarding, and exciting job I'll ever 
have in the Navy. I think you really got a sense of what the Navy was afl about... 
when you're out to sea.... You can see the Navy working. launching jets and doing 
underway replenishments and seeing every aspect of the Navy at once from every 
sailor doing their job. And so it was really kind of neat to be a part of something 
bigger and you feh a sense ofnrisswn and you feh your contribution to that mission. 
(Interview 4. Section 0, Paragraph 7)

The participants felt good about there tours as sinpboard nurses and commented on

how they sometimes missed the experience:

It was a very good three-year tour. And when I fell the sfaqj... it was emotional 
because F d spent three yeas of my fife being, probably, the busiest I've ever been.
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Forging friendships that FB newer see probably agam [with] the Line communky aid 
k was a good feeling.... I still nriss it. (Interview 2, Section 1, Paragraph 7)

I have nothing negative to say at all about my tour as a carrier nurse. On a positive 
note, k will always be one of tfae most profound experiences of my career and my fife. 
It was mote than ajob; the ship was my home and the crew was ray Navy lainily for 
tinee years. The call sign of our ship is 'Courage7 and I saw examples o f it at every 
level everyday. Our slap's motto is ‘Look Ahead.’ To me that is what visionary 
leaders do aid on the ship I served with many individuals who personified our motto 
through their exemplary leadership. 1 wish there was a way to turn back the clock 
and start those three years all over again! (Interview 4. Section 0, Paragraph 99)

Experiencing what the Navy was aQ about, and cortributmg to the mission of the

organisation, also meant enduring periods o f  role conflict. In this example, the Ittffse

described what happened when the physician wanted to release a psychiatric patient back

to the patient's work environment. When the patient’s division officer balked, the nurse

went to the patient's workspace to determine the problem. The participant then

ascertained thai one's primary nursing role was not always going to be that of patient

advocate. The nurse sometimes had to make decisions that benefited the organization

more than the patient. In this situation, the nurse realized that if an explosion occurred in

the patient's work environment, and that patient suffered a p araly zin g  panic attack wide

exiting the work space through the one and only available exit (a ladder), then those

behind the patient might suffer severe injuries, or even death, because they would be

trapped behind a shipmate who blocked their only exit out of a dangerous work

environment. Therefore, even though it was in the best interest of the patient to return

him back to work, it was not in the best interest of the organization to do so because the

prospect of a pending hazardo us circumstance was too great:
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So Just wafting mto the space, I get the impression that tins is a realty, realty 
dangerous place, I mean, tfaereTs only one way out. And the catapult machinery room 
has an enormous steam load. Anything that could happen that’s had would certainly 
be catastrophic. People would need to leave in an awful burry. So. 1 spied this guy s 
division officer over in the comer. But even before I did, I was already coming to an 
epiphany. I understood that I would no longer be m the role of patient advocate. It 
would be a whole new focus for me. So I meet up with this division officer. The 
timid guy [the patient], by the way, is standmg outside the hatch. He refused to go in 
the space. That’s where he was. So the division officer says to me, ‘Okay. So you 
see what die space looks Bee? Now, imagine this. I got thirty guys working for me. 
And you see that big old steam vessel over there? Say that thing gets a hole in it.
The amount of pressure that steam is under will cut metal for fifteen feet. It will slice 
through k just Bke butter. Any human being who gets in that path will be cut in half 
without a second’s hesitation. They’re gone. They’re toast. And oh, by the way, it is 
hot So it’s dangerous down there. Now. say these thirty guys that work for me. that 
I’m responsible for, have to get out o f this space in a hurry. That ladder you came 
down is the oiriy way out and that kid that works for me who says he's afraid of the 
ship... [now he] stops in the middle of that ladder with the other twe®y-nine guys 
behind him. Do you see a problem hereT And 1 said, i  see a problem here.' That’s 
when I realized I wasn't a nurse for [the] people anymore. I was a nurse for an 
organization-that my first responsibfltty had to be to the organisation, not to the 
person Sometimes that was going to be to the detrimem of the person (Interview 5. 
Section 1.1.1, Paragraph43)

Another nurse experienced role conflict when conducting training exercises. This

emergency nurse was used to caring for the sickest patients first; however, in battle

situations, the sickest patients are sometimes the last to be attended to because the priority

of die s&p is to get the wounded bade to their work stations so that the ship can defend

itself This nurse supposed that:

One of the hardest things to accept is the order of caring for battle damage. When 
they pu& the sk± and wounded offinto the corner and take care of the ship first 
That was one of the biggest things for me to get over, because for me it was always 
the patient first, the patient first. But it took realizing that what are we saving these 
people for if the ship goes down? So yeah. I guess, maybe we do have to save the 
ship first and then take care of the dead and the dying. And that was one of the hard 
things to leam and to accept, hut it comes with time. (Interview 11. Section 0. 
Paragraph 9)
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Rewards: Traveiag to Uaioac Location

Traveling to araque locations was a perk of the job. Ctaemtrsespemamajorityofa 

six-month depioymeiff in the Persian Gulf during a period of crisis. When the aircraft 

carrkr pulkd into port for some liberty, the participa« dusted off the golf chibs and hit 

the desert

If you haven't played golf m the desert, it's the experience of a lifetime. The largest 
sand trap I’ve ever seen.... So when you finally get that break from work and you 
puD into port, it's time to just have tine off... enjoy the countries and see the world 
and study other cultures and just take that time away. Because you’re going to get 
back out to sea, and it's aQ over again, back to the grindstone. So [take] that 
opportunity there. (Interview 10, Section Q.P&a^aph 93)

Challenges: Working a  a D m en m  Work Environment

Every job comes with as rewards and challenges. However, the job of shipboard

nursing aboard aircraft carriers provided extraordinary challenges that a nurse working in

a nriSlaiy treatment facility was not exposed to. The nurses worked in an industrial

envaomnent that proved dangerous for aQ of the crew. One nurse remarked:

I certainly enjoyed the autonomy and the independence that the ship offered but then I 
was quickly reminded that this was a dangerous place. (Interview 1, Section 0. 
Paragraph 55)

Another participant reiterated the constant threat of workingin a dangerous 

environment while explaining the philosophy o f the senior medical officer on this nurse's 

ship:

We have two jobs in unitary medicine. Job number one. keep the players on the 
playing fiekL Everyone should know that. People lose aght of that It's very 
important Job number two, we’re here to give AnKrica's lighting men aid women 
the perception that if something bad should happen to them, they wifl get the best 
care that... health care cm  defiver.... Bad things... certainly didn't happen to my
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shipmates with any regularity, but they did happen. (Interview 5, Section 1.1.1, 
Paragraph 49)

Bad things did indeed happen. One of the challenges of the job was working in a

dangerous and industrial envirorgnent that incapacitated or even killed shipmates:

People... constantly felling down ladders. Got some gCKxi head injuries.... A guy 
was canyinga.50 caliber [gim] down a ladder fell [and] put a hole in Iris knee. 
Another gny waited behind a buffer, which is a machine that blows hot m  into the jet 
engine intakes just to start them up. And if k’s running, we've got this air going out 
the back and you just walk behind it. it will blow you off your feeL WdL his feet 
stuck to the non-slrid and his legs went out and his ankles went.... So some big 
injuries like that We had some bums. We had crushing fingers... sunburns, lots and 
lots of drunken sailors. (Interview 2, Section I, Paragraph 93)

There were two sailors that went overboard.... They both ended up in the ICU 
[intensive care unit] because one oftbem blew a lung, the other one blew a kidney. 
And it happened right as we were between Japan and Hawaii. There was a two-day 
span there where we can’t medevac anyone because the helo's [heticoptersj can't go 
that fer. And usually if you are medevaring [performing a medical evacuation], 
they're not healthy enough to get the cat-shot [take off from the carrier with the 
catapult]. So we had them in there few about three days before we were in range of 
Japan to get them off... How did they go overboard? She was backing up a plane, 
got a little too close to the edge... hit one of the bombseaisand went over.... He 
jumped overboard to save her.... So picked both of them up.... It was during the day 
and it was off the coast of Hawaii Soil wasn't like it was real rough seas. [The 
crew] pretty much saw [it happen]. It wasn't idee it was at night.... She had hit the 
hanger bay. the deck, on the way down. So she had some head injuries. Popped both 
ofherhmgs. And some minor abdominal type stuff He bruised a kidney and 
fractured his spleen. And die actually came out a lot better off than he did because 
she had hit her head and went unconscious so she was relaxed when she hit the water. 
Whereas, he wasn't, so he had a lot of the impact injuries. (Interview 11. Section 0. 
Paragraphs 17-21)

The bad stuff was like the guy that lost his arm. That was really tough. When we had 
the people that died. That was a tough one. (Interview 7, Section 0. Paragraph 37)

With sadness, one participant confessed that the demise of a shipmate was tins nurse's

first exposure to death. The exen^br also illustrates the fact that the nurses practiced in

an envfromnent of uncertainty. At one point, this nurse experienced a moment of
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trepidation. After regaining composure, the participant used the occasion as a learning

opportunky for the corpsnen, aft the wWe maintaining a role as the patient’s advocate.

even in death, to make sure that the deceased pilot's dignity was not compromised:

We had an F-I4 pflot get laBed.... Two F-14s... were flying towards each other and 
they got too close. And one clipped the other. The one that did the clipping actually 
did make it back to the ship okay. Those two guys were okay. But the other one... 
wasflyingfine,andthey fefc that they could make thefe alternate landing area, winch 
was on the shore.... They wound up not. Theybadtoqectoi&oftbeplmemid 
we're not sure whether the ejection killed him or his parachute didn't open up and he 
wound up in the water. Butatanyrate. the back seater, he wound up with a right 
lower extremity fracture, and we wound up having to medevac [medical evacuation] 
him back to the states.... But they did recover the body of the pilot- And at the time, 
whenever we had had a mishap up until then, people had survived. It was Hke no big 
deal They got the pflot out of the water. The routine was they bring them down to 
[the] medical [department], they collected all their clothes.... Our senior medical 
officer... was up there [in flight operations}. He had radioed down to us. saying that 
the survivor, how did he put it? "The survivor is on his way .' .And we knew it was an 
F-14 [winch seas two]. So we were hke, ‘What does that meanT Nobody had 
briefed us. Like what does that mean, "the survivor?' We were hke. "Does that mean 
the other one is not a survivor?' You know, we just didn't know. We were 
completely ignorant, and we're doing this over the radio where everybody can 
hear.... And it tens out that, yes. that was right. One of them died. They pretty 
much knew right away that he was dead. And so they brougta him on board and 
before they brought him on board, [the senior medical officer] came over to me and 
he's like.‘We need to put him somewhere wide we prep him. prep his body.' Audi 
didn't have any protocol for that Nobody ever explained to me what do I do with 
somebody who dies. So we actually had two isolation rooms in addition to the ICU 
[intensive care unh]. because he or^inally said the ICU. And I didn't feel that was 
appropriate because we had a big glass window to it And I thought the isolation 
room would actually be more private and that's what we did use. We used an 
isolation room and brought him at there.... Going through that procedure, we had to 
cut offhis flight suit, right along the seam ... they had to do a number of x-rays on 
him. I actually didn't get involved m that, because the guys did. They had to flip him 
mid whatnot, mid 1 just felt fifce. ‘Okay. You guys can handle tbaL' But immediately 
when I realized that there was sometody dead. I started shaking. I was shocked. 
Because See I said, up until then, everybody lived. Then k occurred to me how 
dangerous their job was. I gained my composure and went back to work—  My 
corpsmen [and I ] ... figured out what we were going to do together... any patients 
that were kind of nem" the area where we were working, we kmd of told them a little 
bit of what was going on. that there was going to be a lot of corranotion here in a few
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mmites-... We had the Chaplain’s support. And I tirnk that it drew afl of us 
together. Has event, because everyone just kind of came out ofthe woodwork... 
they came iq* and they were helping out. And I goes that’s just always the way 
whenever there’s a big tragedy, even though... I mean tins is nothing See the U.S.S. 
Cole, hut k stiB was for us, because he was our first I think that w eal handled it 
wefi. We did kind of use a as a teachmg experience. Some of the corpsmen were so 
newthey had never actually seen a deceased person before. And to tefl you the truth. 
I had neper actually seen somebody dk from trauna. I’ve never done emergency 
room nursing. Pretty much when they get to the ICU or the wards, they're already 
denned iq>... so that actuafy was 119 first experience seeing (a deceased trauna 
patient}.... We did treat him with dignity. I think that we still needed to bring in some 
of the corpsmen to just kind of show than some things and everybody was very 
respectful it that department I think. (Interview 12, Section 0. Paragraph 23)

Not only did the muses work in a dangerous environment, they also lived in one. All

afrcrafi cairns me powered by stean; consequently , steam pqjes run tkoughout die ship.

In this exempts, the rawse described the constant tbeat of stean leaks:

My rack [bed], fortunately, was the most top rack so I had the overhead pipes... 
within inches of my face. The one thing that was kind of discomforting was the 
knowledge that some ofthose pipes carried high-pressured steam and steam leaks 
were a problem on the ship and folks can get significant injuries with high-pressured 
steam. So. you always wondered... 'will that pipe above your head [be]... the next 
pipe that rapturedT Fortunately, that was not the case with me; however, when [one 
of] the ... boikrfs] exploded, I was in [the] medical [department] at the time but I do 
remember conring back to my room... [which] bad gotten a pretty good beating and 
I couldn't help but [think] tfl had been in the room at the time, what that might have 
feh like- (Interview 1. Section 0. Paragraph 99)

(M o w s: Being Away from Home whea Deployed

Another challenge was being away from home for numerous deployments. Not all of 

the nurses left behind significant others; however, being deployed meant being away from 

all that was familiar. The ninses essentially ended whh two homes: theirprivare 

residence and the ship. Those with families regretted a loss of intimacy with their spouses
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as well as ooissiog out on being a part of their dukfrerfs day-to-day fives when tiiey were 

out to sea:

You Ikerafly have two homes. Because when you're gone for fifty percent of the 
rime, you have to have things set up so that your biHs are paid. I changed everything.
I changed afl my addresses to get mafl on the shq) because we get mafl everyday. One 
time I camehomeandmy efcctricity had been turned offbecause my biDs were sitting 
in my mailbox at home. So you reafly have to have some foresight and understanding. 
(Interview 3, Section 2, Paragraph 7)

Inthe toee years I was on board. I was gone an entire vear away from home. 
(Interview 2. Section 1. Paragraph 41)

Omofmytwo-yeartow, gramed I was onfy away from my family at sea only about 
eight months. but that was eigia months that I was not with my femfly. (Interview 8 , 
Section 0. Paragraph 65)

I think what (I] missed the most is you can send e-mal and you can show pictures, 
bul you can't bug and you can’t touch. And I think I missed that the absolute most. 
(Interview 2, Section 1, Paragraph 53)

[The tour was] professionally rewarding. Why rewarding? Because of the 
independence and autonomy, the camaraderie. Ah. challenging in it's extended family 
separations which was my greatest challenge. Losing intimacy' with my wife for 
extended periods of time was not something that I would want to do agaki I would 
say at least 40%. if not 50%. of our department had been divorced by the time my 3 
years ended.— My greatest disappointment, from the whole experience, was the toQ 
it took on my son and the separation anxiety he had for a long time. (Interview!. 
Section 0, Paragraphs 258 and 637)

Those that were single were cautious about startmg relationships because they knew

that they would be away a tot of the time:

What was an issue for me personally was it was hard to try and start a reiationship 
because you knew you were [going to) be gone so much.... So I didn't have anawlu] 
tot o f outskie of the ship, friendships really and truly because it was hard to get one 
Parted and then you'd be gone. (Interview 3, Section 2. Paragraph 7)
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Challenges: Participating m Worfc-aps

Part o f the deployment cycle of an aircraft carrier is partiripatmg in “work-ups.”

During work-ups, the carrier undergoes multiple testing phases to prepare the ship for

potential combat Various battle scenarios are played out so that in the event o f an actual

fighting situation, the ships' crew already knows what to do and can raQdpa&e their

actions once adverse events start to occur, (e.g„ a fellow shipmate being hil by gunfke

may have to have his or her battle station manned by another crew member). A carrier

that fads work-ups cannot deploy on schedule. Not deploying on schedule can be a

career-ending event for those in charge.

Work-ups were a stressful period for the participants because they had to organize

many drills in a short period of time in order to prepare each ship for war. Inadditioa the

nurses realized that if the medical response of their ship was judged inadequate during

work-ups. then it would be a direct reflection of their role as the leader of each medical

training team {MTT). Also, it was not uncommon to have a foil surgery schedule and

inpatients while the ship was underway. So not only were the nurses busy with the duties

on the MTT, they also had to worry about the status of the inpatient ward:

Work-ups were also hard in that we'd be gone ten days, come back for ten (fays, be 
gone again ten days, and then ifs the 24/7 reaBy. especially since there was always a 
patient on the ward. (Interview 11. Section 0. Paragraph 9)

In coordinating the medical training team, the nurses were responsible for conducting

numerous drills during the work-up cycle:

The burned time for the nurse on board a carrier is during the pre-deployment worfc- 
up cycle. There is no doubt about it in my mind.— The medical department is 
required to do a minimum of a hundred and twenty some odd drifts.... We did almost
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a hundred and ninety medical drills in ten days to fourteen days. And that does not 
include the two mass casualty drills that are required. Now, a mass casuaby driB 
[occurs when] there’s five or more igored n  any given area at a given time.... But 
what they really want to see is [a] fifty or more mass casualty drill. And generafly 
you’re taking up the whole ffight deck and you’ve got to move aQ these people in an 
expedkious manner to get them off the ffigia deck and then down into mam medical 
eventually.... So here we’re now talking about major amounts of people that need to 
be moved and in a mass casuaky manner. So not only you as a nurse are evaluating 
patient movement, you’re also evaluating how are the ffight surgeons mid other 
medical people triaging these patients. (Interview 8, Section 0, Paragraph 39)

It’s really an interesting evolution to see the inexperience level oC not just the 
corpsmen, but the whole ship's crew. They start out and it's kind of Bke 
kindergarten. And you get through each stage of the work-ups, and then you’re 
finally down to your final evaluation problem. And we actually did very, very weB.
We saved the ship. The ship didn’t sink. And it's just so interesting to watch these 
young sailors grow and grow ttaough the phases. And I think that's whars 
rewarding about being on a ship, being a nurse on a ship, being with the fleet, 
understanding what they go through, and seeing them develop and get stronger and 
grow and be rea% top notch professionals, if you wilL Firefighters, engineers, and 
the enlisted guys and gals up on the flight deck, and working incredibly long hours in 
the engineering departments, getting very Kttfe sleep and working unbelievable hours. 
And what they do to keep us safe and, you know, the world safe for democracy. And 
no one could ever, I think, understand it unless they've ban  there. (Interview 9. 
Section 0. Paragraph 7)

It was not uncommon to have a fiiB surgery schedule and inpatients while the ship

was underway. Some nurses discovered that their inpatient census was highest during

work-ups but inexplicably declined once the ships were at sea for a bog period of time.

Also, the nurses tended to work with inexperienced corpsmen during work-ups (because

the corpsmen did not get their bedside training until the ships were fully deployed). Thus.

not being able to count on an experienced crew added to the nurses' stress:

The ward and the ICU [intensive care unit) are just empty spaces when the ship is pier 
side. But when you get underway, patients come in. you admit them, and all of a 
sudden it becomes alive. (Interview 5, Section 1.1.1, Paragraph 47)
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Our first six-week underway [was] where we did an the work-ups. We trained to 
become a fighting ship. I had 40 or 50 patients during that six-week period. During 
die entire six-month West Pac {deployment to the Western Pacific Ocean}, I only had 
a little over 60 patients in six months- So ray patient-to-time ratio was much greater 
when we were doing work-ups. I don’t know if we had peopie that were not strong 
enough to be there. There were certainly more accidents, people learning their jo b ... 
cuts and cellulites. Trying hard. 'Yeah, my foot hurts krt I'D continue to work untill 
get this red streak on my leg. Maybe I better go to [the] Medical [department] 
[now].' I mean there’s some hard chargers up there just wouldn't come down unless 
they just weredrivenrdownto MedicaL... It w as... the (me time that I was stressing 
myself to the max. I had more patients and I didn't have anytody trained to take care 
ofthem because you can’t train your hospital corpsmen ifyou don’t have a hosphal 
And it would be great to [have the corpsmen] go to the naval hospital... and get 
trained, but there's no time to do fl because they're chipping pakt or they’re painting 
or they're doing ack call or umpteen things that happened on a ship. (Interview 1  

Section 1, Paragraph 13)

During worinqis, the mases could count on 16-hour workdays and sometimes

getting little sleep at night:

As we went through the workup cycle, not only ®e you having to do the driBs for the 
.Afloat Training Group and [COMNAVJAIRLANT and all those people, [but] you 
[also] have to go do the tfriBs down in the reactor plant for the reactor trainers and 
for ORSE [Operational Reactor Safeguard Exam] and get ready all of those people 
and then take care o f patients. There [were] times I would have pretty much a whole 
ward of patients and a foB surgery schedule and put in some really long hours. So 
[there] was more than one day that k was twenty-four hours in length or even thkty- 
six. close to thirty-six hours sometimes. (Interview 7, Section 0. Paragraph 11)

One nurse offered the following advice for enduring the tough times:

The environment is just that tough. So. it's nice to have a sense of humor. It's 
helpful and that’s probably what got me through it was a sense of humor. (Interview 
1, Section 0. Paragraph 131)

Several of the partkqjants recommended tapping into local resources prior to

deployment. This proved to be a blessing, during work-ups:

Being the onh nurse is tough. When we were doing the workups. I did get nurses to 
come out from [the local Navy hospital].... Other people told me. 'If you can get 
somebody, get them to come along.' So that did help, because there was times that I
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coidd go sleep and they could take caie of the waid. (Interview 7, Section 0, 
Paragraph 13)

I used a couple reservists during work-ups to help, especially during the final 
evaluation period [FEP].... One drill required four meetings... and during FEP, you 
had... eight drills [wind m eat] thirty-something meetmgs just for that two-week 
period. So tkne on the ward [was Bmited]-... Fortunately... everybody’s focused on 
FEP, so peopie don’t have time to think about their ailments. I think we may have 
hadtbeepeoplethat were admitted to the ward <hffing that time period [but] nobody 
critical. One was chickenpox, which could have been disastrous, but I augmented a 
reservist nurse who came ouL And she took care of the ward, so I could turn around 
and manage aD these meetings and complete FEP with no problems. (Interview 10. 
Section 0, Paragraph 81)

Once the ships were underway, the nurses felt that the job actually got a little easier

because they did not have to be home by a certain time. They worked because there was

nothing else to do. Their next challenge was overcoming the boredom that could ensue:

At sea, it was a tot better "cause I didn't have to try and get out of there by 16.-00 [4 
pm]. I bad all day. I mean half the niglff if I wanted to do things. (Interview 2. 
Section 1. Paragraph 25)

Everybody stays up ail die time. You work seven days a week. There's nothing to 
do. If you're not working, you're... a-hurting. Because when boredom sets in. 
there's nothing more painful than being bored on deployment. It's the worst. People 
work for their sanity. (Interview 5, Section 1.1.1, Paragraph 57)

Once work-ups were successfully completed, then the ships deployed, usually for a

six-month period. Nurses that experienced long deployments alhided to the movie

Groundhog Dav because the experience of being at sea got to be so routine that none of

the days differed, just as in the movie:

I don't know if anybody's referred to Groundhog Dav. But it's a really pretty 
predictable routine. So keeping busy was really important. (Interview 9. Section 0. 
Paragraph 9)
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Several ofthenmses were deployed during periods of armed conflict. This meant

that they were at sea fcrlong periods ofrime and had few diversions. la tias exemplar,

the muse recounted how hoi the envkonment was and tooled that morale could be low

when the crew had infrequent port calls and couki not e^nad home during bombing raids:

You have 6,000 sailors on a large vessel that's pretty much confined. We did 62 days 
straight at sea before we saw land. And then when we got to land, we couldn’t leave 
the pier. And then you turned around and went back to sea for another 45 days 
before you saw land again. The Internet helped increase some of the morale, but 
when you’re bombing, everything's siait down. Tensions were getting high and stuff 
like that Long hours out there in the heal (Interview 10, Section 0, Paragraph 1!9)

Challenges: Navrgatiag E q iip f t  and Sapphr bares

Navigating equipmem and supply issues proved to be trying at times. The ordering

lists remained stagnant. Some of the supplies that had been ordered were not always

utilized: but instead ofbeing recycled or returned, the supplies just never left the ship:

People just kind of order things. I mean, I had my storerooms filled with stuff and 
when you first ask around, and ... you asked.'Do we have afl these things? 'Oh. 
yeah. we have plenty.' WelL nobody bothers to look at the expiration dale. And, 
y e ^  we have plenty, and it was all goh^ to be expired witim six weeks.... And tins 
is just before a major deployment so [now] you're having to look at these things,... 
Then you find out that you really don't have the supplies there that you need.... When 
I got there, [we had] right around twenty cases of triple lumens. And Tm thinking, i f  
I have to put in a triple lumen, if I have to put in a Swan [Ganz catheter] here, we 
need the Chaplain here more than anybody.' It was just one of those ordering snafus.
I think somebody wanted ten single trqrle lumens and now we have twenty ... cases 
that are all about to expire. (Interview 6. Section 0. Paragraph 7)

Even the medical department had trouble decohering exactly what their resources

were:

When you look at a line item that says, “robber hose, one each, stock number.'... and 
you have a price of ten doOars. you don't really know what that is. It's a robber hose. 
'WelL is it an NG [nasogastric] tube? i s  it an old red robin catheter? 'What the 
heck is it? ... The stqrpiv people don't know ekher. You have to physically go to that
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bin in the supply system aid pull it out and go, Oh,k's an oxygen tube that hooks to 
a tank! Oh, good.’ But you don’t know, and it's 'cause it's a three-word descriptive 
ttem that non-medical people ptk together. So it jus* boggles yow mmd. So you 
make sure. Soakrtofthestuffyouboy out of your operational target budget, 
because they don’t keep that AMAL [Authorized Medical Allowance List] as current 
as you would Bee. (interview 2, Section 1, Paragraph 11)

Chalenges: Adjusting to the Constant Tarnover

The last challenge revealed was the constant turnover of personnel on the ship. The

noises found k frustrating to train with people that inevitably left for new duty

assignments. Addkionaily, some of the medical department staff accompanied the strips

for deployments only (e.g^ anesthesia and surgery support). This, the nurses had to

constantly adapt thek work environment to the desires of varying personnel:

Then you have sirip turnover and it was just non-stop. There's always somebody 
there to tram, alwavs somebody to take care ofbecause yo u  had such turnover in that 
place. It was huge. It was huge turnover. (Interview 4, Section 0, Paragraph 17)

It just»  happened that the medical administrative officer, the general medical officer, 
and I all reported on board within a couple months of each other. And so we all 
learned how to do everything together. Akhough it would have been nice to have one 
person who knew what the heck they were doing, bra that's okay. We all kind of 
learned and then got used to each other's ways of domgtfamgs. (Interview 12. 
Section 0. Paragraph 13)

Every time we went underway, we had a different surgeon ... every time and as I 
explained, we were out fifty percent of the time. So we would be out two weeks, 
back for a couple o f weeks, out for four days, back for a couple o f weeks, and tins 
continued for two and a half years.... It was very difficult because there was always a 
topsy-turvinessto whoever the surgeon was or who the surgeon didn't get along with 
and I mean it was very, very difficult (Interview 3. Section 2. Paragraph 7)
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Ensnrmg Operational Readiness 

C onaiw »B»» Eaaegce m lie  Eihaastivc Description

The nurses’ primary and most time-consummg job was ensuring operational readiness 

by coordinatiDg the medical training team (MTT). in this capacity, they developed 

scenarios, simnbfed medical casnafries tlroughoui the ship, and conducted various 

briefings regarding each drifl. Orchestrating these exercises, and being a member of the 

larger Integrated Training Team (ITT), involved substantial assimilation with all of the 

departments on the ship; consequently, the nurses got a lot of face time with each ship's 

Commanding Officer (COX Executive Officer (XO), and Department Heads. 

Coordinating the Medical Trailing Team

Ensuring operational readiness included training the ship's crew on basic first aid and 

the GTMO war wounds. The GTMO war wounds are considered to be the most Beefy 

injuries to occur in an industrial environmeca such as that of an aircraft carrier. The 

classification o f the GTMO war wounds was created when the Navy's fleet training group 

was located at Guantanamo Bay. Cuba (aid the Navy's nickname for Guantanamo Bay is 

“GTMO"). The GTMO war wounds are:

1. .Amputated hand
2. Burns
3. Electrical shock
4. Compound fracture of the lower extremity
5. Fracture of the jaw with fadai mjury
6 . Open abdonmal wound with extruded viscera
7. Smoke inhalation
S. Sucking chest wound/pneumothorax (Virtual Naval Hospital 2001)
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The primary and most tkne-consanmg job that all of the asses unequivocally

recounted was being the medical iiepaHneA’s training officer:

A large part ofthejob turned out to be tiainmg. Probably three-quarters of my time 
was spent on trakmg issues. (Interview 12, Section 0, Paragraph 7)

The nurses trained the ship in “buddy aid.” The concept of buddy aid is that a trauma

patient’s first responder is the one working next to him or her when the accident occurs.

Thus, vdde medical personnel are enroute, the patient's “baddy” is stabilizing ten or her.

My focus was stffl training, not only our medical people, but training the ship, because 
all the stretcher bearers and a lot of the other people in the different sections... have 
to be trained up to a certain level of medical conpetence. (Interview 6, Section 0, 
Paragraph 7)

We also [trailed] the general crew . The general crew on board an aircraft carrier is 
approximately 3,600 people..-. Once you get underway [then] the aircrew brings their 
3,000 people. So you're really looking at about sixty-five to sixty-seven hundred 
personnel that are on board a carrier at any given time when they are fuDy loaded up 
and ready to go to sea... [to] perform a mission. One ofthe primary things that is 
needed, in preparation K>r deployment, is to ensure that the crew is trained from a 
medical aspect for buddy aid.... Incase there is an actual personnel casualty, the first 
person at the scene wiB most tikeiy be another member of the ship. So that individual 
needs to at least know how to provide initial life saving actions, to stop bleeding, [to] 
ensure there's an adequate airway... the basic ABC’s.... There is also the need of 
hanrir  ̂people carry mjraed individuals. We have stretcher-bearers. They’re certain 
criteria to ensure the safe transport of people, especially among the multifaceted 
decks of a aircraft carrier. So. therefore, stretcher-bearer training is also very 
important. (Interview 8. Section 0. Paragraph 7)

This mrrse conducted drills in the crew 's workspaces and modified training scenarios

to make the crew realize that they were learning life-saving measures that would assist

than both on the job andat home. In this exemplar, the participant describes how every

opportunity was used to “show off the Nurse Corps” to the Line community:

As head ofthe medical training team, you needed to be able to train every area's 
response to a medical emergency.... we had a medical response team ...[that was]
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made vp of a couple corpsmen wfth the drill packs on their back, m i they call them 
the rabbit It’s Bee they hustle to wherever in die ship they announce over the 1-MC 
{loudspeaker] a medical emergency. So these guys have to hustk to that area with a 
radio [and] callback ... until the corpsmen get there. Then it’s really the ship’s 
company who’s tasked... to take care ofthe stuff So if you impress upon these 
folks that you're there to take care o f your shipmate and you do this in your first-aid 
training. The way yon really impress tqxm them... is you go and you do a driD m 
their space— seeing their work space, seeing what potential hazards they face in their 
work space and challenging them to respond correctly.... I [would] try to expmdtt 
to, ‘AH r ^ t ,  so, you know, it doesn’t happen here. Or there’s somebody else that’s 
going to be around, bm you know what? You could go home and your little Idd 
couki be choking on something or your neighbor could be having a heart attack or 
you could drive home and cotne upon a car accident’ ‘cause we were teaching cardiac 
stuff and tramna stuff...So they really saw thag they could benefit from that. And 
being the nurse... that was one ofthe fan parts of the job. So I thought that that was 
kind o f... showing off nursing, showing ofFNurse Corps -  what our contribution to 
them can be. Both... shipboard and on a personal leveL (Interview 4, Section 0, 
Paragraph?)

The nurses felt frustrated when they ascertained that trakdng scenarios were not

standardized across the fleet. When they queried Commander. Naval Air Forces, U.S.

Atlantic Fleet (COMNAVAIRLANT) or Commander. Naval .Air Forces. U.S. Pacific

Fleet (COMNAVAIRPAC), they learned that there was no nurse assigned to either

command to give them guidance:

Whal I learned when I was going through this process of learning how to run drills, 
do drills was that there was nothing in place that I could go by in order to do this.
Like every time I nm a drifflfek like I was reinventing the wheel There was nothing 
for me to go by. And then, when I would call over to COMN AVAIRLANT. which 
was supposedly our resource command, there was no Nurse Corps Officer stationed 
there. So there waaft really tray resource person in particuim-th& I could look to. 
and so I found that 1 had to rely on other strips’ nurses to find out what they were 
doing. So that was a Ektle disheartening, because I would call over there and say. 
"Hey. I’d like to know how I’m supposed to do so and so.' .And they'd be like.
'WdL what's everybody else doing?’ And I said.‘Wefl. wbat am I supposed to be 
domgT I wanted to do it the right way. not what everybody else was doing. So I 
kind of just had to find my own way of doing things. (Interview 12. Section 0. 
Paragraph 7)
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Being a member of each ship’s larger Integrated Training Team (ITT), involved

substantial assimilation with all of the departments on the ship; consequently, the nurses

had numerous encounters with each ship s Commanding Officer (CO), Executive Officer

(XO), and Department Heads:

In order for it to be integrative training, you had to integrate wih at least two other
parts ofthe ship  Wefl, now, all of a sudden, everybody wanted medicaL That’s
the simplest one. We’D hare some injuries down there, you can impose them 
anywhere and that would cover integration. And so we really had to learn, or at least 
I really had to Iearn, afl the other different functions ofthe ship—  A lot of this 
trainiag met some very dangerous evolutions. The training in the engine spaces is 
hiking these people up four, five, six levels ... that in itself imposes a tot of hazards.... 
Medical really came into focus as far as the ship's training. And this was a big part of 
our inspection, was tins integrated framing. So you get a lot of (ace time with the XO 
and the CO and the Department Heads on all of the departments, which is a very 
good thing ... Because you really need to show that you have the interest in what 
they do. (Interview 6, Section 0, Paragraph 7)

Integrated trahmg encompassed as many as 17 different departments on the ship. In

tins exemplar, the nurse differentiated the training philosophy of the aviators, the “nukes”

(those who worked with the nuclear reactors), and the engineers. In addition, the nurse

described the briefing process associated with each drill:

As far as getting along with the people in other departments, that was interesting.... 
[There were] closer to seventeen different departments on an aircraft carrier [with 
the] air department being one of the larger ones. Engineering being another one. 
Reactor department And there are the departments that I worked directly with in 
coordinating driQs and so there [were] some mayor people that I had to leant to work 
with, aviators [and] ship drivers. And these are peopte that I bad never really worked 
with before, of course, coming fiom the medical community. So that was interesting, 
just learning their ways of doing thmgs. Of course, the people in the reactor 
department are very rigid. They have everything done by the book. You know, when 
they wait to run a drill. they’H open up a folds' and say . 'Okay. We’re rurming driB 
number 33A today,’ aid they base everything planned out. Where everybody is 
going to be standing, what ft is they’re looking for, and a i that. And that's the kind
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of tiring that I guess I was looking for when I was phwintg my drills: something very 
straightforward and laid out And then you have your engineers who are just like on 
the %  kind of people. And they’B just throw down an mstnsnent that is stqiposed to 
represent a fire, acid say. Okay. Fight that/ They were just very spontaneous, which 
is, I guess, very snnflar to medical where ...you run people through a code and then 
you say, "Okay. His blood pressure’s ckoppmg, you know, what do you doT And 
then you haw the ardepmtment, the aviators. They brief everything. They want to 
have a brief before the drilL They want to have a brief after the drifl.... Alllthe 
commanding officers of carriers are aviators, so ... every time we ran a drill with 
casualties, I wnnlrl have to pre-pbn where each one ofthe casualties was going to be 
in the ship. I couldn't just do anything spontaneously.... You couldn't do anything 
that wasn't briefed. It's very, veiy different, very different But. you know, I played 
with theu rules, so I think I earned the respect that I wanted to whOe I was there. 
(Interview 12, Section 0, Paragraph 17)

The mnses quickly learned that briefe were succinct and to-the-point:

Briefs are brief... It’s hard. You want to be detailed and you want to give a good 
analysis. And when you’re with a big group of people, and they want to get through 
a meeting, they... want you to be quick, short, and to the point.... It was just a big 
change from being in nursing meetings where you maybe have a tittle more discussion 
and you hash h over a little more, where here you're just like short, sweet, get to the 
point, lessons learned, boom, next person. And if there’s anythmg more you want to 
address, you just talk about it afterwards. So it was a big transition from being that 
touchy-feely nurse. (Interview 9, Section 0, Paragraph 33)

Gacethenurseswerecomfortabfe with orchestrating drills, they found that they could

organize an operational exercise within minutes. This attests to the effective working

relationships the nurses developed while on each ship:

[I] got to be real good friends with other departments- I could jack up the phone and 
put together a mass casualty with sixty casualties -  make three phone calls -  one e- 
mafl [and] three phone caQs... that was it. (Interview 3. Section 2, Paragraph 9)

A lot of forethought had to go into planning the drills. The nurses had to have

accurate knowledge of the crew's drill spaces, and their work routines, prior to

implementing an operational exercise. They were cognizant of the fact that medical

training was not the only game in town:
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With tie  integrated trainHig team, you need to decide, i s  my driD going to not make 
somebody's day, somewhere? ‘Howdo we best coonfoiate this effort so that we all 
can get some good qna&y tratrmg in the least amoral of tone rad not make some 
mistake?7 Or the big issue is safety.— You have safety pre-walkthroughs of an area 
just before you actually ran the drifl, besides going there maybe a day or so before and 
ensuring that Yeah,I think this wffl be a good! spot to rra a drift,’ rad coordmathig it 
with the division rad departmental people to ensure that they don’t have ray work 
project planned for that day and you're not going to come nnming in there with afl 
your medical crew and tell them to clear the space because you need to run your own 
potential drilL (Interview 8, Section 0, Paragraph 7)

Not afl of the nurses taught basic life support (BLS); however, as the training officers.

they were responsible for ensuring that it was done. This participant taught BLS and took

pride in the foct that so many people were certified under the participant's tutelage;

however, after leaving the ship, the nmse had not pursued BLS instruction for another

organization. This was attributed to bum out:

I thought eventually my tine spent on BLS would decrease, but it actually just 
remained constant throughout because mamtahring a database of thousands of people 
who are constantly coming and going, it's difficult.... I guess I personally certified 
over two thoosmd people the whole time I was there. So I haven’t taught since. I 
kind of got a little burned out on teaching CPR [cardiopulmonary resuscitation). 
(Interview IZ  Section 0, Paragraph 7)

Other Job Responsibilities

Numerous job responsibilities, indmfing various collateral duties, were described. 

However, the top three activities mentioned consistently during each interview were: 

acting as the medical training officer (as discussed in the previous section entitled 

“Ensuring Operational Readiness"); caring for the inpatient ward (which involved working 

with the corpsmen and is described in greater detail trader the “Constantly Operating in an 

Environment of Uncertainty" section below); and monitoring quality assurance.
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Other job nesponsihiBtics: Monitoring quaBty ta a n a tt.

The nmses were responsible for monitoring the quality assurance (QA) program m

the medical department. This also entailed fifing a lengthy monthly report with either

COMNAVAIRLANT or COMNAVAIRPAC. Unfortunately, the program standards

were not uniform; thus, the nurses proposed standardizing the requirements across all of

the carriers. Incidentally, the term "QA" does not always spark a sense of excitement.

Therefore, some ofthe muses were pleasantly surprised with their experience m

supervising this program:

One of my medical department collateral duties was as a QA Officer. And that was 
interesting, because I was QA-ing myself a lot of times. It should have been a 
septate person realty, bat I (fid k the best I could sad I tad to submit a monthly 
report that was usually about this thick, which was probabty about... thirty pages 
So that was tine-consuming to do that. (Interview 12. Section 0. Paragraph 9)

I think it would be helpful if there were specific things that had to be QA'd instead of 
just leaving it up to the department because I know of one ship that hadn't done QA 
for months. (Interview 3. Section 2. Paragraph IS)

Quality Assurance.... The nurse is always tasked because thev say. ‘Oh. the nurse can 
wrap it up. The nurse can look at it from a clinical standpoint of patient care'.... 
Although I didn't have a great expertise in how to run a lab or what the issues were 
with x-ray. I knew hum a patient care standpoint what we need to be watching out 
for. ‘Are the lab chits tracked... once the tests are sent out ofthe ship, do they come 
back?" 'Are they tracked back to the buyer who ordered them and does it make it to 
their recoidsT ‘Who they should contact with the results?' I mean those are things 
that we know from a patient care standpoint need to be done.... Some nurses go. 
*Ooh! QA.' They find that once they get inandreaflysee that it can impact the 
quality o f care, they don't mind it. Don't mind getting involved and actually 
concerting the whole thing. So I actually enjoyed it. (Interview 4. Section 0. 
Paragraph 7)
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O tter lob ta p w A ff iiK  Cofcrterai dities.

In addition to  the three primary responsibilities, each nwse held af least ten collateral 

dnties. The method of assignment of collateral duties was sometimes inexplicable; 

however, letting a legitimate duty go unfulfilled was mconceivable to these nurses. These 

collateral ditties inchided. but were not limited to:

1. Accompanying medevacs
2. Acting as Assistant Department Head
3. Functioning as a Baison between the ship and medk^ treatment facilities (MTFs)
4. Acting as a tour guide to distinguished visitors
5. Assisting in sick call, the emergency room, or the operating room
6. Assisting with court martials
7. Assisting with research protocols
8. Attending numerous daily meetings
9. Being a member of the Command Assessment Readiness team
10. Being a member of the sexual assault victim intervention (SAVT) team
11. Performing interventions as a sexual assault nurse examiner (SANE)
12. Being a member of various process action teams (PATs)
13. Being the Fanify Advocacy Representative for the command
14. Coordinating mass blood draws
15. Coordinating the Exceptional Family Member Program
16. Coordinating health promotion activities
17. Coordinating professional affairs
18. Coordmating the Surface Warfare Medical Division Officer (SWMDO) study 

classes
19. Coordinating telemedicine activities
20. Giving allergy shots
21. Informingthe crew of issues regardmg TRICARE (the military's managed care 

program)
22. Managing fands for temporary active duty (TAD) for professional development
23. Performing preventive medicine activities
24. Performing psychiatric evaluations
25. Performing respiratory therapy functions (especially when ventilators were 

involved)
26. Prociffing medkai equipment and a^jfies
27. Standing numerous watchesduties
28. Writing numerous reports

Following are a handful of exemplars related to some of the collateral duties listed above.
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O t t c r M n c w M f t f f i i t c G N i t t a t l f i i e .

to addition to the three key job responsibilities, the nurses also had numerous

collateral duties. T tem ^rity  of duties were understandable; however, some ofthe duties

woe givea to the nurses for no apparent reason*

Foundoutthatpretty much I was gomg to be what we termed the SU O -the shitty 
HxtJe job officer. Anything nobody else wanted to do got stuck on my desk. Anything 
even remotely touchy-ledy... bring it up to the nurse. (Interview 11. Section 0, 
Paragraph?)

Sometimes the nurses fek like they were a “jack-of-afl trades but a master of none”

because then duties were numerous and so varied. The participants were seen as the

ultimate resource for their department. Their workdays could be so busy yet at the end of

the day, the muses could not articulate exactly what had transpired that day:

I was the 'go-to' guy. Okay? 'Hey, I need tins.’ 'Okay.' 'Go there.' 'Lieutenant, 
can you get this person in CHCS [composite health care system] so I could order 
medsT 'Yeah. NoproUem. Sit down.' And so I was constantly doing that. When 
you do that all day long, aft the end ofthe day you sit down aid you go. What the 
hell<fid I do todayT (Interview!, Section I,Paragraph25)

Other job responsibilities: Accooipaaviug nedw us.

Some of the nurses accompanied patients on medevacs; however, this duty meant

leaving the sĥ > without a nurse for a period ofhoius. days, or weeks at a time. This

paitkipam raised a vafid pomt in that it was not uncommon for the nurse to anticipate

adverse side effects associated with patient transport; thus, it was only natural that the

nurse escorted a patient on a medevac:

I did most ofthe medevacs on the slop, which is probably a lot different than the other 
nurses. They have very strict criteria on who can go up.... And our very f e t  patient 
was a serious one. It was nwseffarri a doctor that went on that. Andthenafter
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that they wanted me on afl o f them They just miss out on a lot of things. I mean, 
these are doctors that have only completed an internship and gone to ffigbi surgery 
schooL And so they miss out on a lot of gangs. Ow first one was that guy that I told 
you that got hit with a large bearing, had a fractured hip. Well now you've got this 
guy on a backboard, flymg over water, that has to have aB his gear on, which 
sometimes we don’t tate into consideration. And now you’re giving hkn pain 
medication, which most patients are gomg to poke from anyway. And now you're

the vibration, which is just going to increase the pain of the fracture she. And then, 
what are you gomg to do ifhe does puke, smce you’ve got him strapped down on this
board? And what are you going to do ifhe gets i t  the water, ifthehefo goes in the 
water and this type thing? And so it started off as I was explaining all these things to 
the Ffight Doc that aftoftiie sudden, it was, ‘Well, you need to come.’ And then, 
after that it was pretty much that I either did them alone or did it with one of the 
ffight surgeons. I did ... close to thirty some medevacs off the ship, when we were 
out floating around. (Interview 6, Section 0. Paragraph 15)

Other iob n ^w sib ilties: Acting is  Asastaut Dcpartmeut Head.

Being the Assistant Department Head was an unusual but not unimaginable, duty for 

the ship's nurse. Tins participant’s primary responsibilities changed when assuming this 

role:

Then the SMO [senior medical officer] offered to go ahead and make me the 
Assistant Department Head. So at that point my job changed considerably. My job 
changed to where I owned everything in the medical department. .And now I'm 
having to make decisions on the lab and on x-ray and on pharmacy, on sick call as 
weft as aft the traditional nursing areas and education tranring... The job ofthe... 
Assistant Department Head ... is [coordinating] the day-to-day function of the 
department. See tint everythmg is there from the Band-Aids to the drugs, that thmgs 
are getting done, and things are getting cleaned and afl these things are happening.... 
Afl of the sudden you have to become very familiar with the RAD[iation] health 
program, and what [that means], because that's a showstopper. Where are we getting 
our drugs from? Do we have the drags we need? Simple little things. (Interview 6, 
Section 0. Paragraph 7)

Other iob resoousilHKties: Acting as a Baisou.

When the ship is underway, the inpatient ward is open for business. When the ship is 

pier side (docked), the inpatient ward is closed. Therefore, any crew member that requires
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hospitalization when liie ship is docked becomes an inpatient at the local medical 

treatment iksityCMTF) or civilian hospital. Some of the nurses felt k their duty to act as 

a fimsoo between the ship and the MTFs so that they could keep track of a patient’s plan 

of care:

Whenever we bad an mpaikxi that was in ICU [intensive care unii] or another 
hospital, I usually would go t o  see them. And I think it’s inportant to do that 
'cause then yon can come bade and tefl die ̂ ap. the division. [and/or] the department 
Iknowsomenursesdon’t do to b u t I didthaL (Interview 3. Section 2, Paragraph
12)

OtfcerM>rBiW Bfl>gtiei;Be!Mg»nwb«rrfwri8ttBnicea»diwteMB.

Several of the participants were members o f vmious process action teams (PATs).

Sometimes the nurses volunteered for PATs. and sometimes they did not. This participant

was assigned to a PAT that studied the issue of smokmg on the shg). The nurse realized

t o  the team's conclusions contrasted with what nurses usually advocate. However, the

team appreciated the fact t o  the goal of zero tolerance was not realistic and t o  smoking

on the ship was going to occur no matter what; thus, it was up to the PAT to define the

limits of smoking on the ship. This nurse was amazed at how enpowered the PAT was

because at previous military treatment facilities, the participant had never experienced

immediate knpleraenlation of a PAT~s recommendations:

In less than four meetings, we accomplished ail of our objectives. We found out that 
we had to allow smoking on the ship and we had to figure out where that could 
happen. .And we walked around the shqp and we looked ail over and we found the 
best places to do t o .  And we rolved the problem ofthe engineers who are basically 
moles and can't leave their spaces. They 're down there m that dark. hot. uninviting 
space. And we opened up several of the engineering spaces to smokers so they could 
smoke in certain areas. We opened up a couple sponsors [projections from the ship's 
side], t o  t o  was that. We defined very clearly the faults of smoking.... Ovemigbt 
the way t o  people smoked on the slap changed. And so aO of a sudden now . I
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would walk to sponsoa six and there were all the smokers. As if by magic, they Just 
knew. Andcormnunksaforeon the ship is an anrazing thing.... Very, very 
refreshing And I reafiy got an addiction for results. (Interview 5, Section 1.1.1. 
Paragraph 43)

Other job resporeflwities: Miscdfameous a — a fe .

The method of assignment of collateral duties was sometimes baffling; however,

letting a legitimate duty go unfulfilled was inconceivable to these nurses:

I was the EMP person, the Exceptional Family Member Program. I was a TRICARE 
[the military's health maintenance organization] person, basically all of those things 
that nobody else wanted to do. Somebody had to do them, and so usually being a 
nurse and being (laughter) educated in that style, we're taught to pick up all the 
pieces and make sure everything follows the patient. And so it would usually end up 
in my lap. Either I'd do it or nobody does it. and that's not an option. (Interview 11. 
Section 0. Paragraph 41)

One nurse was not intimidated with being assigned an unfamiliar duty because the

participant felt that one did not have to be an expert in everything -  one just needed to

know the questions to ask to ensure safety.

The biggest thing you need to have going into something See this is knowing the 
questions to ask.... f think this is very nnportant. especially when you're looking ai all 
the preventive medicine type of things you need.... Do you have time to dig down 
into every nitty-gritty thing there? No. But you have to have some idea what's going 
on. So by going into an area and asking certain questions, if you get the right 
arEwers. then you know you have a higher percentage chance that everything in there 
is going okay. (Interview 6. Section 0. Paragraphs 7 and 25)

Maintasm^ job satisfaction with so many responsibilities was tough for the nurses.

In was not unusual for them to have misgivings:

Once you go out aid you're underway and you're doing these drills, you're trying to 
brief everything, and then you get your first wave of patients. And you have yotff 
ward patients and your psych patients.... We had several ruptured appendixes. And 
you're trying to give good nursing care to the patients on the ward and trying to make 
good drOJs and quality (Mis what you're doing your training for the crew on the ship. 
And then, you're trying to hold meetings and QA meetings and credential's meetings.
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Arid as new f5ght surgeons or doctors come oul or ship's riders, nurses come out, 
and getting their credentials and getting them settled kt» and just adnevmg a real 
balance. It was tough- ... At one point, I kind of reached a breaking point and tried to 
be departmental trainmg coordinator, ward mirse. ICU nurse, training team leader, 
credentials nurse, QA nurse, and try(iag) to do heakh promotions, and wear aD the 
hats, and try to have balance. It was really difficult (Interview 9, Section 0, 
Paragraph?)

Being One-of-One 

Corresponding Essence a  the E rtostive Description

The nmses were considered one-ofone because they were the only nurse assigned to 

their earner as the "Ship's Nurse." Not only did they represent nursing services for their 

ship, they were nursing services. The nurses feh an incredible sense of responsibiltty to 

their job. They were on call 24-hours a day, seven days a week. The nurses knew their 

ships inside and out and made it a poim to visit afl of the ships' spaces, especially in their 

capacity as coordinators of the medical training teams. It was not uncommon for the 

nurses to be stopped in the passageways and consulted on matters rangmg from the crew's 

own health care needs to questions about a family member's health status. Everyone on 

the ship recognized the nurse.

24/7

Most of the participants had come from military treatment facilities where they were 

one of many nurses who worked for nursing services. Once they got to their ships, they 

came to the realization that there was no department of nursing to report to -  they were 

the department of nursing. Even though the nurses did not practice in isolation (because 

they were surrounded by physicians, physician assistants, aid corpsmen). they were
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considered one-of-one because each was the only muse assigned to his or her carrier to

perform the arduous duties of the ship’s nurse:

... In the Nurse Corps, fc’s not that often where you’re ... the director of nursing 
service.... even though it’s just one-of-one... it’s kmd o f neaf. Tm the ship’s 
nurse.’ With a ship o f5.000 people... that was a fairly significant experience. 
(Interview I, Section 0, Paragraphs 469-471)

I definkeiy thank... positively about the experience. .. [being] the only nurse assigned 
to the ship. You are very independent. You ...are nursing services. (Interview 10, 
Section 0, Paragraph 93)

When you’re a nurse on carrier, you're iL You’re the only game in town. It's a 24/7 
job.... But to do the overall nursmg care, you’re it to lead the job. (Interview 4. 
Section 0, Paragraph 7)

Sense of Resoonsfl>iStv

Being one-of-one could be great but it couid also be daunting. Once the nurses

realized their level of accountability, they fell vulnerable to periods of self-doubt:

We had 4.800 people on board our ship so you're the one and only nurse for that 
4,800 people, phis whatever's in the rest of the battle group. So you could have six 
or seven thousand people that you could ultimately be responsible for as the only 
nurse out there. wUch is kind of interesting. (Interview 7. Section 0. Paragraph 13)

I was the only nurse and that kind of made me feel important. I guess ... but also very 
stressed because I just felt like I bad the weight of the worid on my shoulders 
sometimes... because everyone looked to me for anything that had to do with 
nursing or taking care of patients or anything like that. (Interview 12. Section 0, 
Paragraph?)

In this exemplar, the nurse hypothesized that a patient could have a primary nurse

throughout his or her entire period o f hospitalization given that the nurse rotated through

various areas of the medical department:

I reaBy did have kmd ofthefufl realm. I was first assist on just about all our surgical 
cases. I had to do the conscious sedation on all our conscious sedation patients....
Then you were in there on the ER [emergency room] on all the patients, because
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you're really the main person that cm  get a  lot o f the technical procedures done, you 
know, make sure things asc gomg along. Then, you’ve got them in the ICU [intensive 
caie mot] and you've got them os the wards. So, talk about continuity m care, you 
had the same muse throughout your ertire hospitalization, literally. (Interview 6, 
Section 0, Paragraph 7)

Lack of Sleep

Befogon-cafl 24-hours a (fay, seven days a week (24/7) meant experiencing a lack of 

sleep at times:

Sometimes I would get woken up in the middle of the night to come down, because 
we would have... an emergency... or we were getting amedevac in from one of the 
other ships. And so I would get woken up and I would just have to stay up. That 
was the bad part of being the only one there. If there was something that was needed 
during the night, there wasn’t someone else that could be called. It was me. 
(Interview 12. Section 0. Paragraph 21)

This mirse anticipated being awakened during the night to push intravenous (IV)

sotheparticipant negotiated with the surgeon for an alternative delivery

system (that the corpsmen could give) for pain control for the post-operative (post-op)

patients so that he or she could have some uninterrupted sleep:

'Look, Doc, I’m here from 6:00 to midnight- Are you sure I need to get up at 4:00 in 
the morning to give that medT Because, you know, I never would let my corpsmen 
do IV push. I drew the tine there. We had one surgeon... [who] wanted IV push 
[pain medication for the patients) every four hours.... [I would say). 'How about an 
IM [intramuscular) so i can get some sleepT And usually they would be okay with 
that. Either that or'bow about you come up and do thatT That generally stopped 
them. (Interview 11. Section 0. Paragraph 39)

If the nurses had patients in the Intensive Care Unit (ICU). they could count on 

getting very KttJe sleep because they had to deliver direct patient cae round-the-clock. 

They could not count on their corpsmen to be their substitute because the corpsmen were 

generally not traiKd to take care of ICU patients. Whereas the physicians could tradeoff
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on their coverage, the nurses could dm because they were one-of-one. Even anesthesia

pereonnd did not make themsefves available to the nurses for support when caring for

critically 31 patients (e-g~, those requiring ventilator support) once those patients left the

operating room. As the only nurse, experiencing the autonomy of critical care nursing

could be both an exciting and fnghtexmg prospect:

I had no corpsmen that had any inpatient experience whatsoever. You are the only 
ICU nurse, which means when I [had] my two ICU beds &1L I was &era% catching a 
catnap on the floor between the two patients type of thmg- (Interview 6. Section 0. 
Paragraph 7)

But you're on your own -  afl on your own. The one person I expected to come by. 
to be something o f  a critical care expert, would be the anesthesiologist.... But once 
these people have fakh in your skills, you’re alone, reaQy alone. And that was the 
case for me. It really opened my eyes to the fact that if anything bad happens to these 
people while they’re m the ICU, someone wifi realize I'm taking care of diem lock, 
stock, and barrel. (Interview 5. Section 1.1.1, Paragraph 51)

Respect

The mirses were surprised at the level of confidence instilled in them by their medical

counterparts. In the military treatment feriftties. the nurses had experienced working

relationships with the physicians that were not always conducive to nurang opinions.

Once they had proven themselves on the ships, the nurses felt a sense of respect for their

nursing knowledge that they had never quite experienced before:

There was a lot more respect than in the hospital. Because you're the only one and 
they can see the difference and usually if the docs realize that they need you. and 
you're not their, you know, go-to' girL And there's a to t more camaraderie even 
withm the department. Usually the docs, if they were writing orders, would let me 
know what the OTders were ...and whether or not I thought that we could do iL And 
I was like. 'Cool Wow.’ I've never come across that before. (Interview 11. Section 
0. Paragraph 39)
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Rfp h cw w ft

Since they were one-of-one. the participants expressed concern as to who would do

their job if they got ack or had to leave the ship for any reason:

I worried a lot of the times, too, about me getting sick.... But you feel an incredible 
responsibility, you know. And Tm glad that I didn’t have any femfly emergencies and 
that’s always kind of in the back of your mind 'cause you don’t know who's [going 
to] step in and do your job. (Interview 3. Section 2, Paragraph 12)

You have to look at from the standpoint if there's not anybody there that's trailed 
out to take your place, what are you going to do if something happens to you? You 
know, who's going to step up to the baL And that's how I looked at things. 
(Interview 6, Section 0, Paragraph 25)

Tunc-consniing Job

The participants recounted how tnne-consummg their job was. The nurse quoted in

this exemplar was thankful to he angle and without children because being the ship's

nurse on an aircraft carrier was such a tough job:

1 put a lot of my focus h« o  the job. And so. I felt that I had pul my fife on hold from 
the outside. (Interview 12. Section 0. Paragraph 27)

Isolation

Sometimes the participants fell isolated from their nursing peers (yet they did not

practice m isolation because they worked in a department of over 50 personnel). During

periods of stress, they could not physically go to smother nurse’s office or stateroom to

ventilate their feefi^s because there was no other nurse around (unless the carrier had a

nurse anesthetist assigned to the ship for anesthesia support). The availability of electronic

mad (e-mail) alleviated some of this void:

So it was kind of growing pains, and I was feefing extremely overwhelmed, even 
before that as to juggling all the balls, as the only nurse on a strip and maybe not
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having the support, because you don’t have your peers. (Imerview 9, Section 0.
Paragraph 7)

He forwarded ray e-mail address to ... the Executive Director of the Nurse Corps.... 
So here in less than 24 hours, I'm talking to people I'm not sure I want to talk to 
'cause... that’s way too high up m the food chain. But she did a great job of keeping 
me informed m the Nurse Corps and keeping me out there. And as the Nurse Corps 
kind of started going digital with the Nurse Corps Ctaistmas cards and stuff I'd get 
those quite often.... So we weren't abandoned. I mean I could [write],'Hey, you got 
an isolation policy? Can you send it on e-maflT I mean tectoology has made it much 
easier than k was with the people out before. (Interview 2. Section 1. Paragraph 27)

Peers

Some of the nurses organized luncheons or dimers with their nursing counterparts on 

the other carriers. Coordinating a meeting with full attendance was tricky because of the 

deployment schedules of afl of the csTiers. The nurses who attended felt a great sense of 

camaraderie among their peers. Competition for the medical department's award for 

excellence in operational readiness (known as the Blue '‘M” for “Medical") was not an 

issue among peers because more than one aircraft carrier's medical department could earn 

it. However, the overall “Battle E" award for exceflence in combat readiness is given to 

only one Atlantic Fleet and one Pacific Fleet carrier each year. This participant alluded to 

a spirt of competition for the “Battle IT; however, it must be stressed that there is no 

advantage for any of the nurses to hold “trade secrets” because the Blue “M” component 

of the “Battle E” award can be won by as many medical departments that meet the 

established criteria:

Youjust try to make contact with other ships' nurses to learn from them and to share. 
WhenI was in Norfolk, we bad a quarterly meeting. AD the ships'nurses met at the 
O'Club [Officers' Chib] because there's five carriers in Norfolk [Virginia] and on 
down to Jacksonville [Florida].... Once we had all five carriers in. winch is pretty 
rare. But anyway, vie would get together and just have hmch and just kind of have
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shop talc and decompress and share lessons learned and swap stuff Very, very 
worthwhile, very therapeutic. So it was a good group and you wanted to help them 
oat And at the sane time, yon were competiive, because you’re all competing for 
the Battle E, winch the carrier group has only one Battle E. (Interview 4, Section 0. 
Paragraph 47)

Liberty

Being the one and only nurse assigned to the carrier influenced how the nurses

experienced port calls. When the nurses did go sightseeing, the ship -  and the status of

the inpatient ward -  was always on their minds. Whether the senior medical officer

required it, or it was just the nurses' sense of responsibility, the medical department

always knew bow to reach the nurse during periods of liberty:

Being a ship's mirse is hard when you're one-of-one because... how do you go on 
Eberty when you're one-ofone? Judgment caBs had to be made when it was okay for 
the nurse to leave the ship. Basically, that judgment call pivoted on one thing: how 
good [were] the medical treatment faciikies in the port of call that we entered. So. 
you as a ship's nurse (were) always a little bit concerned [about] the medical 
intelligence of the port of call you were going [to]... because it would impact your 
liberty.... Fortunately, for a carrier, nine times out of ten. the port of call is ... in a 
city that... has good, definitive care capabilities.... You could go (on liberty in the 
port ofcafl] on a short leash. On a very, very short kasb. (Interview 1. Section 0. 
Paragraphs 285-303)

[It was hard] whenever we were in a foreign port, [because] we ran the hospital. And 
I don't know if it was just my sense of responsdx&y ... if I had patients in the 
hospital. I wouldn't be gone a lot. So I usually took part in the 'admins' [where the 
officers would pool their resomces to get a hotel room, usually a suae, to use as a 
retreat during the port period].... I would participate in that but would never stay 
overnight.... .And [I] usually always made sure that, if I was going on tours and 
whatnot, that they didn't 1st all day. didn't last aQ night, sad that at least the beach 
det [detachment], if not the SMO. knew exactly where to find me. (Interview!!. 
Section 0. Paragraph 37)

It's tough being on duty in prat when everybody else is out having fun and there was 
a couple tines that that was a little tough. (Interview 7. Section 0. Paragraph 37)
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VlaatMg tfcc Ships’ Spaces

The nurses purposefii% sought om opportimities to beconre intimate with their ships’

surroundings. In this exemplar, the nurse recounted being given very unusual advice that

turned out to hdp the participant the most in learning about the ship:

One of the tips that he gave me was very fem e. He said, 'Sign up for Zone 
Inspection every week. Go down and ask for fl.' Zone Inspection... consists of 
getting in your formal zone mspection uniform with your inspection gear, and your 
flashlight and afi the goodies, [and} going to a list of spaces.... wseot to places udiere 
people weren't necessarily appreciative of the fact that [we} woe there to inspect 
them. And, by the way, nothing good can come of an inspection- There [are] always 
negative remarks that are made. So nobody Eked it....H e said,'You know, first of 
afl everyone knows that Zone Inspections ®e a hated responsibility. So. by doing it 
every week, they’fl understand your level of commitment. Number two. in a very 
short period of time, you’ ll go to almost every space in the stip, places that almost no 
oneebegoes. Airi I can guarantee you that the Senior Medical Officer has never 
gone to these spaces. And by going to the spaces, you’ll meet the crew." Best advice 
I ever got I’d say probably within two months, people already knew everywhere 
who I was and within four months I was completely comfortable with the ship. 
(Interview 5. Section 0. Paragraph 7)

Everyoae Recognized die N ine

Being one-of-one and conducting drills throughout the ship provided the nurses with

ample opportunity to be recognized on the ship:

Very high visibQgy. And that was fan. Everybody pretty much knew me and I pretty 
much knew everybody. It’s a great community. (Interview 11. Section 0. Paragraph
27)

Sometimes being well known proved to be a disadvaniage; however, this nurse did

not let ft interfere with implementing training:

As soon as they saw the nurse come onto the smoking sponson [a projection from the 
ship's side, as a bracket for something], they're Bee, Oh my God! The nurse is here 
again.' Right away, they knew what I was thinking of. I said. 'Yes. this is medical 
training and it's health promotion at the same time. You're getting your money's
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worth out of tins.’ 1 really tormented the ship. They hated seeing the nurse come 
around. (Interview 4. Section 0, Paragraph 11)

Bemgeasfly recognized appeared to make the nurses more accessible to the crew at 

large. The participaias remarked that it was not unusual for them to be stopped in 

halhvays, or to have a shipmate peek into their offices in search of the nurse, when seeking 

oat advice:

I would walk along the p-way [passageway] and folks would approach me. Every 
rank, every level, both genders mid I can’t tell you how many hallway consuhations I 
(fid. For information, for counseling, for a variety of things Eke everything from the 
Chief wanting to know what does he say to his wife who [has] a lump ki her breast 
[and] who tragla end up having a mastectomy. .. How does he cope with this and 
how does he. [in] his term, ‘handle’ her?... He felt so lost and he didn’t know who to 
go to speak with. This is a rough and tough sea-gomg chief. But you saw folks just 
kind of open up. (Interview 4, Section 0, Paragraph 7)

Constantly Operating i*  an Environment of Uicertaintv 

Corresponding Essence in the Eahanstive Description

The nurses constantly operated in an environtnfTtf o f uncertainty They could never 

be sue  of what wasgomg to happen next aid always wondered about the “ifs”: if their 

qualifications were sufficient to get the job done: if they could trust thea corpsmen with 

the inpatient ward; if the ships' crew could manage a trauma victim given the trailing the 

nurses had coordinated for them: if they could handle a critically injured patient in then- 

intensive Care that: and if they could mampulale the sometimes archaic equipment they 

had inherited. The leadership capabilities o f each commanding officer (CO), executive 

officer (XOk and senior medical officer (SMO) set the tone for the nurses' work 

environment. Feeling a strong sense of support from these individuals was paramount in
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aflowmg the nurses to excel in their role as the strip's nurse while practicing in a constant 

environnreg o f uncertainty.

Strcasfal

Practicing in an environment of uncertainty was certainly stressful. Not all of the

nurses specifically articulated this thought; however, when Bstemng to the audiotapes, and

re-reading the transcripts, it was apparent that aB of the nurses experienced it. They

constantly worried if they were qualified, and dinicafly competent to sponianeousiy

handle any eveitt (whether it be an administrative dilengna or a critically ill patient):

As a niHse. you're always m the back of your brain wondering, ‘Oh. am I going to 
have a veotBated patient? Am 1 going to have an aircraft mishap, a major trauma, a 
major mass casualty type situation? -  winch is just your worst mghtmare and how 
would you handle it? (Intoview 9, Section 0. Paragraph 9)

Several nurses voiced that the worst part of working inanenwoiHnent of uncertainty

was always wondering if they were going to make an irreversible mistake:

As the only nurse on the shq> I sometimes felt vulnerable to opportunistic 
scapegoating.... I was responsible for so much and was always afraid of the 
proverbial career-ending incident that may present itself when you least expect it. I 
often felt overextended (Interview 1, Section 1, Paragraph 732)

Training of the Cornsnca

Caring for the inpatient ward (which was one of the nurses' key job responsibilities) 

included training the two or three corpsmen assigned to the ward Because the nurses 

were involved with various activities around the ship, they had to be able to trust the 

corpsmen to be tber eyes and ears on the wad. This proved to be a challenge since most 

of foe corpsmen initially assigned to the ward had no experience with direct patient care. 

The nurses did not have much of a say in who worked for them. They strived to develop
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then corpsmen’s clinical competency levels and were amazed at the progress a lot of the

The corpsmen assigned to the nurse were responsible for direct patient care of those

hospitalized on the ward (mduding those in the intensive care unit -  ICU). In this

exemplar, the nurse explained a hard lesson learned:

After I got my butt chewed a few times, I realized I better train these guys to be my 
eyes, because I'm the eyes and ears for the doctors, mid I can't be here 24-hours a 
day. (Interview 5. Section 1.1.1, Paragraph 53)

The nurses recognized that the more they devoted to the training of their corpsmen.

the more they could trust the corpsmen to report pertinent patiea information when they

were busy performing other duties or even when they were catching iqt os their sleep.

Since the nurses were on caD 24-hours a day. seven days a week, they had to relinquish

some control in order to survive the experience:

Invest invest invest and get your corpsmen as trained as you can because ... [the 
job] is24/7 [and] you've got to be able to count on those guys. (Interview 4. Section 
0. Paragraph 17)

I think, the biggest challenge of a ship's nurse is developing your corpsmen. It’s 
pretty obvious. No matter who you are, no matter how good you me, 24 hours a 
day. seven days a week, ai some point you're going to have to get sleep and some 
point you’re going to have to shower, at some point you're going to have to eat 
So. m other words, at some point you're going to have to leave the ward, and trust 
the ward, and the patients to the corpsmen. If you can't do that, you’re not going to 
adjust you're not going to make it because physically. Mother Nature says you have 
to eat you have to sleep, you have to have socialization or you just won't do weO. 
(Interview 1. Section 0, Paragraph 103)

Investing in the corpsmen meant providing them with training opportunities that 

would allow them to excel in their job. Sometimes this concept was supported by the 

medical department, and sometimes it was not:
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WMe in port, I would make sure they got to critical care courses. Whatever was 
offered at [the local Naval Hospiaf], I would make sure my corpsmen participated i t  
iL Dysrhythmia recognition. critical care, gettmg them experience in respiratory 
therapy, getting them experience in whatever you could conceptually think that could 
happen wide you were at sea. I made sure that the corpsmen who worked on the 
ward whh me [got training). Not aB 44 corpsmen m the department could be sent to 
a critical care course bat you identify who your corpsmen are gomg to be for cruise 
and workups on the ward, and those are the folks I tried to get to ACLS [Advanced 
Canfiac life Support), or dysrhythmia recognition, or critical care, etc. (Interview 1, 
Section 0, Paragraph 105)

I made a poirtofreafly standing my ground that a corpsman can learn how to do 
something. And that’s ready what you're looking for is opportunities for them to do 
stuff just like taking them to the hospaaL I wanted to take them to the hospital 
during the workday when we were m port and that was never supported. And that 
was very frustrating to me 'cause 1 really felt that they were missing out and 1 feft Bke 
iflcouid work with them one on one, they'd be inspired to do a better job. And 
that’s one of my disappointments: that I didn't push harder to get that to happen. 
(Interview 3, Section 2, Paragraph 7)

Aircraft carriers are a dangerous place. Each ship was an industrial environment that 

made it an ideal surrounding for accidents to occur. Sometimes the corpsmen were 

exposed to traumatic events that they were not prepared for. The nurses recognized this 

fact and tried to the best of their ability to use untoward experiences to the corpsmen's

Because it is an industrial environment, you do wind up having significant events. I 
mean accident prevention is ...big. I mean you're talking an airport you re talking a 
power plant The hangar deck is ... [an] industrial environment. And things that can 
happen, happen so quickly. And you see one life changed and snuffed out very 
quickly.... .As much as corpsmen thmk they're ready or as much as you can train a 
corpsman in all that kind of stuff, they’ve never really seen blood and guts trauma. 
And when they see it for the first time, you see how young your corpsmen really are. 
We had a significant trauma on the ship when I was there.... One young corpsman 
was so paralyzed with... the sight of this thing -  it was pretty gruesome. And [I 
directed] him just to. Talk to this guy. What musk does he Bke? What sports does 
he Bke? Just talk to him.' .And so as soon as he go t... [a] task, he could do that.
And in talking to him later... that’s pretty much what he said. He said. T had no idea 
what was out there.' (Iraerview4. Section 0. Paragraphs 15-17)
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We had a Sight deck death. It was pretty bizarre because some of the corpsmen fell 
apart And that to me signaled that these corpsmen needed to have better training 
than they had. And it justified to me being pusteer about trying to get them over to 
thehospital where they\J get better training..-. [When asked. ‘How did they fell 
apart?/the participant said:] WelLayiig in the hallway, seemg a dead guy-couldn't 
handle iL Thefkst dass that I had such a difficuM time wkh.be thought k was 
disrespectful to have people look at the guy that was already dead. And tt was my 
opmion that they needed to see a dead person because if the first time they're seeing a 
dead person is when they're trying to save their fife, that’s not the tone. (Interview 3. 
Section 2. Paragraphs 9-11)

Some of the corpsmen demonstrated overconfidence ki their ability when respondmg

to a distress caH In this exemplar, ki the role of both patient advocate and corpsmen

advocate, the participant explained what steps were taken to remedy a potential problem:

We have these medical response bags that the corpsmen cany as they respond to 
these drags. And I opened k up. and there [are] test tubes m there and there [are] 
these drugs in there -  epi [epinephrine] and Bdocaine. and afl the rest of this. And Pm 
going, ‘Why is a corpsmen carrying a bag that has all this stuff in it so I'm asking 
one of the corpsmen, and he said, 'W ei, you know, the last surgeon told us how to 
put in these chest tubes if we ever needed to.' And I'm going. Not a chance.' And 
so we quickly rearranged things and we made those EMT [emergency medical 
tecfarician] bags with EMT level appropriate supplies in them. (Interview 6. Section 
0. Paragraph 25)

Usuaiy two or tfoee corpsmen were asagned to each nurse for an inpatient ward that 

consisted of 40 to 50 beds. The nurses found it difficufc to trust the new corpsmen 

becausethey came directly from Corps School and were without any significant direct 

patient care experience. The schedule that worked best for die participants was putting 

the “weak" corpsmen on the day schedule (where the nurses would have some direct 

supervision) and placing the "strong-  corpsmen on the night schedule (where the nrases 

could trust the corpsmen to call them for any important questions and to let them sleep for 

any events that could wait until morning to address):
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llie  ward was mine, and it was about 50 [beds]. I had two corpsmen, both of them 
straigla out of Corps SchooL One worked days and one worked nights. Thai was 
tough, because they didn't know anythmg about nursing. (Interview 11. Section 0,

----------i t  in Bill 7 \raragrapn /;

So, out of 44 corpsmen, I got three. Which is fine. So we decided to go 12-hour 
shifts: two corpsmen on days, because that’s when we did most of our post-ops and 
sameday surgery kind ofthmg, and one corpsman on nights. We decided to put my 
senior corpsman. my stronger corpsman. on nights because that gave me the peace of 
mind that I needed to [sleep].... I put die stronger senior corpsmanon irights because 
1 needed the peace of mind and, because. I just [needed] to know that be could handle 
anything that's thrown at his way. on short notice before he [would] call for help. 
(Interview 1, Section 0, Paragraphs 115-119}

The nurses did not have a significant say in who worked for them. In feet, it was not

uncommon to determine the inpatient ward assignments just before deployment. This

could prove frustrating in that valuable training time, prior to going out to sea. had not

been utiSzed for the ward corpsmen:

I bounced this off whh the previous nurse. ‘When are we going to find out who the 
corpsmen are going to be for die inpatient ward? because it’s supposed to be 24 
[hour} coverage when you're at sea or in port other thmi home port. And she said. 
'WeH we'D probably find out the day before we leave." And srne enough, the day 
before we left is when we found out. And there was no rhyme or reason to the rank 
of assignments. And no preparation aid no efforts supported to get them tramed 
over at the hospital really and truly whatsoever..,. Whai I tried to do is just to do the 
best that I could with whoever was thrown my way. .And some of the corpsmen were 
very, very junior. (Interview 3. Section 2. Paragraph 7)

I fiked the ability to pick my corpsmen but that was not always the case. Tvpicalh 
what happened was the leading chief petty officer gave you the corpsmen and unless 
you had a strong objection related to standards of care, or somethmg, that this person 
could not do the job, you basxaOy got who you got winch were usually the more 
junior corpsmen. (Interview 1. Section 0, Paragraph 107)

Once the nurses trained their ward corpsmen. they were tom between wanting to

keep them on the ward for long periods of tine (especially since they could now trust the

corpsmen) or lettmg the corpsmen experience other positions in the medical department:
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I was pretty impressed wfth them. I thcwigla they did an outstanding job. But... I 
coukfci't keep them f o t m e t e  a year. I needed for them to do other tirings. 
Because there is a lot of excitement that [occurs] on the earner aid when they’re 
stock on the wad, especially during cruise, for seven days a week, twelve hoars a 
day, they didn’t get to take advantage ofsomeofthe other tlmgs going on, Bice 
gettmg then advancement stuff done, experiencing the flight deck, the other BDSs 
[battle dressing stations] ... they were stock on the ward And so. much as I haled 
to see them go after they knew what was going on, 1 figured I needed to take some of 
the other guys so that they had a chance to learn some of the other areas, get into the 
admnristratkm part o f '% do sick calL (Interview II. SectkmO, Paragraph 25)

Thenursesreafized that they dki not accomplish their duties on their own. Even

though they were the only nurses on their carriers, the nurses had support staff that

altowed them to excel m their job of managing the inpatient ward:

I think the corpsmen don't get enough credit.... The mirse doesn't do it aH You're 
there asan expert, but by no means do you do it all.... The credit by far was to the 
corpsmen because they (fid the fion'sshae of the work. (Interview 4, Section 0. 
raragrapn /)

The nurses took pride in mentoring their charges. Many had not experienced so much

one-on-one time with the corpsmen and were amazed at bow quickly the corpsmen picked

up on the information they had imparted. A wonderful ahn was achieved when some of

the nurses' corpsmen advanced in rank while under their tutelage:

I had never actually trained and worked solely with die corpsmen for that length of 
time. And it was amazing how much they learned. 1 didn't know I was that capable. 
(Interview 11. Section 0. Paragraph 25)

The highlights of my career on the ship were seeing the people that 1 worked really, 
ready close with advance. And almost every single ward corpsman advanced and that 
was very exciting. (Interview 3. Section 2. Paragraph 9)

The pmtiripaais ̂ predated that with afi of their other numerous (hides, some of their 

corpsmen got short-changed in then training. In this exemplar, the nurse expressed regret 

with this occurrence:
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I fefc Bke I could have done certam parts ofmyjob a lot better. One thing, to be a 
mentor to the corpsmen. I fefc like I ignored the two that were assigned to me. I 
couldn't reaDy spend a lot of tm e with them because I was offand doing other thmgs. 
My focus was moie on the whole ship's activities, rather than the medical 
department’s troops. (Interview 12 Section 0, Paragraph 21)

The nurses developed a strong bond wfcb their assigned corpsmen. They endured

good times and bad times. They suffered periods of adversity and came through it

together, stronger than they were before:

There were days when I would get on the corpsmen's nerves and there were days 
when the corpsmen would get on my nerves. But at the end of the tour, we all 
walked away respecting each other. We all walked away with something more than 
just friendship. You know, there was respect there. The respect probably was from 
having a shared experience [and] having overcome that shared experience of 
significant hardship. (Interview 1. Section 0. Paragraph 131)

Equipment

M  of the nurses reflected on ventilator management because they were in doubt as to 

their capability to set-up and operate the ventilator (a task they never had to perform in a 

military treatment facility). The ships were not equipped with respiratory therapists (RTs); 

thus, the nurses (who had experience in critical care and/or emergency nursing and had 

worked with ventilator patients before) became the resident experts on ventilators. Some 

of the nurses relished this responsftffity- however, the majority of the participants were 

fearful of one main event having a ventilated patient in their intensive care ant (ICU).

This can be attributed to the ik l that in a military treatmem facility, a respiratory therapist 

manages the ventilators and a physician orders the weaning parameters. On the ships, the 

physicians assumed the nurses knew bow to wean ventilated patients without specific 

doctors' orders. The only other ventilator experts were anesthesia personnel: however.
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once the anesthesia provider (either a nurse anesthetist or mi anesthesiologist) released the

patkats from the operating room, they, too, left aflofthevertilalor management to the

ships’nurses. To make matters worse, the nurses discovered that the ventilators were not

the models they were accustomed to-they  were the ancestors of the ones they had used

at the military treatment farititire Several nurses recommended becoming famBar with

setting up ventilmots prior to having to actually use one on the ships:

Never actually had to use the ventilator for a patient that was staying. We did bag 
some lofts for an awful long dine, but the ventflatms were quite 21  interesting story. 
When I was in nursing school we woe introduced to ventilators mid told that there 
was this one kind ofventilator that was stffl mound, probably would never see k. 
Course I had never seen it until I got to the ship mid [there it was].... Lucidly, they're 
idiot-proof so ... it was pretty easy to figure out.... And of course, the oxygen tanks 
you lave to manually’ take out.... But our PA [physician assistant] had been a CV 
tech. cardiovascular tech. so he was very fenrifiar with the ventilators. So luckily he 
was able to teach me how to actually set them up because I had never done thaL 
Every place that I had worked, respiratory had done that. So that was one of my 
biggest fears when I got to the ship was. ‘What if I need thisT (Interview 11. Section 
0. Paragraph 23)

Before we get this guy back in there, I bad to sBde back in the ICU [intensive care 
unit] to make sure that the blower [ventilator] is functional because the surgeon and I 
pretty much decided that this guy is going to have to be ventilated for a day or two. 
He's an older guy. got a ton of fluids, big operation, he's going to need to be on the 
blower. No RT. no respiratory therapist out and about on the carrier. So, if you 
don’t  know how that ventilator works aside and otd. you’re sunk. And as luck 
would have it, I decided to use the Bern 3 [a type o f ventilator, thud generation].
And somebody had done something, and somehow the humidifier on this thing was 
broken. It worked just fine a week before. It's broken now. So I go to find another 
humidifier and what do I find? This brand spanking new hunadtfier in a box that had 
never been phigged into anything, and it's a humidifier I've never seen before. And it 
wasn't one of these that you can just hook up a bag of fluid to. run it into the thing 
and be done. Oh. no! It had a conqiietely different nHxfeofoperation than I was 
completely unfamiliar with. So an hour later, water afl over the deck and. you know. 
I'm practically swirmmng in water that I’ve tried to fill this htonidifier up with -  it's 
escaped everywhere - 1 finally see how this thing works and I realize. 'Oh. my God. 
I've been going about it all backwards.' I get the thing afl filled up. I plug it into the 
electrical outlet -  praise God I wasn't electrocuted when I turned the whole thing on

1
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-  and it works. I started from fresh with a new circuit, winch most of us don’t know 
anything about ckcuits and how the ventilator goes together, because... RT does 
that. Wheat there is no RT, yon do it. So I got it all together. It all worked ouL 
Whew! (Interview 5, Section 1.1.1, Paragraph 51)

When you have basic suppfies, you do basic care. And so, having a critical care mnse 
that’s up to speed in the most advmced vents [ventilators] and the most advanced 
Imeswiththemost advanced vents [ventilators], when you put them on a ship that 
doesn't have m y of these, can they still function? You have no respiratory therapist 
out there. These vents [ventilators} are yours. The monitors are yours. The 
[irftraveaous -  IV] pumps are yours. You need to be able to use all of them. And 
they [successors] need to know and have the initiative, at least enough to get in there 
aid set these things iq> and play with these thmgs and make sure that they know how 
to use them (Imeiview 6, Section 0, Paragraph 25)

The nurses did not share a common belief in the criteria for beconang the ship's

nurse. Some were prhnarily crkical care nurses and others came with a strong emergency

nursing background. The critical care nurses thought that the ship's nurse should be a

critical care nurse while the emergency nurses thoughl that the ship's nurse should be an

emergency nurse because emergency nurses are experienced with the concept of triage.

Regardless of their philosophical differences, both groups felt that the ship's nurse should

be comfortable with managing ventilated patients:

From a critical care standpoira. you don't see a lot of critical care, but you better be 
able to hop to it in a heartbeat. That's not the place to say. 'I once took care of a 
ventilator] patient once.' You got to be comfortable and be able to come back from 
hmch and say.'Oh. we re putting this guy in a vent You're going to be taking care 
ofhim.' (Interview 4, Section 0. Paragraph 63)

Not only were the ventilators archaic, so was some of the other equipment available 

to the nurses. The participants cautioned their successors not to be disappointed when 

they came from a high-tech mffitary treatment facility to the ship:
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Ifanybody works in a ioixieni ICU [intensive care unil] and you go out to fleet, the 
stuffyou’ve got out there is ... land of old. So you just have to do the best you can 
with it. (Interview 7, Section 0, Paragraph 33)

Another negative was ... some of the old equipment that you got to work wtth. I 
wextandgotabunchofdial-a-flows. That way, I knew that patients weren’t going 
to get boiused accidentally by fluid. Thai was a problem before getting on board, 
where they would just hook up an IV [intravenous fluid] bag and [say],‘Okay. It 
looks Eke it’s running at 125 anhour/ And the next thing you know, *Oh, the bag 
was gone.’ So ... if you don’t have equipment, you have to improvise or try to figure 
out ways of preventing things from happening. (Interview 10. Section 0. Paragraph 
103)

The mases spoke with awe when reminiscing about their commanding officers (COs).

They really believed that they had finally experienced what quality leadership was all about

-  especially while working m an environment o f uncertainty:

I think it starts at the top. A really good CO, who recognizes his wardroom, knows 
everybody by their fost name and reaOy tries to keep a tigtewardroota (Interview 9. 
Section 0. Paragraph 9)

The Skipper [COj may not come down, the XO [executive officer] may not come 
down, the squatfron COs many not come down to pat you on the back aid tell you 
what a great job that you (fid with heat stress or tdl you what a fee job you're doing 
monitoring lead levels on the ship. But you just let somebody get bad hurt and they 
are down there in minutes. Even underway, the Skipper wiD leave the bridge and 
come down to medical to see bow things are going. (Interview 5. Section I.l.I. 
Paragraph 49)

In this exemplar, the nmse described two excellent leadership examples the CO 

established. First he flew two sailors, who had been irgured earlier in a horrific accident 

during work-ups. out to the ship so that their shipmates could see that the ship's 

resuscitaiive efforts paid off. Second, the CO demonstrated his behef in the value of the
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enfisied satfora by tearing them wsh the tmnost respect whm they returned from a major 

deployment:

What the CO dkL because of las concern for his crew is fly these folks out there, so 
these folks cxmki say good-bye. see that they were doing okay, because the last time 
any of them had seen them, they were [injured].... This is the same CO that when we 
came back fiomdeployinenl... would not let any officers on the drip leave, because 
he wouldn’t open it up until the two sides of the enlisted brows bad come down. And 
then... he stood at the top of the enlisted brow and shook the band of every sailor. 
That's leadership. You know, shook the hand of every sailor on that ship. (Interview 
4, Section 0, Paragraph 31)

The participants were amazed that the COs and XOs knew then-names and that they 

understood exactly how much the nurses contributed to the mission of their commands

The muses had not experienced this level of recognition at previous mffitmy treatment

<•*- _____taciaties:

It was very natch appreciated, by myseH that the Skipper [COl personally knew what 
I did on that ship, personally knew that I was the mdividual responsible for keeping 
the crew trained or getting their training at a heightened level where they were ready 
to deploy.... This individual knew m e... at a personal level.... I personally 
appreciated that the Skipper and XO knew what I did. Unlike [that] of Skippers and 
XOs in hospitals, who have much less for crew [and who] have not a single clue as to 
what their people are doing for their command. (Interview 8. Section 0, Paragraph 
59)

Most of the muses developed great workup relationships with their senior medical

officers (SMOs); however, k sometimes proved challenging to adapt to new SMOs. The

best SMOs were those who fostered teamwork, trust, independent thinking, and autonomy

within theff medical departments:

We had a great SMO. He was very much into everybody gets the same treatment.
We don't care if they're brand new... [mi] E-l who just reported from boot camp, or 
if k's the Chief o f Staff... they all get the same quality of care. (Interview 4. Section
0. Paragraph 7)
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Both [SMOs were] very good and supportive and very, very different. One was a 
hands off. you do your own tiring, totally hands off And the other one was just Hce a 
micro fco the hik, aid you know he is just genuine. Kit heiust wasted to
know everybody’s business and had afl these great ideas and was Eke trying to change 
everything Eke really fast. And it was Bke, 'Oh, my gosh.’ It was ah really good 
stuff, but it was just so last. So it was a huge adjustment from a hands off kader to a 
total hands on and then in everybody's business. So it was not necessarily a bad 
thing, but Just that much change, he was causing a lot of discontent among die chiefs 
and whatnot. (Interview 9. Section 0, Paragraph 31)

Our senior medical ofBcer in the begimiing was very, very good, and we got a new 
senior medical officer. He didn't take suggestions wdL His way was the only way. 
or the highway. And I think the whole deployment would have been a tot better if we 
had a little different kind o f senior medical officer. (Irierview 7. Section 0. Paragraph
13)

Aless-than-idealSMOwasoae who did not hold personnel accountable for their 

actions and whose leadership style contributed to a tow morale among the staff in the 

mwHrai Hqw lnimt-

My boss [the SMO] [had] kind of laissez-faire leadership style.... 'We should ail be 
adults We should all be able to get along.' But there was a tot of internal bickering, 
internal ganes, internal strife. I mean it web a mess.... The senior medical officer, m 
my opinion, didn't hold people accountable. (Interview 3. Section 2. Paragraph 7)

The nurses could tolerate just about anything as long as they felt supported by then

leaders. In this exemplar, the participant described a scenario wherein another department

was trying to impose an unannounced training drill on a busy medical department. The

nurse went on to say that one's rank, when interacting with other officers, was not as

important as was having the support of the SMO behind the ship's nurse:

He [the officer running the drill] didn't tell me one day and they tried to evacuate.... I 
said, ‘Look, tins is the deal tWs is what you're doing. I've got sick people here. I've 
got people throwing up in here, Fve got people on IV 's [intravenous fluid therapy ] in 
here. I can't evacuate. If we were on ire, we'd be out of here, okay ? And when 
you're doing am assessment evaluation, hey. we're here for you. buddy. We'll make 
you look good but we know how to leave the space'.... But they get into their own
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fatle world aid they don’t  know what die rest of the world does.... And they don’t 
reaflyknowwhatyoudoandthey don’t really want to know all of what you do. Bat 
they want you to work with them Bn! you lave to teO them what your priorities are 
and sometimes you have to be really assertive about iL This is why they say you need 
an 0 4  above Nurse Corps. No, you don’t  You need a command that supports you. 
I tad a Senior 0 5  [who] supported me. I am just a JO Qunfor officer], okay, but I 
tad support from my department (Interview 2, Section I, Paragraph 99)

H irin  T w iF fig B ; Significant Others and Sfcipnitw  

Corresponding Essence in the Erhanstive Description

The muses had two fenaffies: their sigm fk^ others ata theu shitwTiates. Working 

wkh the Line community was a great experience for the nurses. Never before had they 

seen snch amazing teamwork, and ft* such a sense of camaraderie, mid they realized that 

once they left their ships, they would most likely never experience tins again. Because 

they worked. Bved, ate, and socialized with the crew, they karned about then lives. 

Enduring tough times, such as work-ups. brought the nurses and their shipmates together 

as a family. When ail was said and done, they tad a true appreciation for the Line and feft 

that the Line had developed an understanding and respect for them not only as Navy 

muses, but also as Naval officers.

Teamwork

As discussed in Chapter L the Line conmunity consists of the war fighting 

commumtyofthe Navy such as the officers that man surface ships, fly aircraft and 

operate submarines- The Lme commuisly is supportedby the officers of the Staff Corps

(which consists of nurses, physicians, dentists, allied health personnel, accountants, civil 

engineers, lawyers, and chaplains). The participants wholeheartedly expressed their 

appreciation for what ther Line counterparts did on a day-to-day basis.
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They were amazed at the sense o f teamwmk they experienced when working on the ships:

Bat !wy, you fefc Eke reaSy you were pmt of the team. Yon were seen as a real 
player. (Interview 4, Section 0, Paragraph 7)

Sometimes nurses, or even those in the medical field, get so involved in their own

Bide niche that they do not see the “big picture.” Go the ships, the nurses realized that the

medical department was not the only game in town and that the job of ‘hnetficar was to

ensure the health and welfare of the crew so that the crew was physically fit to fight in

periods ofanned conflict Also, the participants reiterated that the only way to get a job

done was through teamwork:

The nod best piece of advice that [my predecessor] gave me was [in] two pieces, 
really, that were linked- Piece ntanber one was, ‘■Remember you're just a medical guy 
here. It’s not like the hospital where the medical people are important And Medical 
is by no means the only show in town. As a matter of fact it’sjustasidelme.and 
really a relatively unimportant sideline at that So find out what these other guys do 
foratvmg. so that you can get on board with the way they think and the way they do 
business.' That was really, really good advice, because it Bnked with the second piece 
ofadvice winch was, ‘Yon can't get anything done here by yourself Everything on 
the ship is a collaborative effort And no matter what task you have in the comse of a 
day. you're going to have to go outside and enlist help domg i t ' And that just 
became more true as time went on. not less true. The examples are TNTC [too 
numerous to count], (Interview 5. Section 0. Paragraph 7)

The teamwork concept never became more apparem than when a mishap occurred.

In this exenq&t. the nurse iDustraled what occurred when the crew was suddenly ta&ed

with a common purpose:

The atmosphere when that Prowler went in the water was unlike anything that we 
experienced on a day-to-day basis. I was walking through the hanger bay. I can 
recall exactly walking through the hanger bay. when the Skipper [CO] came over the 
l-MC [loudspeaker], and he was very dear. Sometimes they're garbled and they say 
things you don't hear very wefl. but he was very clear. We could afl hear Mm. And 
everyone stopped in place no matter what they were doing, no matter what the noise 
level everyone just stopped everywhere as he said. 'Shipmates. I need your help here.
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We’ve had a crash. The EA-6B Prowler has gone down. We don’t know the status 
of the aviators. We are steammg at emergency flank speed to go rescue our downed 
diipnwft»<t I need everycme to return to [ycwir workstations] and help out Whatever 
ywff department is, everybody k  playing in tins evolution, and Tm merely asking yo® 
hdphere. That is aH’ Wow! What a highly charged atmosphere the ship was at that 
poim in time. No matter what peopfe were doing, I looked around the banger bay 
and people just scattered. They afl went to their workspaces immediately. Probably 
98% of the ship didn’t know these guys... couldn’t have picked them out of a lineup. 
So we afl go to work. (Interview 5. Section 1.1.1, Paragraph 49)

Workmg as a team, especiafly with trauma vicdms or mishaps  ̂brought the crew

together and made them stronger

From a teamwork standpoint... there's nothing better, especially after you’ve gone 
through something intense like work-ups or traumas or a sick patient and you 
medevac them mid you get a sense of not only a team, but also kmd of a sense of 
family.... It’s neat to see that aspect [that] you don't [find at] a shore command and 
sometimes you get that oversets, but you know shipboard fife brings out the best and 
the worst of folks. (Interview 4. Section 0. Paragraph 7)

Camaraderie

Because the nurses worked, lived, ate. and socialized with the crew , they learned 

about their lives:

One of the interesting aspects about being the nurse or any medical provider on an 
aircraft carrier is that you know your population ia a way that other nurses don’t 
know their population. You may know your patients as a nurse. You may know a tot 
of new patients who come and go. particularly in geriatric nursing, but it's not the 
same thing as hanging out with these people, eating meals with them, going on liberty, 
and partying with these people, and of course relating to them in a general sense as 
family. Complelelydifferent feeling. (Interviews. Section 1.1.1. Paragraph49)

The tom  "wardroom" had both physical and mental connotations. All of the

participants believed that a reahent wardroom generated camaraderie. Daily stressors

were alleviated with the help of a strong wardroom. Without the support of the fellow
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officers is the wardroom, the nurses could not have endured the tough times the slops 

offered them:

We had a good wardroom, and that made it real bearable. (Interview 9, Section 0, 
Paragraph 33)

Most of those positive memories were a reflection on the wardroom and the 
teamwork that we had on the ship. The saying goes, ’misery loves company.' Wefi, 
there was Jots of misery but at the same time we seemed to 6nd ways to make it 
fim A wardroom can make or break a carrier. A wardroom is basically the 
leadership of the ship. It’sldndofHteafratenritv... The wartfroomis ...where all of 
the officers come together, both junior and senior. For most people the wardroom is 
the place where you go eat but it’s a little more than that. The wardroom is yes, 
where you may go eat, but it’s also a place where you can talk, solve probtems. share 
experiences, that kmd of thing. So, [my ship] had a strong wardroom. From day one 
I felt that I belonged. From day one I didn't feel like I was an outrider. I think I was 
welcomed- And that made a big difference. The camaraderie made a big difference. 
(Interview I, Section 0, Paragraphs 71-75)

The ensuing three yeras taught me a tot about the peopfe that belonged on that sĥ > 
and that it wasn't a big steel Navy structure, that it was a ship fufl o f ghipmafps 
People ...you live, breath, eat. experience with. Feltow JOs (junior officere) learning 
to come together in a protective society to do whai the XO [executive officer] and 
the TO [m rrmnandfng officer) needed to be done. The camaraderie and the wardroom 
-  something that I had never really ever experienced in the medical comcminity at alL 
Certainiy. that's defined by the structure itself-you can't go anywhere. (Interview 2. 
Section 1, Paragraph 7)

Even though Navy military treatment facilities have wardrooms, the concept is not the

same as that on a slap:

There was a lot more camaraderie, a tot more autonomy, a tot more teamwork than 
you see on a shore command. (Interview 11. Section 0, Paragraph 27)

The participants had to be cognizant of the fact that they had to protect patient

confidentiality when questioned by therfellow officers at the wardroom. This was

sometimes a difficult role to maintain:
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Confidentiality was another drag you really had to maintain. I think that was 
sometlnng when you’re living in close quarters, you just notice that you have to 
protect that and... you’ve got to watch out what gets discussed m the ward room.... 
And then you do have some of the division officers and ail of these other folks that 
want to come and find offlhnfaat’sig) with my troop,' aid ‘what’s tins?’ And so you 
kind of have to walk a fine iine. (Interview 4, Section 0, Paragraph 7)

Sarface Warfare Medical Deoartaeat Officer (SWMPO>PiB

The nurses had an opportunity to earn the Surface Warfare Medical Department

Officer (SWMDO) pin wlrile serving on the strips. Most of the pardciparas obtained tins

treasured qualification during their tenure on the carrier. The participants felt that

obtammg the SWMDO pm enhanced their credibility with the Line consmmity:

[ took it upon m ysetfton^e copies ofthe instruction and make an actual check off 
sheet of all the things that we needed to do. And I made little booklets up. and that’s 
what I gave out to the Dental Officers, the other medical department officers. ..
There [were] a couple of other nrisceflaneoas officers that were able to get tins pm. 
And so we tried setting up classes to do all this, work on this, and we were good in 
the beginning. First few months started going out to sea doing the classes and 
whatnot, but then there were some people that were starting to break out ahead of 
others who had more time to work on iL Like my roommate, she wound up getting 
her pin within six mocihs. I didn't get mine until a year later. I just didn't have the 
time to work on iL It wasn't a huge priority in my life. I wanted to just be able to do 
my job. I knew that 1 was gomg to be on board enough time that I would be able to 
get it  But it just seems like a lot of people, when they report on board, that's 
immediately what they first asked for. It’s ,‘When can I sta t working on my pmT 
(and I said. J'How about leam your job firstT It was interesting, feamkig all about 
shipboard engmeering. turbine systems, the steam cycle, fusion, bow [do} the reactors 
work? IbadtolearatbaL And then learning all the different aircraft. I had to learn 
the different ships in our battle group, the rok of the ampinb [amphibious] ships, 
there’s a whok bunch of ttings. Radars, the capabilities of the different aircraft, like 
winch weapons they carry, and then the weapons that were on board the carrier, like 
the Sea W fe systems and the 30  Cai-Gtms. Imean.it was just amazing. I thought.
'Why am I karning all this?' But you do. Youkam il.... I felt prepared for the 
board but there's always questions they ask and you have no clue. There were 
questions there [and] it’s Eke. i  don’t remember studying that at alL' But I knew* 
that if 1 hadn't passed this oral board, that they would give me another shot at it. So I 
just felt coufidenL I didn't feel nervous or anvtisng.... But we did aH rigftL And that 
day. they told us right away that we passed our boards and they gave us our pins that
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day. I mean, we went up to the bridge, and the CO [commanding officer] pinned 
them on us, and we bad a nice Bttie ceremony and everything. So it felt good because 
k’sspedaL Not everybody can get this. (Interview 12, Section 0, Paragraph 25)

The opportunity to achieve the coveted pm is somethog that every nurse on a carrier 
shouki obtain-... because the ship’s crew, the Line commmiity. respect the individual 
who wants to be involved m and understand and know what their job is. ’How do 
they conduct then-jobT 4 Whal does their job entail?’ What are the capabilities of 
the ship?’ The officer community considers the obtaining of the SWMDO pin to be a 
relative passage into their communay. That’s about as close as the medical 
department kxfivkhsd is goog to get to than ... being considered a Surface Warfare 
Officer. (Interview 8, Section 0, Paragraph 27)

Before I left the ship... P] got my pin. And that's probably one of my proudest 
achievemerts is wearing the Surface Warfare Medical Officer Department pin. So 
that’s something that jost makes you real proud to be cmrier nmse, a nurse on a sl^). 
(Interview 9, Section 0, Paragraph 19)

One of the participants cfted damaged working relationships that prohibited the nurse

from joining a SWMDO study group:

I had originally planned to try and get my warfare pin. And I didn’t get my warfare 
pin which in some ways is one of my disappointments, but it was so much nursing 
stuffto do I couldn't see doing thaL And I do regret that I didn't get it  but I would 
not have done it in the group that I would have had to work with because h was all 
these people that I just couldn't bear to be in the same room with. (Interview 3. 
Section 3, Paragraph 9)

Showing Off the N ine Corns

Some of the nurses took the opportunity to qualify in specific Line community duties.

They felt that this was their one and only opportunity to be a part of the “real Navy" and

wanted to take advantage of all the Navy had to offer, even ifit meant losing sleep:

I started standing bridge watch underway. I was OOD [officer of the deck) in port 
already-that's pretty much a paperwork name type thing. But standing at OOD 
watch, and bridge watch on the ship underway is a pretty special thing. So. I started 
the normal progression of any ensign, starting off as Coming Officer. .And you have 
to learn how to <fcive the ship, winch is particufariy difficult during Flight Ops. 
because it’s not Eke any other ship, m that, you have to be so mam degrees into the
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wmd depending upon whether you’re taking off or tending. And when you’re doing 
these take^ffi and landings so quickly, so close to each other. It's very difficuft.
And everybody’s right there. You’re on the bridge wkh the CO [corrananding 
officer] and the gator [navigator] and the OOD and everybody's right there. And 
yow voice is the only voice that they hear. You know, as the Coming Officer, you’re 
the one that’s caflmg out aD the commands on to the Helmsman and the Lead 
Helmsman on how fast the ship needs to go and the direction it needs to go. And 
everythiig is very precise. The verbiage you use is very precise. There are certain 
ways that you say thmgs, and that’s the only way that you are supposed to say iL So 
when yon make a mistake, everybody on the bridge knows exactly who made tha 
mistake, because you’re the only one that’s taflring on the bridge. And then... after 
you lesunCoixmig Officer, then you progress up to JOD and you work on your Junior 
Officer of the Deck quais [qualifications] and then on to the Officer of the Deck 
quais. On our shy, there had to be redundancy there just because of my position as 
ship s nurse. I mean, anybody that was hurt I needed to be involved in. Any of the 
medical emergencies that were called ottt, day or night, I needed to be m the 
emergency room for in case they progressed on to the OR [operating room] or to the 
ICU [intensive care unit] or whatever. And so the Assistant Navigator is the one that 
does the watch bffl for the bridge. So he’s the one I had to talk to and told ten that 
this was something I was interested in which just kind of blew him away that 
somebody would take on these extra hours. But they did build in a redundancy. So if 
I needed to leave the bridge, there was somebody there that could step up to take my 
place. So because of that, die highest quals that we couklreaily get, though, was 
Junior Office of the Deck, because you ready couldn't have the redundancy as the 
Officer of the Deck. You're either the Officer of the Deck or you're noL So, that 
was fine. So, during that whole cruise period now. for me. I mostly worked the 
midnight to 0400 shift, mid-shift.... About 1100 you have to start getting aD your 
information to go up to the bridge. So you have to go to CIC [Combat Information 
Center], you have to go down m the engine spaces, you have to go tq> to the Air 
[department], and you have to find out what's going on m all these thmgs, because 
you’ve got to know what's going on in aD these different areas. So you start about 
1100 and you go to these departments and you get the information that you need.
And then you go up to the bridge and you take over. So you do the Conning Officer 
or the JOD. whichever you're working on. And then you’re on watch from nndnight 
to 0400 said then, whenever you get properly relieved, then you're off Usually I 
would go down, and that would be some time that I would get a little bit of 
paperwork done, maybe catch a nap.... It's a big time obligation. I mean, you're just 
running ragged afl the tine.-., hfy primary foots had to be to the medical 
department.... Fm tqj there standmg a bridge watch with att these other guys, 
midnigte to 4:00 in the morning, and then I [had] my other job to do. WelL so did 
other people. We got offwatch and we had jobs we had to do. And being on watch 
was not an excuse not to get your jobs done. And so that's the way it was.
(Interview6, Section 0. Paragraphs II and29)
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In this exemplar, the mine alluded again to the diSereace of bemg on a ship versus at

a mffitary treatment fecifity:

It was really neat to be a Nurse Corps officer [aid] get qualified as a CDO [command 
doty officer] on a dap 'cause they saw me... as an officer... they certainly saw me 
as an 0 5 . And I can’t  necessarily say... I feel that coming back to me to an MTF 
[mffitary treatment fecifity]... because in an MTF ... you know what? You're seen 
[as] kind o f Who axe you? The nurse.' You're not an 0-5, you’re a nurse, a
Nurse Corps officer So I don’t get a sense that we get the same recognition within
our own medical department community. So I thmk that's where this whole 
enjoyment is ... with nurses who serve with the fleet. Because you're... treated as 
an officer and I don’t think that same tevd is at aB [present] in the medical department 
commands type of thing. (Interview 4. Section 0. Paragraph 17)

Apprcdatioa and Respect

When all was said and done, the participants expressed a true appreciation for the

Line and felt that the Line had developed an understanding and respect for them not only

as Navy nurses, but also as Naval officers:

COs [commanding officers] and XOs [executive officers] don't have a lot of contact 
with nurses. COs and XOs are aviators. Aviators are in touch with their Flight 
Surgeon and maybe thek squadron corpsmen. And they don't have a lot of time for 
the nurses. And they do not really... understand until you show them. 1 think, what 
the nurse can do for them.... Anytime that there was anything with regards to the 
drills... they always trnn to the otase. because the general quarters drills is a big 
evolution in the ship. And 90 the nurse is the head of the medical training team. You 
know, if the medical response sa 't locked on, isn’t trained coneetly, then they fed, 
you know. (Interview 4. Section 0. Paragraph 45)

The Line consnurrity demonstrated hs respect by allowing the nurses to become equal

players in the slops' operations:

ft was good to [be the] head ofthe medical training team.... There's heads of ail of 
the medical training teams that coordinate the whole ship's training cycle.... To sit 
there with my counterparts, which are folks who are head of their department training 
teams -  the Sight deck training team, the head of the engineering training team, the 
head of the reactor, propulsion plant training team, weapons trammg team damage
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control training team -  [to] be silting there with those folks who arc so ship sawy. I 
didn’t have a lot of ship savvy when I got there. But these folks saw... somebody 
who cared about the ship and afl this stuff So here’s somebody who they didn't just 
see as a nurse. I mean there's that other aspect of it: You're Nurse Corps to them but 
you’re also... a Naval ctfizEn. You’re going there to be part of that ship. And 
you’re a shipmate. And so they never just blew me off because I was a nurse. 
(Interview 4, Section 0, Paragraph 7)

The partic^janl in tins exemplar addressed the unspoken trust the nurse earned from 

the Line consnunity. In a horrendous accident, when the crew wanted to immediately free 

the injured from their surroundings, the nurse locked eyes with the person in chage and 

gestured that the patients should not be moved until the medical response team had

them-

But you could see their level of wanting to help out and free their shipmates and do 
whatever. So the air boatswain... he saw me. and I just went like this to him 
[gestured a'no'sign}, and we coimected- And right away, it's kind of like I had such 
credibility. because 1 knew what he was wanting to do, but he took direction from 
me. This was his flight deck, and yet he took direction from me. because. I think, of 
the professional demeanor you have and the rapport you develop with these folks. 
They see that you're not going to tefl them the wrong thing. (Interview 4, Section 0. 
Paragraph3l)

Working with the Line community was an unforgettable experience for the

participants. Never before had they seen such amazing teamwork, and felt such a sense of

camaraderie, and they realized that once they left their ships, they would most likely never

experience thk again*

The toughest thing I had to do was leave that ship and leave that crew.... To walk 
down the brow knowing that as much as I can go back there. I'm not part of the ship 
anymore. You're not part of the crew at this poinL And there's something really 
special about being wearn^ the bafi cap and being part of iL But the bond that you 
develop is just pretty tight.... You've done things together.... I have walked through 
the courtyard here and they'd go. 'H I Nurse! How are you?" I mean they may not 
know yotff name, but they always say. *HL Nurse!' You know, it's so neat I don't
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care if you don’t know my name, but I really, really wanted them to know I was their 
Ship’s Nurse. (Interview 4, Section 0, Paragraph 17)

Making the Job Better for the Nest Generation 

C ontspo^w f Embk8 b  He Eriaw tiye PociiptiM

Thpiairw t wanted tn make the ]nh better for the next generation. Because their own 

sfaqfooard orientation had been varied and t& defined, they felt 4 imperative that their 

replacements be better prepared than they woe when each assumed the duty of m  aircraft 

carrier rarrse. This philosophy spffled over into their subsequent tours whereby they took 

advantage of opportunities to prepare their Navy colleagues for operational assignmeias. 

Orientation

The participants were adamant that their successors begin their assignments to the

carriers with some structure to their orientation. The first hurdle was trying to get orders

to overlap so that both nurses had time to turn over prior to the predecessor's transfer.

The turnovers lasted anywhere from several hours to several months at a time:

I had gotten kind of dunked on and I felt like one of my goals is going to be to make 
the next nurse's job easier. (Interview 3, Section 2, Paragraph 7)

When I showed up on the carrier, [the ship's nurse]... was able to give me a quick 
turnover before he had to literally go up the stairs and catch the COD [carrier 
onboard delivery] that flew me in [because it was] the COD that flew him ofif 
(Interview 1. Section 0, Paragraph 31)

The longest a turnover should be is four to six weeks absolute max. minimum of two 
weeks. And ideally, at least a week should be at sea. (Interview 3. Section 2. 
Paragraph 7)

Some of the nurses advocated that their successors actually have some tkne at sea 

with them prior to coming to the ship for good. They felt that an ideal time to orient a
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new nrase was during work-ups because that was the tane to see the messy roles of the 

ship's nurse:

I think one of the biggest drags that should be done for them... before they go to the 
siup̂  is to have the opportunity to go TAD [temporary active dirtyj, and % on board 
a ship, and spend maybe a week or two underway, wide that ship is doing their work
up cycle. So they can actually see the big picture. This is one thing that a lot of them 
do not have. They don't have the big picture, before they get out to the ship. And 
they get involved in the mnriscule stuff And then they’re not really sure what 
direction to go in. (Interview 8, Section0, Paragraph 23)

This nurse actually extended a pbmed rotation date (PRD) in order to give the

successor a thorough orientation:

I would have done work-ups... but not any yard [drydock] periods. Sol 
extended.... It is a tough time to do a turnover to the next nurse because so much of 
the job is doing the driBs- And you really can’t do them to the max unless you're at 
sea. And knowing the ship wasn't going to be at sea and nobody really wants to take 
the ship in the yards kind of thing ... so. I just took my PRD out two additional 
months ... Did I wart to leave the ship? No. but I was being very gemme about it 
from a mission standpoint of the ship. Not that you want to say, ‘Oh, I'm 
indispensable.' You want to get through but my replacement would [have been left] 
out in the dark. I know how I felt when I got on this ship. I mean, it's a lot to take 
on. So. I attended through August [which] got us tbroughour whole work-ups or 
evaluation. (Interview 4. Section 0. Paragraph 19)

Examining previous cruise reports might be helpfiil to the new nurses:

If they're coming to a ship that's going to be getting ready' to leave or they 're going 
to be going out to a ship that's cwrently deployed, [then] getting advance copies of 
cruise reports... gives than an understanding ofwhat to expect and what to 
anticipate durmg that bng hauL Because that cruise report covers everything. 
(Interview 10. Section 0. Paragraph 81)

Preparation of Successors

One participant recounted not having an office when this nurse arrived on the ship. 

During the nurse's tenure, the participant acquired an office, at great personal expose, so
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this nurse wanted the successor not to take the office for granted nor ever let the office be

taken away at a figure date:

We bad a lot of other space wars and this was something that I had written up in my 
lessons learned.... I actually wrote in my lessons leaned... because you’re sort of 
writing it to an ex-nurse: 'The nurse's office used to be’ and J wrote the tack number 
... ‘Don't let that happen [to you}.’ The nurse needs an office. You need to be able 
to talk to people. You need to be able to counsel people. You need to be able to 
have a place to go. (Interview 2, Section 2. Paragraph 9)

In their final days, the nurses concentrated on activities that would make their job

easier for the next person:

Probably the most cathartic thing was I staved until 8:00 the night before my last day. 
and I went through every single file. I threw stuff out. And h was something that I 
needed to do. Could I have dumped it on her? Yeah. Did I want to? No. So I met 
ray goaL I mean I made her job easier. (Interview 2, Section 2, Paragraph 12)

Being reafistic. one rairse offered that the job was going to be so overwhelming that

the only way to survive was to shape the job to become manageable; otherwise, the

successor could be doomed to failure:

I shaped [the job] to what I wanted to do. winch is what I gave my successor. 'Tins is 
what you have to do. shape it to what you want to db because kind o f that's what the 
reality. There are so many things that you will end up doing, you need to mold it to 
where you're happy.' (Interview 2, Section I, Paragraph 7)

Upon leaving the ships, the nurses never forgot how important it was to communicate

with other Nurse Corps officers while underway. In this exemplar. the ex-ship's nurse

remembered to send Christmas cards to all those nurses in operational billets:

I know that I stffl correspond to the fleet nurses today and I made sure that every 
operational command wfth a NC Officer received a Christmas card from [my current 
command]. (Interview 10. Section 0. Paragraph 12)
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One piece of wisdom offered was to never operate with just the present day in mind.

Nurses on ships always need to be looking to the future when charting then territory:

Don't just look at the two years that they arc gomg to be there. Look at where’s that 
ship going to be five years down the road and what can they do now to prepare that 
s i#  to be five yeas down the road, instead offthmking]. I'm just doing my two 
years and I’m leaving.’ If they're proactive and they look towards the future, if they 
have a vision as to where they want to see the department go, where they ware to see 
the ship go, [then] they can make a difference. (Interview 10, Section 0, Paragraph 
109)

P im n tio ir fG o fc in tt

In their subsequent tours, the participants took advantage of opportunities to prepare

their Navy colleagues for operational assignments:

Now, my experience on the ship. I tried to share that as much with my nurses to really 
get them to understand. But they don't have any idea of what goes on in ships. So I 
Hke to thmk that the experience on the s t#  is helping me. It is continuous.... I'm not 
directly contributing to the ship, being part of the slap's company, but I know any 
corpsmen that comes off of my ward, [who] is going to go to the fleet or the FMF 
[Fleet Marine Force -  the Marines], hopefully is going to be afl the better for it 
because he has invested in us here, (Interview 4. Section 0. Paragraph 31)

I guess when they get back from being out at sea on a ship. I guess the big thing is 
they look at things a lot different. They look at training the corpsmen a lot different. 
They look a t or at least I did. looked a t 'Okay. If this sailor was to go to a ship 
tomorrow, what could I do to prepare that individual to go?* Or if a catastrophe 
happened or a humanitarian effort was needed and they were going to pull staff ‘Did 
I prepare that individuai. that Corps Staff to goT So you kx>k at them a lot different 
as well as looking at the nurses, because... we're all being assigned to platforms 
[and] you never know when that piatform is going to get called. (Interview 10, 
Section 0. Paragraph 109)

Rcconweudatioas

Making the job better for the next generation included offering sugge&ions for 

improvement. The participants offered numerous recorranendations. A primary 

suggestion was related to being -one-of-one" for too long. Being one-of-one is associated
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wah the feet that Naval officers are evahated by being compared to their peers. In a

imfitary treaunenl fecibty setting, where there are many nurses, an individual nurse is

ranked among a group of other nurses with similar seniority and experience (e^L, ranked

number four of 15). On a ship, however, where there is only one nurse, the single muse is

typically ranked one-ofone. In the Navy Nurse Corps, being one-oTone. rather than

being rated against one’s nursing peers, can actually hurt one’s chances at being

promoted. The participants expressed fear of being one-of-one for too long:

If you are a 'one-of-one’ officer for a long period of time, it makes it challenging for a 
board member to determine how competitive you me in relation to your peers, the 
officers with whom you are being evaluated for promotion.... This is a sore pomt for 
me as I was told that I wasn’t competitive for promotion due to the sob to® on the 
carrier with [a subsequent assignment to attend graduate school where this participant 
was again not rated against peers], I was ‘one of one' for too long. (Interview 1, 
Section I. Paragraphs 707-710)

I'd go back tomorrow. But I would be afraid of being one-of-one too many times. 
(Interview 2. Section 1. Paragraph 101)

They [the detaifers] told me that I could not do another tour on a ship, otherwise that 
would be die end of my career.... Another tow on the ascraft carrier where Fm one 
to one ... would be... detrimental to my career.... Which is sad.... I do miss the sea 
fife. (Interview 10, Section 0. Paragraph 67)

In this exenplar, the nurse discussed the failed-to-promote status of one of the

participant's peers and the belief that the Navy Nurse Corps did not value what these

operational nurses (fid on the carriers:

Okay. so here's a guy who must be a pretty sharp performer because be was asked to 
extend. The command extended him there and then to go to duty tinder instruction 
and then failed to select because you’re not rated against your peers. That kind of 
worries me and I think that’s because there’s aich a small percentage of us out there 
in the real world or in our hospital world and they [the Nurse Corps] don't know 
what to do with us. They’don't understand what we have done to further nursing in
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the eyes of die line commnmty. And maybe aD of us haven't done that. I don't 
know. (Interview 2, Section 1, Paragraph 13)

The participants expressed concent in their dealings with the Navy Ninse Corps

dptaifers (assignment officers). They felt that the detailers did not appreciate how hard

they had worked as ships’ nurses when it came time to negotiate new orders:

Not everybody in the Navy ever gets to be stationed on a ship ... they just don't 
nnrieraand. That also brings me to the higher-ranking Ntase Corps officers when 
they are making career decisions for us, like when they are detailing us. and they 
don't necessarily understand everything about the slop's nurse role, what we've been 
through, and aBthal Not that I expected anything special, but maybe just a little 
understanding in certain seas.... I have beard other strips' nurses had problems 
getting the duty stations that they wanted or, for whatever reason, being told, ‘WeQ. 
you need to go overseas because you haven't done thaL' And they were like. ‘Well I 
was out to sea. Doesn't that cotmtT (Interview 12, Section 0, Paragraph 7)

For some reason or another, my perception and maybe some others, [is] that the 
detaieis don't reafykmktqion the tour ofa ship's muse as bea^ equivalent to ... 
overseas shore duty.... To have adetailer^ist laugh on the {dame {and say] that i t 's  
too bad1 that Fmgettmg picked for [school]... because aQ the overseas bQlets are
filled and that I really need to go overseas after my ship [tour] doesn't reaBy sit well 
with me. And then, when asked. 'Well perhaps are there any other btflets around, or 
even aclinic?' to have the detailer laugh [aid say] that,'Weft, the cfinics are really 
reserved for those people among from overseas’.... I don't appreciate bearing that 
...the detaflers... feel that being on a ship is not equivalent to being overseas on 
shore duty. Because that's what it is. Overseas bt& shore duty. You go home afanost 
every nigfa [whiie on shore duty]. (Interview 8. Section 0. Paragraph 65)

The participants recommended assigning a second nurse to each carrier. If a second

nurse could not be allocated, then the nurses recommended having peers from a Navy

militaiy treatment fectlxty transferred to the ships for underway periods:

I was SteraOy running ahnost from one drill set zipping through the medical 
department, getting into the ICU [intensive care unit]. I had a box of ten syrettes of 
demeroi in one pocket and a box of ten syrettes of morphine hi the other pocket as 
I'm running mound the ship. And I'd come down into MedicaL I had the different 
names ... labeled on the tubex and then I would give thema little bit of IV 
[intravenous] push med [medication] for pain. And then, boom! I was out the door
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agmaflerdoamieitiEigittbaKlgaresomethaig. And then, boom! I was out 
rurming more drills or attendmg more meetings. That was absolutely ludicrous. I 
couldn't have been getting but maybe three hours of sleep every nighL That’s 
another reason why you kind of need another nurse. (Interview 8, Section 0, 
Paragraph 39)

There should be two critical care moseson board. If bad things were to happen, 
there will be burning dead people and there wffl he people that are salvageable and 
you would not run a three-bed ventilated ICU [intensive care unit] with one nurse. 
You would never do that. You aren't alone, ‘My God, where is my back upT and 
you may have an anesthesiologist who would help you out but they’re not nurses. 
You might have a nurse anesthetist [but] not all ofthemthmk they're still nurses; 
[however], the ones I went to sea with were. (Interview 2. Section I, Paragraph 49)

I think there needs to be two nurses, at least for cruise. (Interview 3, Section 2. 
Paragraph 12)

It would be really nice to have like a junior nurse on the ship that could do health 
promotions, and See physical fitness, and health enhancement programs, and just the 
overall health of the ship sailors would be great. And then if you got in a bind and 
you really needed another body to help out on the ward, they’d be there if you needed 
somebody fflteto just hang out on nights or whatever and do that. But it would have 
to be a job description. I think you might get into. ‘W ell da this and they do that’ 
or whatever. SofodltlBnkitwouldbeveryusefuL (Interview 9, Section 0. 
Paragraph 19)

Another recommended senoing a junior nurse, as the second nurse, to the carrier as a 

retention strategy:

Let them go ahead and do ... [two years] on a ward and then ...tw o years on a ship, 
and there's their four-year commitment. And now they've been on a ship. They've 
been [in] a hospitaL They've done actual patient bedside care. They've now been on 
a ship. They've [been] exposed to the real Navy. They were able to meet the Line 
community.... This person may say. ‘Hey, I think I want to stay Navy. This is pretty 
cooL 1 like this’.... Has person is not jis t joining the Navy to become a great nurse. 
They're also joining the Navy because they'd like to try something a little brt 
different.... If they wanted to be a basic nurse, they could stay in Idaho, doing the 
med-surg [medkal-smgical] ward and generating some quality patient care plans. 
(Interview' 8. Section 0. Paragraph 39)
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Another recommendation was that the nurses befog assigned to aircraft carriers be

senior in rank. The participants felt that it was a teal disservice to put a Lieutenant Junior

Grade (Life) or junior Lieutenant (LT) in the role because a junior nurse’s opinion would

not be valued at in^ortant meetings on the carriers:

The ship's nurse is a member of the integrated training team (ITT). The majority of 
the people on ITT are tienrenantcorrmanriers or above. So. you know, to ptfl a JG 
[lieutenant junior grade] or a junior person on board an aircraft carrier is somewhat of 
a major disadvantage for that individual. Not only do they not have the experience 
and knowledge of shipboard fife, but they’re looked upon as 'Oh, ppfff- there's 
MedicaT.... S o ... here you’ve got the nurse now who's at departmental level 
meetings and interacting with... the department heads and the XO [executive 
officer]. So it’s extremely important that the nurse be a little bit more senior and 
savvy with ships. (Interview 8, Section 0, Paragraph 7)

We put some junior nurses on there that haven't done well at afl. You're in a system 
that's very tank oriented, that's one thing. And then you're in a system where 
weakness is sniffed out pretty quickly. And whereas the nurse has a very inportant 
function there, if they're real junior, they're just going to kind of get brushed to the 
gde. even within their own medical department. And then, all of a sudden, you're 
going to be in a situation where you've got to perform and the things that you've 
been saying afl along and has fallen on deaf ears because you [do not have] the 
seniority... it's going to be your problem and your faulL So I don't think that a 
carrier is a place for a junior nurse. (Interview 6. Section 0. Paragraph 25)

You have to be fairly senior rank to go on board the carriers because you're sitting in 
a room, fighting with a couple of captains, usually. So tty and get drills done because 
not only do you do the medical ade. you [also] do the medical training side and have 
to fight for those drills sometimes on a daily basis. I think the rank is important on 
that. (Interview 7, Section 0, Paragraph II )

I would recommend a Senior Lieutenant or a brand new Lieutenant Commander. I 
think the background needs to be split between ambulatory, whether it's ER 
[emergency room] or clinics with health promotion and some background in critical 
care... and [you need] someone with good communication skiSs. Someone that isn't 
easily pushed around because I (font know if it's just unique to my department, but 
boy. I guess if they had just pushed me and I fefl over. I wouldn't be pushing 
anymore, (taerview 3, Section 2. Paagraphs 9 and 12)
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1 think th ^  need to be more senior. You know, Hemenart conmranders or a good 
strong beutenaoL I know they’re pushing that critical care background. And, yeah, 
you do need some critical care background but I think you need some ER [emergency 
room] background because you do deal with a lot of the traumas. And of course, the 
basic ward stuff 'cause you need to know the forms. You need to know how to do a 
post-op, how to do a pre-op. (Interview 7, Section 0, Parapaph 29)

The participants were spfa on wtet tte nuismg quafifrations [e.g„ intensive care

versus emergency nursing experience] should be for their replacements; however, they all

agreed that the successors should be fendiar with ventilator managenaent An ideal

situation mdnded being named in critical ctue or emergency nursing, with cross trahnog in

either field for those lacking experience, and some operating room and psychiatric

experience:

One of the other epiphanies that I think we all have is that when really, really bad stuff 
happens, when people come to [the] medicai [department], which is always one of the 
stops on the route of where people go when bad things happen, that critical care 
nursing expertise is absolutely indispensable. (Interview 5, Section 1.1.1, Paragraph 
49)

My recommendations are a strong critical care, not necessarily ICU [intensive care 
mot]. I found that ray ER [emergency room] background was a lot more hdpful 
because the patients didn’t stay that long and you don't have all the gadgets and 
gizmos that you have m an ICU.... I found that my ER background was a lot more 
valuable when it came to drills and stretcher-bearer training, because [I had taken] the 
TNCC or Trauma Nurse Core Course. And one thing that I really wished that I had 
had was some paramedic type training, some pre-hospital type stuff Because, you 
are considered the [subject] matter expert.... I was good with once they get to the 
ER. I can do that. But the pre-hospital stuff was my responsibility’ to teach to the 
corpsmen and to the stretcher-bearers. (Interview II, Section 0, Paragraph 41)

As for scope of practice, a ship's nurse needs to be comfortable with the OR 
[operating room} environment. Ifvou do have a major case, you're going to have to 
be in there helping. Ah. comfortable in the ER [emergency room]. Comfortable, 
certainly , with sick cafl. ambulatory care [and] being foie to triage and screen in 
addition to the traditional inpatient role. And your ward is multidisciplinary. On one 
side of your ward, is going to be ortho [pedics]. musculoskeletal [and] on another side 
of the ward it's going to be post-ops. On another side of the ward is going to be your
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behavioral patienls on a one-to-one watch. So, it’s not Bke you can be good at one 
thing, you have to be good enough at all things. (Interview 1, Section 0, Paragraph
43)

A two-week cross-training program [in the operating room] for nurses on board the 
carriers [would be good].... Because, to be quite honest, there could be something 
going on m there that, right in front of my eyes, and I'd have no idea what I was 
looking at. because my eye has never been trained to look for something specific. 
(Interview 8. Section 0, Paragraph 11)

1 wanted to ... [identify] concrete learning needs... because there is no training 
pipeline for the nurse other than go to a hospital, get critical care, get to the ship..,. 
The critical care piece was nice [but it is] only a small piece.... And it’s very 
important [to have] OR [operating room] [and] ER [emergency room] [experience], 
but the psych [psychiatric] piece should not be neglected because it's a fairly large 
population, of the ship. (Interview 1, Section 0. Paragraph 539)

Another participaffl recommended attending a shipboard training course that is

currently only offered to the general medical officers (GMOs) once they complete their

iolensiup and prior to reporting to the fleet.

Most GMOs come out of their internship and they get to go to ... a one-month 
course that's offered in June or July, once a year for the GMO to go to so that they 
can get shipboard orientation training. Well, this is not done for any of the nurses. 
Tlas should be a part o f the traumg for the nurse sothat they also have the ‘big 
picture-' So that when they get onto the step, they know where the pointy end is. the 
front, and things of that nature. (Interview 8, Section 0, Paragraph 23)

One nurse who had accompanied numerous medevacs recommended that the carrier

muses receive formal fight muse training:

I would put these nurses through flight nurse training because I think they do play an 
important part in the medevac with these patients. (Interview 6. Section 0. Paragraph
25)

Because sexual assaults involving both genders occurred on the ships, another 

participant recommended that successors be trained as sexual assauh nurse examiners

(SANEs):
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I think it's important that the nurse go into a ship as a SANE. .. [Sexual assault] k  
something that [is] coming more to KghL (Interview 8, Section 0, Paragraph 27)

The asses questioned whether they tost some o f tbeir critical ntusoig competencies

whfle aboard ship because they did not utffize these sk&  with such a heafchy patient

population. They struggled to find the tine to perform some clinical nursing shifts at the

military treatment facilities in their homeports; however, with so many duties and not

enough hours in the day on the ships, the nurses taxied not to work shifts at the local

military treatment facilities:

The con is that you don’t  really have that many patients, so you're not doing day-to- 
day critical care.... And you start to lose that stuff. The old saying. 'You don't use iL 
yon lose it’ is absolutely true.... I will say though that if somebody wanted a yes or no 
answer out of me, 'While you’re in port should you be at the hospital or should you 
be on the shipT TH have to say that I'd probably lean more towards being at the 
hospital to keep up your skills because that's, your real, primary function of being on 
the ship is to take care of the critically 31 and injured patienL That is the real reason 
you're there. (Interview 8. Section 0. Paragraph 27)

The chain of command was an issue for some of the nurses. They discovered that 

technically they did not report directly to the senior medical officer (SMO). For the most 

part, they reported fast to the medical administrative officer (MAO) -  and that created 

torsion far some:

My personality is such that 1 had to sit down with the MAO and tell him that I did not 
work for him, although he. per instruction, has the title of Divirion Officer. That 
individual has not a due as to what my function is, has not a clue as to how to take 
care of people, and should not be an individual who would be making decisions in 
regards to patient care. That is something that myself and the surgeon and the SMO 
should be doing. Period. And I'U just have to say that that is one of the things thal 
was probably on<» n f higgesf hpadarhre for me was the organization o f  the
medical department (Interview 8. Section 0, Paragraph 13)

The rest of us were just banging out on the limbs of the chain of command and never 
really felt like we were pan of it So if we had any concerns or issues with the
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enlisted- especially since I had two assigned to me on the ward, it was always difficult 
to get something addressed (Interview 12. Section 0, Paragraph 15)

The participants wished there was a resource nurse at COMNAVAIRLANT and

COMNAVAIRPAC so that when they needed input on nursing issues, a nurse was the one

that responded to their questions- Incidemafiy, TYCOM stands for TYPE

COMMANDER.” In the Navy, there are four TYCOMs on the East Coast and four

TYCOMs on the West Coast. The four TYCOMs (with representation on each coast)

are: Ah- Forces (the Naw's Air Forces! Submarine Forces. Fleet Marine Forces. aid

Surface Forces. Commander, Naval Air Forces. U.S. Atlantic Fleet

(COMNAVAIRLANT) is the Navy's Air Forces' (or aviation) TYCOM on the East Coast

and Commander. Naval Air Forces. U.S. Pacific Fleet (COMNAVAIRPAC) is the Navy's

aviation TYCOM on the West Coast:

You need a nurse at the TYCOM level to be there as a representative, to be there as a 
liaison for the other nurses.... If there was a nurse at the TYCOM level [this} would 
be the person who could ensure that there is some sort of uniformity of the wav in 
wtich die programs are ran on board die ships. They would be the individual[s} who 
would be inspecting the medical training. (Interview 8. Section 0, Paragraph 23)

I wish there was a nurse at [COMNAVjAIRLANT or a nurse at 
[COMNAVjAIRPAC and 1 had pttt that m my lessons learned. That even if it was 
only for the inspections prior to going underway but having a nurse come out that had 
aircraft carrier experience who would know the same kind of things that the MSCs 
[Medical Service Corps] and the docs know what to look for. Because I did not think 
h was appropriate to have my stuff evaluated by an MSC or a doc because they don't 
see things the same way. (Interview 3. Section 2. Paragraph 91

Regarding COMNAVAIRLANT and COMNAV AIRPAC. the first exemplar revealed

the neglect that one nurse felt when dealing with them. In the second exemplar, the nurse

had a recommendation for the type of backboards the carriers should possess:
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Speaking o f [COMNAV]AIRLANT/AIRPAC, the people seem to forget to contact 
the nurses and other ancillary people when changes occur. Frequently the nurses 
were left off o f the e-mail listings published to afl of the carriers.... They also 
frequently forgot our names or even how to spefl them. (Interview 7, Section 0, 
Paragraph 50)

I think that rig£t now the best thh^* that’s needed on board a slap, even though 
[COMNAV]AIRLANT may not think so, is a fuD size back spine board is what's 
needed to transport people, not the Miller board. The Miller board is inadequate for 
moving people around the ship. (Interview 8, Section 0, Paragraph 7)

Navy health care utilizes an integrated computer system known as the Conposite

Health Care System (CHCS). The avaflaWhy of CHCS on ships proved to be both

inconsistent and a problem on the carriers:

At the time we had CHCS. We've lost that now due to funding. The ships need 
CHCS. They need computer programs so that they cm communicate and ran and 
maintain their <fatahases (Interview 8, Section 0 . Paragraph 39)

What 1 found out was we would be sending pap smears to the hospital and the patient 
wasn't registered in CHCS, so there would be a pap smear, a lab chit, but they 
couldn't enter iL And our female healthcare was horrible. So is it the nurse's job to 
be involved with CHCS? WelL no* realty but you can fook at it that it's a training 
issue. It's a quality assurance issue. You’re also in charge of quality assurance.... So 
we had meeting after meeting after meeting and afl 1 got was excuses, and it's like it's 
our responsibility to enter patients into CHCS. And then there was just this cavalcade 
ofnobody has anybody to do it.... And then putting up with the complaints from 
patients who didn't know what their pap smears results were. I was concerned 
medically. legaBy and just humanistically. You get your pap smear. If you don't hear 
about h. you think something is wrong. So it was a female healthcare issue. 
(Interview 3, Section 2, Paragraph7}

The carriers do not have respiratory therapists allocated to them. Assigning

respiratory therapists to carriers could alleviate the nurses' fear of ventilator management:

The carriers do not have a respiratory tberap [RTJ tedmidan assigned to than. The 
Fleet Surgical Teams do. I'm not saying that the Navy should waste a billet of having 
an RT tech on board a carrier, but 'Gee. It would be nice.' (Interview 8. Section 0. 
Paragraph II)
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One of the Biases fek that the usefulness of the independent ctay corpsman (IDC) tad 

dnninisfaed and that [DCs diouki be replaced by nurse practitioners (NPs) or physician 

assistants (PAs). Ifand when that day comes, this participant would be one of the first to 

go back to a ship:

I wifi tefl you that there was nothing negative about the experience. It was a very 
enjoyable experience. And if I could go back out to sea. I would do it in a heartbeat
HopefuDy Navy medicine wifi realize that the day of the IDC corpsmen is gone.
You know, we do not subject anybody else in the medical department to that level of 
care... it's just not right. And at some point somebody needs to realize that afl the 
IDC corpsmen do have a place. It’s not as the sob practitioner. They need to be 
putting PAs and NPs out on the small boys [smaller Navy vessels} and I think that's a 
perfect place for them. Andso, hopefully, iftbat day ever comes, you know, I'd get 
the opportunity to go back ouL (Interview 6. Section 0, Paragraph 31)

The participants warned to caution their successors to choose shipboard life for the

right reasons. They want future carier nurses to go into the job with their ‘‘eyes wide

open":

I think you got to go to these billets for the right reasons, because you just want to be 
paat of the fleet you want to contribute, you want to help advance the trassfou and 
stuff. If you go there because you're trying to get out of an MTF [military treatment 
facility], escqjeanMTF, and get out of nursing service, and if you go there because 
you want an independent job to make yourself stand out to get your proantna, then 
those are all the wrong reasons. (Interview 4, Section 0. Paragraph 45)

The mam thing is. I don't want anybody to be fooled. You know ... afl they hear is 
the good stuff the sea stories. Then I think they show up and it's a big 
disappointment. 'Why am I not having the fim that I heard about? What people 
need to understand it's fun now but then you quickly get into some significant 
hardships- (Interview I, Section 0, Paragraph 633)

In conclusion, the nurses offered 15 recommendations related to the role of die ship’s 

nurse on an aircraft carrier.

1. Not bring one-ofone for too long
2. Having the appreciation of the detailers
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3. Sending a second norse to each carrier
4. Having semorhy when reporting to the carriers
5. Possessing certain mffsingquaBScations before being assigned to the carriers
6. Obtamngffight nurse training to accompany medevacs
7. Training as a SANE
S. Maintaining clinical competencies wide m port
9. Clarifying the chaii of command
10. Placing a nmse at AIRLANT and AIRPAC
11. Oflaing nBseeflaneous recommendations to AIRLANT and AERPAC
12. Placing CHCS on afl of the strips
13. Assigning respiratory therapists to carriers
14. Replacing D)CswtftNPsaid/orPAs
15. Taking the job with "eyes wide open-

M isceBaaws Discoveries

Three essences emerged as miscellaneous discoveries. They were: (a) women on 

ships, (b) anesthesia, and (c) shipyard (drydock). These essences were important enough 

to be discussed by the participants but were not felt to contribute to the exhaustive 

description.

Women on Ships and Eiempfaurs

AD of the participants talked about gender-specific issues; however, there were no 

significant differences in those reported by the male versus female nurses. In the next two 

exemplars, both genders reported that integrating the ships with women made the men 

better:

I'm kind of glad it's a mixed gender crew, because I think it makes us better men.
(Interview 2. Section 1. Paragraph 65)

Somebody asked. 'As a woman, do the guys act different or do you feel like they're
disrespectful?* I said, i f  anything, by having women on a ship, the guys act better.'
It's like having mom around- They don't cuss as much.... I think they try to be a
little more gentlemanly7 when there are women around- (Interview 9. Section 0.
Paragraph 9)
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The women participants never saw themselves as women first. They envisioned 

themselves prtroarily as Naval ofiBcersard could not understand why people asked them if 

they felt oul of place when reporting to the male-dominated ships. They just considered 

themselves to be dong their jobs. They did not view their male shipmates as one 1% 

“dating pool”:

They never New me off because I was just the only woman in this whole room. We 
bad 300 women oa the ship... [and] 30 female officers out of a wardroom of about 
IS). So we did better than other ships 'cause our ship started out as dual gender 
from the ground up because it was a new carrier. So it really never had that whole 
difficulty with women being infused imo an afl oak environment. So I think I 
benefited by that. But I think tharmay have been some of it. but I think it's how you 
carry yourself or how you conduct yourself from a professional standpoint.
(Interview 4, Section 0, P®agrapfa 7)

But people did their jobs. I mean it was unbelievable how some people did their jobs.
I mean they just did their jobs, And honest to God. there were times where I won't 
say you forget that you're a woman, but you're just doing your job so you don't think 
of it And then when someone asks you something Eke.'Oh. wow. tbere’s all those 
guys.' [but]... I never thought of it as a dating pool.... I never felt any element of 
sexual harassment whatsoever. But 1 think a lot of that is how you carry yourself. 
(Interview 3. Section 2. Paragraph 12)

The made nurses may haw felt a twinge of envy when female nurses first started

reporting to the carriers because of all the attention the women were receiving:

My hat's off to the first female Nurse Corps officers who went out there because I 
know that... a lot of eyes [were watching them].... And it's still kind of sad to me 
that we have to distinguish between a male nurse and a female nurse because you 
don’t he® "female doctor' or "male doctor*, or 'female lawyer’ and "male lawyer,’ but 
in the nursing profession, we seem to be stuck still making that distinction. ‘WelL, he's 
a male nurse* and. so, 'a  female nurse,’ that kxnd of thing. But I do know that when 
the female nurses got to the ship, there was a lot of attention thrown their way. They 
need[ed] to not just set the example but kind of set the standard kind of thing. Which 
was a little awkward for me because we had been out there doing the thing and we 
never really got that special attention, or the fanfare kind of thing. (Interview I, 
Section 0. Paragraph 251)
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Just domg their job sometimes meant teaching others how to do their Job, too. In this

exemplar, the female nurse responded to the situation by ofiFering helpful advice tha the

shipmate couid use with future problems:

Sometimes people would bring someone to medical a female or a male, because they 
stunk. And one time, t i ^  brought a female and said, ‘Someone has to talk to her.’ 
It’s ... a chain of command issue. You try to puB back and say,‘Thai’s not a female 
issue. She stinks.' I said. 'You never had to deal with a stinky sailor?’ 'Wed I never 
had to deal with a stinkv female saOor.' I said. *WeO then just tafic to her like she's a 
guy and ifyou need to clean it up. then clean it up. but she needs to bear the same 
message.' And he actually came back and thanked me.... A lot of the middle 
management, the first classes and the chiefs, are avoiding some of the female issues 
because they don't know what to do. So I think if you come across as being 
professional and serious and approachable, that's probably more important than 
anything. (Interview 3, Section 2, Paragraph 12)

The nurses recited how pregnancy impacted their ships' ability to be ready for 

deployment:

As a female... on a ship ... getting pregnant is discouraged. .And again, not that I 
was Panning to do that, the option was not there for me. Obviously, there were 
females that would get pregnant aid then leave the slap, and that was always a source 
of tension. (Interview 12, SectkmO. Paragraph27)

If you took eighty-three people off the ship, that's a lot of horsepower... We were in 
[the] Persian Gulf [and] we hadn't had any authorized liberty ports, which meant 
when this girl got pregnant, she didn't get pregnant in a liberty port.... We took them 
both to Captain's Mast because standing orders is. 'You will not have sex on my ship. 
And you both are gtrihy.' And I went to that Captain’s Mast... to see the leadership 
example.... His lines were. 'You know you' and he points at the male, 'have taken 
away a shipmate from this ship'... and I can't replace her.' (Interview 2. Section 1. 
Paragraph 49)

Anesthesia a id  Exemplars

The anesthesia support supplied to the carriers consisted of either a certified 

registered nurse anesthetist (CRNA) or a physician anesthesiologist for each ship. The 

anesthesia provider was not a member of the ship's eompsiy. In other words, the nurse
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anesthetists or anesthesinkigitfs worked at a imBtary treatment facility and were assigned

to tbe ±ips ooly during uoderway (at sea) periods. They did not train with the medical

department on a routine basis. Thus, it was not unusual for the anesthesia support to

contkwousfy rotate so that the ships had a new person for every deployment. The nurses

preferred having a nurse anesthetist aboard because they weicotned the companionship of

another Norse Corps officer; however, the nurses could not count on the support o f the

nurse anesthetists with general nursing duties:

The routine is we don't have a permanently asagned anesthesia There's an 
anesthesiologist or a nurse anesthetist who comes with us whenever you go underway 
and it's an adjustment. If it's a nurse, it's great because you [have] the camaraderie 
of a Nmse Corps officer. But sometimes if it's an anesthesiologist. you just land of 
have to figure out how are they going to do things differently.... I loved it when a 
mtrse anesthetist came because you just automaticaDy had some camaraderie. 
(Interview 3. Section 2. Paragraph 7)

You've got to understand that the CRNA did not always make him or herself 
available. Sometimes when the CRNA came out to the ship... nursing duties were a 
thing of the past and they did not participate in the nursing care. We pretty much got 
a different anesthesia provider for every at-sea period so som e anesthesia providers 
would pilch in and help, some wouldn't So I couldn't count on the anesthesia 
provider being an extra nursing body. (Interview 1. Section 0. Paragraphs 121-123)

Additionally, the muses felt that the nurse anesthetists were more accessible than their

medical counterparts:

My impression is the nurse anesthetists are more team players, work very hard, would 
do anything to help me. and he^) the department teaching. They were wonderful did 
a lot of great dasses to the corpsmen and whatnot But the anesthesiologists, when 
they came out some were better than others, would... lode in their stateroom and 
didn't want to be a team player. (Interview 9. Section 0. Paragraph 19)
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Shipyard a d  E iw p h n

AB oftfae participants experienced sea ditty when assigned to the steps. Sometimes

the carriers had to enter a period in drydock, in the shipyard, so that they could be

repaired, receive a tune-up, or even undergo a major overhaul. It was possible for nurses

to be assigned to a carrier and never go to sea during their entire tour because the carrier

was in the shipyard for a bug period of time. When asked by their detaSers, the

participants requested that they be ass%ned to a sea-going carrier so that they could

experience what Navy life was all about:

Two weeks later I got a phone call from the detaikr. And he said,'Do you warn a 
ship?* And I said,'Absolutely.' But he said,‘Don't you want to know which one it 
is? I said,'As tongas it's not in drydock.' So my big thing was I wanted to go on 
an operational. I did not want an assigmnea in the yards. (Interview 3. Section 2, 
Paragraph 7)

No carrier [tour] is complete without a deployment.... Only because you don't really 
get a sense of what you're all about until you really do deploy because that's when 
you’re tested to your max. (Interview 4, Section 0, Paragraph 15)

The shipyard environment was also a dangerous surrounding. The medical

Al|m t ii tffil was a busy place and always functioned in the shipyard whether it was located

on the ship or on a floating accommodation facility (FAF):

You're in an industrial environment in the shipyards. We had to wear the haxdhats 
and you were supposed to wear steel tipped shoes. I (fid. Some people didn't. And 
then you had to wear the goggles when you woe walking &ound the outside, but 
once you came inside it. you could take them off. .And we actually didn't work on the 
ship right away. We were, what they call the floating facility, right next door, and it 
was quite busy, sick call was due every day. There were mainly coop&s&s ofback 
injuries sod upper respiratory injuries. because most of these E-ls, E-2s. E-3s 
[enlisted personnel] who have just joined the Navy thmkmg that they're going to learn 
a skiH&e here chipping pahft and working in a dvty. Sithy etwironnienL .And it was 
just a very, Bke tow morale kind of environment. (Interview 12. Section 0. Paragraph 
19)
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Spgits brightened when the shipyard period came to an end. In the first exemplar, the

nurse recalled bow the carrier looked when the participant reported to the ship and how it

was transformed during the overhaul period The reference to Medical being the last

focus referred to the mentality of the Line community whereby “beans and bullets" (food

and weapons) came first because the medical department did not get as large a budget on

the ship. In the second exemplar. the nurse recounted how excited the crew became when

they realized they would finally get to do what they were trained to do:

When I came on the ship, the ship had just gotten back from its six-month cniise. It 
was about three months into a complete overhaul. So all the medical spaces were 
completely gutted There wasn’t anything. In feet, the one ward that I owned was 
just packed from the deck to the ceding with remnants from all the other rooms, as 
we were completely redoing the floors, etc. So you couldn’t  even really get a good 
idea of what your medical spaces were supposed to be. I had no idea what equipment 
I had. because it was all packed away. And so at that point you' re just kind of doing 
chaos cootroL You’re there trying to knock out sick call in the morning time and. 
other than that, just trying to get a feel for the ship and a feel for your spaces and 
trying to figure out what’s going on. And that lasted the first five months that I was 
on board the ship. And then all of the sudden, thmgs very rapidly started coming 
together, and we started having to get our areas cleaned up and. of course. Medical is 
always the last focus, because everything else is more important. And had to get 
everything done, because we had to sail in December to go up to [another shipyard] 
...to  finish up the rest of our overhaul period. So for the first four or five months, it 
was just very confusing. Yotijust try and get a fed o f what’s going on. Then, you 
started putting your area bad: together, you started getting ready to go out to sea. 
And [when] we did our first sea trials, [it was] very motivating. And you really got a 
feel of a little bit more what it was like to be out to sea. (Interview 5. Section 0. 
Paragraph 7)

The attitudes o f the junior enlisted people... coming out of the yards... were 
brightening, because they were then thinking. Oh. finally. Tmgorngto be doing what 
I came in to do.' I saw that happening. As fer as the medical department... we were 
still busy even in the yard, so [we] were doing what [we] were trained to do 
[anyway]. (Interview 12. Section 0. Paragraph 19)
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One participant recounted how the pregnancy rate for the nurse's ship actually went

up while in the ̂ ripvards:

It [the pregnancy issue] got worse when we were in drydock and then it became an 
issue... [because] there was no mission. We weren’t going anywhere. There’s a lot 
of free time. Some people didn't have anything to do. Their spaces were all tom up. 
there was nothing to do. Some people, like [the] Reactor [Department], were 
constantly working. We’d take a four-day weekend, they’d take none. They were 
working.... Flight deck was all tore up.... Can’t land planes, can't work on gear, 
can't train. So what do you do? I think that's a tot of iL Air Department's a big 
department. You’re looking at about five famdred people and a large portion 
female I think part of it is ignorance. I really do. They don't think they can get 
pregnant, (litteiview 2, Section 1, Paragraph 47)

If the medical department was not moved to a floating accommodation facility (FAF) 

during drydock, then the nurses had to endure the sights, smells, and sounds of the 

overhaul:

The medical department is right below the hanger bay. And what they do is they 
resurface the whole hanger bay. And then we resurface the flight deck. So to 
resurface it  you have to get a needle gun and you [constantly hear] 'dddddd' and pull 
up this old nasty, rotten [material]. You're talking days and days and weeks of this 
stuff (Interview 4, Section 0. Paragraph 21)

Accidents frequently occur in the shipyard. The participant in this exemplar

remembered that during the nurre's entire tour. kKluding sea duty, the only major accident

occurred while the carrier was in dry dock:

It's not the most gJamorous time and their attention span is not always there. But. we 
came through it pretty welL except for [an] unfortunate... accident [which] happened 
right at the end of it. (Interview 4. Section 0. Paragraph 29)

Chapter Summary

This chapter presented the participants' profile and was followed by the exhaustive 

description, its corresponding essences, and miscellaneous discoveries that emerged from
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the participants’ descriptions. After each essence, exemplars from the participants’ 

descriptions that best reflected the essences were presented.

Tins study’s summa r̂, second literature review, summary points, recommendations, 

and tinritations are presented in Chapter V.
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CHAPTER V

S am m y , Saaim ry Points,
Recommendations, *ad Limitatioos

In this chapter, the summary, second literature review, summary points, 

recommendations, and Bmkationsofthe study are presented.

S am m y  of Stady

The purpose of this study was to describe the lived experience o f shipboard nursing 

on aircraft carriers. Using the principles o f phenomenology, 12 Navy nurses previously 

stationed aboard aircraft carriers were interviewed in person to explore their experience 

as ships' nurses.

This study could not build on previous research because the phenomenon of interest 

-  nurses' experiences while stationed on aircraft carriers -  had never before been 

explored, analyzed, or described in the literature. Because there is no current research 

that describes nursing on aircraft carriers, this study contributes to the dearth of 

knowledge available regarding this unique form of operational nursing. The significance 

of studying shipboard muring on these floating cities is that each ship's nurse has 

enormous potential to impact the health care of the carrier's crew and the operational 

readiness of both the ship and its battle group. The findings fiom this study pro vide 

valuable iraigbt into nursing practice in a service unique environment and describe issues 

related to operational readiness.
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HusserKan phenomenology provided the theoretical framework guiding this study 

aid Streubert’s (Streubert. 1991: Streubert & Carpenffer. 1995,1999) methodological 

approach was chosen to analyze the phenomena. Streubert’s method involved the 

following steps:

1. Exp&ating a personal description ofthe phenomenon of interest
2. Bracketing the researcher's presuppositions
3. Interviewing participants in settings comfortable to the participant
4. Carefully reading the transcripts of the interview to obtain a general sense of the 

experience
5. Reviewing the transcripts to uncover essences
6. Apprehending essential relationships
7. Developing formalized descriptions of phenomena
8. Returning to parricipaMs to validate descriptions
9. Reviewing the relevant literature
10. Distributing the findings to the nursing community (Streubert & Carpenter.

1999, pi 51)

An exploratory review of the literature included scholarly writings regarding nursing 

practice in service unique envftonments. aircraft carriers and phenomenological inquiry. 

The review of phenomenological inquiry validated my choice of using Husserlian 

phenomenology as the conceptual framework that guided this study.

Twelve nurses w ho had been stationed on an aircraft carrier for at least two years and 

had not been in drydock throughout their entire tour were purposive ly selected to 

participate in this study. Six of the participants were female and six were male. I 

initially contacted those nurses who had left the aircraft carriers within two years of the 

start of Hats collection (September 2000). A backwards year-by-year progression was 

utilized to solicit forma- aircraft carrier nurses until study participants were no tonga- 

needed (once data saturation was obtained).

I
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The primary data collection strategy for this study was the use o f tape-recorded 

personal interviews. The interviews took place in settings familiar to the participants so 

that each respondent could share his or her perceptions freely. Prior to the start of the 

formal interview, informedconsent was documented and demographic data were 

obtained (in order to fully place the data into context).

Each interview began with the question: “What was vour experience as a nurse on 

an akcraft carrier?” The participants were encouraged to fully describe thek perceptions 

without being interrupted or led by me. When the participant felt he or she had expended 

his or her description, this concluding question was asked: “Is there anything that vou 

have not offered, either positive or negative, about the experience that vou would like to 

add?” If there were no additions, the interview ended. The interview approach for das 

study was pilot-tested twice prior to starting the interview's. These pilot data were 

eventually inchided in the overall findings o f this inquiry became the interviews were 

conducted in the same manner and the data were consistent with that obtained in the 

subsequent interviews. Interviews were conducted until satmarion occurred (when no 

new thanes emerged).

The interviews were transcribed prior to data analy sis In-depth analy sis commenced 

once all interviews were completed. Data organization was aided through the use of the 

computer program entitled NYivo. Data analysis included four steps:

1. Carefully reading the interviews to obtain a general sense of the experience
X Reviewing the transcripts to uncover essences
3. Apprehending essential relationships
4. Developing a formalized, exhaustive description of the phenomenon
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AH 12 of the partkipartts  verified the exhaustive description and afier some minor

changes, all agreed that k accurately reflected then- experience as the ship's nurse on each

aircraft carrier. Lincoln and Guba's (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Denzin & Lincoln. 1998a,

1998b) criteria for evaluating the quality o f an inquiry (transferability, dependability.

confinnabftfty, and credibility) woe applied to this study.

The 12 participants in this study described their lived experience of shipboard

nursing on aircraft carriers as follows (note that the underlined portions of the following

text correspond with an identified essence):

The nurses feft that shipboard nursing on aircraft carriers was one of the best Ixit 
toughest fobs the Navy has to ofler its nurses. They experienced a great sense of 
pride in being called the “Ship's Nurse" and enjoyed being a member o f each ship's 
company. Carrier nursing was a worthwhile experience that included both rewards 
and challenges- The rewmds included practicing m an autonomous environment 
going to sea and experiencing what the Navy was all about: feeling a sense of 
mission and contributing to that mission; and traveling to unique locations. Among 
the job's challenges were working in a dangerous work environment that 
incapacitated or even killed shipmates: being away from home when deployed; 
participating in work-ups; navigating equipment and siqrply issues: and adjusting to 
the constant turnover of both the medical department personnel and the sbfos" crew.

The nurses’ primary and most thne-consuminp job was ensuring operational 
readiness bv coordirating the medical training team (Mil).  In this capacity, they 
developed scenarios, shmiiated medical casualties throughout the ship, and 
con&icted various briefings reg&dmg each drilL Orchestrating these exercises, and 
being a member o f the larger Integrated Training Team (111), involved substantial 
assimilation with all o f the departments on the ship; consequently, the nurses got a 
lot of face time with each ship's Commanding Officer (CO). Executive Officer 
(XO), and Department Heads.

The nurses were considered one-of-one because they were the only muse assigned to 
their carrier as the "Ship's Nurse.-  Not only did they represent nurang services for 
their ship, thev were nursing services. The nurses felt an incredible sense of 
responsibility to their job. They were on call 24-hours a day. seven days a week.
The muses knew their ships made and out and made it a point to visit aft of the 
ships' spaces, especially in their capacity as coordinators o f the medical training 
teams. It was not uncommon for the nurses to be stopped in the passageways and
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consulted on matters ranging from the crew’s own health care needs to questions 
about a femily members health status. Everyone on the ship recognized the nurse.

The mnses; constantly operated in an environment of uncertainty. They could never 
be sure of wbat was going to happen next and always wondered about the “its’': if 
their qualifications were sufficient to get the job done; if they could trust their 
corpsmen with die inpatient w ant if the ships’ crew could manage a trauma victim 
given the training the nurses had coordinated for them; if they could handle a 
critically injured patient in their Intensive Care Unit; and if they could manipulate 
the sometimes archaic equipment they had inherited The leadership capabilities of 
each commanding officer (CO), executive officer (XO), and senior medical officer 
(SMO) set the tone for the muses’ work environment. Feeling a strong sense of 
support from these individuals was paramount in allowing the nurses to excel in their 
role as the ship’s nurse while practicing in an environment of uncertainty.

The nurses bad two families: their significant others and their sbiomaies. Working 
with the Line community was a great experience for the nurses. Never before had 
they seen such amazing teamwork, and felt such a sense of camaraderie, and they 
realized that once they left their ships, they would most likely never experience this 
again. Because they worked, lived, ate, and socialized with the crew, they learned 
about their lives. Enduring tough times, such as work-ups, brought the nurses and 
their shipmates together as a family. When all was said and done, they had a true 
appreciation for the Line and felt that the Line had developed an understanding and 
respect for them not only as Navy nurses, but also as Naval officers.

The nurses wanted to make the iob better for the next generation Because their own 
shipboard orientation had been varied and ill defined, they fefc it imperative that their 
rep lacements be better prepared than they were when each assumed the duty of an 
aircraft carrier nurse. This philosophy spilled over into their subsequent tours 
whereby they took advantage o f oppoitimities to prepare their Navy colleagues for 
operational assignments.

Additionally, three essences emerged as miscellaneous discoveries (meaning they 

were important enough to be discussed by the participants but were not fob to contribute 

to the exhaustive description). They were: (a) women on ships, (b) anesthesia, and (c) 

shipyard (drydock).
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Second U teratre Review

Some researchers advocate conducting the major review literature review after data 

analysis so as to avoid any preconceptions (e.g_, Taylor & Bogdan. 1998; and Streubert & 

Carpenter, 1999). However, a t exptoratory literature review may be conducted in order 

to verily the need for studying the phenomenon under investigation (refer to Chapter II 

for the exploratory literature review). In conjunction with Streubert's (Streubert & 

Carpenter. 1999) ninth methodological step, a second literature review was conducted in 

order to place the lived experience of shipboard nursing on aircraft carriers into context 

Job Satisfaction

The essence of experiencing the best bra toughest job the Naw has to offer reflected 

job satisfaction, a theme noted in the exploratory literature review (e.g.. LaRocco. 

Tetrick. & Meder. 1989; Maloney. Anderson. Gbdd. Brown. & Hardy. 1996; McNulty. 

1994: Puksta. I99S; Robinson. Rodriguez. Sammons. & Keim. 1993; Savage. Simms. 

Williams. & Erbin-Roesemann. 1993; and Yoder 1995).

The second literature review, after data analysis, focused on overall nursing job 

satisfaction, not just military nursing job satisfaction. Cumbey & Alexander (1998) 

defined job satisfaction as “an affective feeling that depends on the interaction of 

employees, their personal characteristics, values, and expectations with the work 

environment, and the organization.-  (pp. 4041).

GrindeL Peterson. Ksmeman. and Tinner (1996) concluded that three variables 

which contributed most to nursing job satisfaction were autonomy, communication with 

supervisors and peers, and feedback for a job well done. Factors associated with job
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dissatisfaction included poor communication, powerlessness. alienation, aid stress. 

McNeese-Snnth and van Servellen (2000) also found age to be a factor that contributed to 

job satisfaction: older nurses, and those in more mature developmental stages, 

experienced greater job satisfaction, productivtfy, and organizational commitment than 

the other study participants. ABgood, O'Rourke. VanDersIice, and Hardy (2000) and 

Finn (2001) also found autonomy to be an important job component o f nursing job 

satisfaction: however. Wade (1999) cautioned that accountability is the primary 

consequence of professional nurse autonomy. Hutchison. AIL Loving, and Nishikawa 

(2001) identified autonomy as being a personal fundamental value that would promote 

job satisfaction and retention m Air Force nurses.

Leveck and Jones (1996) exammed the effects o f management style, group cohesion, 

job stress, organizational job satisfaction, and professional job satisfaction in relation to 

staff nurse retention and quality of care. They found that nurses experienced fewer job 

stress in units where they perceived a participative management style and group 

cohesion. In tan , higher group cohesion and towerjob stress w oe associated with 

higher levels o f organizational and professional job satisfaction. Lucas. Atwood, and 

Hagaman's (1993) replication study showed that group cohesion promoted, and job stress 

inhibited, both organizational and professional job satisfaction Finally . Adams and Bond 

(2000). MeNeese-Snrith (1999), and Shader. Broome. Broome. West, and Nash (2001) 

also found that higher grotgr cohesion was associated with greater work satisfaction.

Several studies incorporated organizational factors, including leadership style, when 

evaluating job satisfaction (Bolon. 1997; Cumbey & Alexander. 1998; Grindel et aL.
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1996; Keuter. Byrne, VoelL & Larson, 2000; Knoop, 1995; McNeese-SnBtb, 1996,2001; 

Morrison, Jones, & Fuller, 1997; Moss & Rowles. 1997; Mullen. 1996). Bobn (1997) 

hypothesized that job satisfaction was positively related to the performance of 

organizational citizenship behaviors (OCB). OCBs relate to both behaviors that benefit 

the general organization and those that benefit specific individuals. Bobn felt it 

important to select and retain employees who identified with the organization's mission, 

goals, and objectives. Another implication of Bo Ion's study was that employees needed 

to be satisfied with their co workers if they wanted to achieve high job satisfaction. 

Fmally, Bo bn recommended that administrators who wanted an environment that 

supported OCBs needed to demonstrate the behaviors themselves in order to 

communicate to their employees that such behavbrs were valued by their organization.

McNeese-Smith (19%) theorized that hospital managers could increase empbvee 

productivity , job satisfaction, and empbyee involvement in the goals o f their 

organizatbn by demonstrating certain leadership behaviors. The author found that 

employees who felt empowered by management had high job satisfactbm that high 

organizational commitment occurred when employees thought their managers were 

focused on change and new technobgv; and that staff who considered their managers to 

set high standards, and behaved according to the same values they set for their 

empfovees. experienced high productivity'. .Another study by the same author in 2001 

revealed that organizational commitment was related to numerous aspects including 

personal factors, opportunities for learning, job satisfaction, coworkers, and cultural
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factors. Lack of organizational commitment was related to such factors as conflict with 

personal needs, lack of appreciation and fairness, and poor relations with coworkers.

Morrison el aL (1997) discovered that leadership style and empowerment were 

positively related to job satisfaction. Moss and Rowfes(1997) also found that managers 

could positively affect nursing job satisfaction by using appropriate management styles.

Cumbey and Alexander (1998) revealed that the critical variable for predicting job 

satisfaction in public health nurses was organizational stroctine (vertical participation, 

horizontal participation, and formalization). Vertical participation was the degree to 

which staff and management collaborated with regard to job tasks and decisions. 

Horizontal participation was the degree to which staff collaborated with their peers in 

decision-making and task definition. Formalization was the extent to which rules, 

procedures, and instructions were used (or even existed). Knoop (1995) found that 

involvement in work and job. commitment to an employing organization, and job 

satisfaction were positively correlated.

Erbin-Rosemann and Simms (1997) researched the relationship between work locus 

of control and job satisfaction. They discovered that iniemaily oriented, proactive 

individuals perceived their jobs to be more enriched and intrinsically motivating than 

externally oriented, reactive individuals who reported tow levels o f job satisfaction and 

higher levels o f powerfessness.

Schwab (1996) wondered why some nurses held on to their enthusiasm for their job 

while others in the same environment became stressed, discouraged, and disillusioned. 

The author concluded that the difference could exist because some nurses were just
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Rougher” than others. This toughness, also known as hardiness, has three dimensions: a 

sense o f cooBnitmeoL the perception of control. and the ability to view change as a 

challenge. Schwab believed that the stressors that led to a low level o f hardiness could be 

averted through a selficare wellness program.

Collins. Jones. McDonneiL Read. Jones, and Cameron (2000) concluded that the 

majority o f their study participants who held innovative roles in their organizations 

experienced high job satisfaction. The authors cautioned that these individuals still 

needed to be trained properly, and that the boundaries of their practice be well-defined, in 

order to maintain such job satisfaction.

LJieratnre Review: Coarfasioa

The essences of experiencing the best hut toughest job the N a w  has to offer and 

ensuring operational readiness matched with information discovered in either literature 

review. However, four of the discovered essences had no corresponding literature 

identified in both literature reviews; however, many o f the themes regarding nursing 

practice in service unique environments -  that were revealed in the exploratory review of 

the literature -  woe reflected in the participants' comments. In a conversation with my 

consultant (personal communication. April 29,2001). Dr. Streubert replied that this was 

not uncommon -  that the goal o f this type of research is to identify essences that may be 

revealed for the first time ever. Such k  the case with hring one-of-one (not to be 

confused with practicing in isolation because the nurses were not alone); operating 

constantly in an environment of uncertainty (although this could be implied from some of 

the operational readiness literature that discussed the need for flexibility): having two
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fanflies (however. die spirit o f camaraderie was well-documented in the service maone 

envronoaeg literature review and the effect ofgroup cohesion on job satisfaction was 

discussed above); and making the job better for the next generation.

Sb b b u t  Points

The following summary points pertain to the lived experience of 12 Navy nurses 

who practiced shipboard nursing aboard aircraft carriers:

S— ary Point 1: The participants were proud to serve a  the “teal Navy” and 

were tw itte d  to tic  organizational values of their ships’ commands

The nurses valued the opportunity to perform a tour of duty outside of a medical 

treatment facility (M l f  ). When joining the fleet they immediately feh a sense of 

mission aid believed they finally understood what the Navy was all abotn. No matter 

bow much MTF commanding officers feel they run their commands like a Navy ship, h is 

just not the same atmosphere as that found on a combatant vesseL The leadership style 

aid empowerment opportunities available to the ships' nurses posfcively related to their 

sense o f job satisfaction. Group cohesion definitely promoted both organizational and 

professional job satisfaction for the participants.

Sim m y  Point 2: The participants felt that senior Navy Narse Corps officers 

neither comprehended aor fiiHv appreciated the job each did as the ship’s nurse on 

a  aircraft carrier

The nurses' encounters with senior Nurse Corps officers were not always positive. 

Several cited conversations with detailers that refected an unsympathetic tone for the 

jobs they woe leaving behind. Others were worried about then- promotion opportunities
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in the Navy Nwse Corps when they experienced or heard stories of nurses who remained 

in MTF billets, where they were rated against their peers, having a mote favorable chance 

ofpromotion than those iwrses who took on the challenge of an operational tour. These 

mirses shook! not be penalized for "going operational/* A lack of appreciation and 

fairness from the Navy Nurse Corps splits the nurses' loyalty between the needs of the 

Navy and those of the Navy Nurse Corps when in fact the loyalty should be to the 

mission of the Navy as a whole.

S— t n  Poiat 3: The partiripMts feh obligated to ensure their replacements were 

tn fv qaafitipri tn w u n e the role of the ship’s w t w o a a  aircraft earner

The participants wanted their successors to come to the job for the right reasons. 

Shipboard nursing on aircraft carriers can be (bunting at times. However, it can be very 

gratifying for those who are ready and willing to work hard- The nurses wanted the best- 

qualified people to be placed in these billets- Operating in an environment of uncertainty 

leaves no room for weak individuals -  those going aboard ship need to be clinically 

competent and flexible enough to handle any situation. .Assigning senior lieutenants or 

lieutenant commander nurses to these positions gives successors an added advantage at 

the bargaining table. The participants offered numerous recommendations regarding 

their successors' qualifications in an attempt to avoid an unfavorable tour both for their 

replacements and for the ships' company they were leaving behind.
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S— i r r  Point 4: Gender made no difference in the Bred experience of shipboard 

w r w g w  aircraft carriers

The interviews of the male versus the female participants were natch more alike than 

different The women participants never saw themselves as women first. They 

envisioned themselves primarily as Naval officers who were just doing their jobs.

Sanaarv Point S; T ie partkam ts’ a p o ia c e  as the ship’s aarse (h i m  aircraft 

carrier wasa lowentoas. career Kfe eveat for each am ne

All of the participants remmked on how lucky they were to have had such an 

assignment because many Navy nurses never set foot on a ship throughout their entire 

careers. The pmtiripants filled innovative roles that allowed for more autonomy than the 

nurses had previously experienced- Shipboard nursing on aircraft carriers provided a 

diversified opportunity that most nurses viewed as having a positive effect on their 

career. They will remember their shipboard experience for the rest of their lives.

Recomnieadatioas for Practice, Edacatioa. aad Administration 

The following recommend&ions for practice, education, and administration are 

derived from the lived experience of the 12 nurses w ho participated in this endeavor. 

Practice

The concept of maintaining clinical competence should be formally supported at 

boffi the depaitmett and command leveL The participants questioned whether they lost 

some of their critical care and/or emergency nursing competencies while assigned aboard 

ship because the general health of the patient population did not require them to use these 

skills. They struggled to find time to perform some clinical nursing shifts at MTFs
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located in their homeports. Because they had so many duties and not enough hours in the 

day as ships’ nurses, the participants tended not to work additional hours at local MTFs. 

Certainly a nurse’s clinicai competence enhances the operational readiness of the medical 

departmenL 

Education

Prior to being assigned as the ship's mirse on an aircraft carrier, each nurse should 

have critical care, emergency, psychiatric, and operating room nursing experience. Being 

the only nurse assigned to the c&rier, and constantly working m as environment of 

uncertainty, means that each nurse needs to have a foundation that allows him or her to 

be able to anticipate and handle any situation. The participants remarked that their 

critical care nursing experience helped them manage ventilator patients and that their 

emergency nursing experience contributed to their ability to triage patients in skk call. 

The nurses also found themselves circulating in the operatktg room of the ship -  an 

experience they felt unprepared for. Additionally, the participants were astounded by the 

number o f psychiatric patients they encountered: thus, they recommended attaining some 

post-baccalaureate psychiatric nursing training.

In 1997. Parodi recommended that the Navy provide a formal training curriculum for 

nurses repotting to aircraft carriers. To my knowledge, this has not been acted upon. 

These muses must attend a shipboard training course with a curriculum similar to what 

general medical officers (GMOs) sue offered, yet tailored to nursing specifics. Again, 

ships' nurses need to ha\e some educational foundation in order to acclimate them to
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shipboard life. Not only are they reporting to a new role, they are also repoitiiq’ to a 

whole new way o f fife?

Because sexual assaults occur aboard ship, and involve both genders, the ship’s 

nurse should become certified as a sexual assault nurse examiner (SANE) prior to 

reporting to the ship. Training as a SANE ensures continuity in the handling of sexual 

assauk investigations.

If the shp’s nurse is expected to accompany medevacs from the strip, then the nurse 

should also obtain formal flight nurse training. Nurses cannot anticipate the peculiarities 

ofpatienrsafety in an airplane or helicopter when they have never been exposed to flight 

nursing in their nursing education. Al this writing, flight ntnse training is netther 

required nor authorized for nurses reporting to aircraft carriers.

Finally, a three- or four-week turnover period must be provided in order to transition 

successors to the fleet The participants frequently commented on how the role o f the 

ship's nurse differed from anything they had ever done before -  they asked that the 

turnover period be standardized so that they had enough time to adequately prepare their 

replacements for their new role in Navy nursing.

AdMiatstratioa

Only senior lieutenants or lieutenant commanders should be assigned to these 

positions. The participants were unanimous in their belief that assigning a Junior nurse 

to the carrier sets that nurse up for failure because a junior nurse's opinion would not be 

valued at important meetings on the carriers.
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The mBsmg capabilities of the medical depmtment would be enhanced if a second 

isnse was asigned to each earner, either temporarily diving underway periods w on a 

permanent basis. The senior nurse could continue with the training obligations of the job 

while the junior/second nurse could tend to the inpatient ward and assist the ward 

corpsmen with obtaining their clinical coir$)etencies. This opportunity could also serve 

as a retention strategy for junior nurses because they, too. would have a chance to 

experience the “real Navy.”

Nurse Corps officers must be placed at the TYCOM (TYPE COMMANDER) level 

to ensure consistency across all carriers and to provide a nursing resource and nursing 

leadership to the ships' nurses. Not having a seasoned, ex-ship s nurse a! the TYCOM 

proved frustrating to the participants.

Nurses who have completed aircraft carrier tours must receive appropriate 

recognition by promotion boards and assignment officers (detaflers). The warning “not 

to be one-of-one for too long- should not be an absolute. These nurses perform an 

invaluable task for the Navy when assigned to the carrier and this feet should not be 

overlooked

The chain of command for the ships' nurse should be standardized and made 

consistent across all carriers. Carrier nurses that did not report directly to the Senior 

Medical Officer (SNR)) experienced more tension than their counterparts on other ships.

All carriers must be equipped with CHCS (Composite Health Care System), the 

same clinical information system utilized by shore-based medical treatment facilities 

(MIT). Without CHCS. the quality o f patient care becomes disparate between the ship
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and the MTF when actually it should be the same. The nurses recounted stories o f lost 

lab results specifically related to the feet that the information was not entered 

electronically into CHCS.

Respiratory therapists need to be assigned to each carrier. If not cost effective, then 

anesthesia support persoroel must be directed to assist with the management of 

ventilated patients m the intensive care unit (I CU). The participants overwhelmingly 

voiced concern about being the only resource person expected to handle ventilated 

patients when, in reality, the nurse anesthetist or the anesthesiologist was also available -  

but not always willing -  to assist with ventilator management in the ICU.

S»«n— rv of Rcco— endatkms

In summary, the recommendations for practice, education, and administration are as 

follows:

•  The concept of maintaining clinical competence should be formally supported at 
both the department and command level

•  Prior to being assigned as the ship's nurse on an aircraft carrier, each nurse should 
have critical o re  or emergency nursing experience, with cross-training in either 
field for those lacking experience, and receive some oper&ing room and 
psychiatric experience before reporting to the ship. Additionally, they should 
attend a shipboard training course: train as a sexual assault nurse examiner 
(SANE): and obtain formal flight nurse training (if expected to accompany 
medevacs from the ship).

•  Mandate a standard three- or four-week orientation to transition successors to the 
fleet.

•  Designate only senior lieutenants or lieutenant commanders for these billets.
• Assign a second nurse to each carrier (either tenqjorarily during underway periods 

or on a permanent basis) to enhance the nursing capabilities o f the medical 
department.

• Place nurses at the TYCOM level to ensure consistency across aUcarriers and 
provide a nursing resource and nursing leadership to the ships' nurses.

• Ensure nurses who have completed aircraft carrier tours receiv e appropriate 
recognition by promotion boards and assignment officers (detaflers).
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•  Standardize the chain of command across ail o f the carriers.
•  Equip the carriers with CHCS (Composhe Health Care System).
•  Allocate a respiratory therapist to each carrier to alleviate some of the nurses' fe®- 

o f managing vei&ilalors. Ifnot cost effective, then direct anesthesia support 
personnel to assist wkh the managemert of veiiilatedpatieiSs in the intensive 
care unit (1CU).

Recommeudatioas for Farther Research

Recommendations for feather research include die following:

•  Exptore the pariem outcomes of the medical training teams (MTTs) on the ships.

•  Develop a questionnaire and survey other Navy nurses to discover if the findings 
in this study represent their experience as the ship's nurse on an aircraft carrier.

•  Employ another type of qualitative methodology {e.g.. narrative analysis) utilizing 
existing data from one or more of the interviews from this endeavor.

•  Investigate the lived experience of shipboard nursing aboard other Navy vessels 
(e ^ . hospital ships and amphibious assault strips).

•  Examine the lived experience ofNavy nursing in other operational arenas (e.g.. 
fleet hospitals and with the Marines* medical battalions).

•  Con^are the lived experience of operational nursing in the Navy with operational 
nursing in the other armed forces.

•  Study tlK liv ed experience of transitioning back to a military treatment facility 
(MTF) upon completion o f an operational tour in the Navy.

Limitations

Possible limitations of this study included:

• The researcher was a novice.
• Some data was lost during an equipment feilure.
• The sample size may be deemed too smalL
• The personal agenda o f  the participants was unknown.
•  Whether the participants responded in a truthful manner was assumed but could 

not be verified.
•  The ship's nurse role may have changed since the data collection period o f this 

study.
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•  The experience of shipboard nursing on the carrier may differ from the experience 
on other Navy vessels.

« This stndy was limited to just the Navy.
• Quantitative researchers inay question the qualitative methodology utilized for 

this inquiry.

Dissertation Coadasioa

This chapter presented the summary, second literature review, summary points, 

recommendations, and limitations o f this study. The findings have provided valuable 

insight into nursing practice in a service unique environment and described pertinent 

issues related to operational readiness. The findings will also assist Navy Nurse Corps 

leaders in making appropriate assignments for nurses seeking these carrier billets.

Finally, since there is a paucity of literature on this topic, the results have given a public 

voice to this extraordinary experience of milkary nursing.

Personally speaking (and placing all bracketing aside). I am in awe o f the 

participants who contributed to this study! Their determination, dedication, and 

professionalism resounded throughout the entire study process. The Navy Nurse Corps is 

extremely fortunate to have had these nurses serve as their ambassadors to the Line 

community.

Finally, the American public was made keenly aware of the operational readiness of 

its milhary forces -  including the rapid deployment of three aircraft carriers to the Persian 

Gulf and the Arabian Sea -  in the United States' quest for justice w hen responding to the

titterrorist attacks on the World Trade Centers and the Pentagon on September 11 .2001. 

As I conclude this dissertation, I cannot help but think about the ships' nurses on those 

deployed aircraft carriers. 1 now know that they play an integral part in their ships'
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operational readiness and have a true appreciation for the role they play in maintaining 

our nation's freedom. 1 am immensely proud to be affiliated with such a magnificent 

group o f people and only hope that the findings from this study will make their job better 

for generations to come.
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iur r e q u e s t  t o  con d u ct a su r v e y , e n t i t l e d  The L ived
E x p e r ie n c e  o f  N u rses  S t a t io n e d  Aboard A ir c r a f t  C a r r ie r s , :• 
a p p r o v e d .
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a n a ly s e  and a r t i c u l a t e  th e  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  o f  n u r s in g  
p r a c t i c e  in  th e  c o n te x t  o f  a i r c r a f t  c a r r i e r  n u r s e s  by 
in t e r v ie w in g  t h e  s i x  a c t i v e  n u r s e s  c u r r e n t ly  a s s ig n e d  t o  
c a r r i e r s  o f  AIRLANT. Each in t e r v ie w  s h o u ld  n o t  e x c e e d  rwc 
n a n -h o u rs  a t  an e s t im a t e d  c o s t  t o  th e  Navy o f  $ 7 7 .1 1  fo r  
each  n u r se  in te r v ie w e d .

3. A lth o u g h  each  AIRLANT c a r r i e r  S e n io r  M e d i c a l  O f f ic e r  
h as c o n s e n te d  t o  t h e s e  in t e r v ie w s ,  a c t u a l  s c h e d u lin g  s h c u .i  
be c o n d u c te d  tferouah th e  AIRLANT F arce  M ed ica l O f t i c e .
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ENDORSEMENT of The Lived Experience of Norses Stationed Aboard Airaaft Camers
Research Proposal submitted by CDR Catherine Wilson Cox. NC. 
USNR. 577-74-9218

From: QueC B ureau of Medicine aad Surgery (MED-23), 2300 E Street NW, Washington. DC. 
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To: CDR Catherine Wilson Cox. NC. USNR. 320 South Taylor Sued. Arttngam. VA 22204

Subi: RESEARCH PROPOSAL

1 Your requestto interview nurses wbo ba\e been stationed aboard aircraft camers is appro\ ctl

1  It is understood that the goal ofthe study is to analyze and articulate the characteristics of 
nursing practice in die context of sî p̂ s muses.

3 Scheduling of the interviews should be coordinated with COMNAV AIRLANT 
COMNAVAKPAC Force Medical Offices, with earner Senior Medical Officers and Ship s 
Noises if  interviews are to be conducted with current carrier nurses, and with the Specialty 
Advisor for Operational Ntusmg.

4. Lpoo completion of the study, a copy of results should be forwsded to Navy Bureau of 
Medicine and Surgery (MED-23), 2300 E Sum  NW, Washington. DC 23702-5300. I will be 
the BUMED sponsor and point o f contact for this study. You can reach me at 

C O . BARKER
Bv D irection
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s t a t i o n e d  aboard a i r c r a f t  c a r r i e r s  i s  su p p c’- t e a .

a n a ly z e  and a r t i c u l a t e  tn e  c n a r a c t e r i s t in s  o f  n u r s in g  
p r a c t i c e  in  tn e  c o n te x t  cr s n i p ' s  n u r s e s .

3. I t  i s  a l s o  u n d ersto o d  th a t  p a r t ic i p a t i o n  in  th e  s tu d y  
i s  v o lu n ta r y ,-  th e  p a r t ic ip a n t s  may withdraw' from  th e  s tu d ;  
a t any t im e ;  th e r e  i s  no com p en sa tion  fo r  p a r t i c i p a t i n g  ir  
t h i s  s tu d y ;  th e  p a r t ic ip a n t s  * i d e n t i t i e s  w i l l  rem ain  
c o n f i d e n t i a l ;  th e  p a r t ic ip a n t s  w i l l  be d ir e c t e d  by th e  
p r in c ip a l  i n v e s t i g a t o r  not to  r e v e a l  any - m e n t a t i o n  th a t  
may b e  deem ec c l a s s i f i e d ;  ana th a t  any p u r . i c a t i o n s  
L ’S o * w X,ilC* 4» 2TOin t h i s  s tu d y  w i l l  remove any i d e n t i f y i n g  
i n f  c e s s a t io n .

i .  F le a s e  c o n ta c t  me when you a r e  r ea a y  t o  co n d u ct th e  
in t e r v ie w s  and I w i l l  a s s i s t  you w ith  a c c e s s in g  th e  
p o p u la r  ior. you need, t o  q u ery .
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DEPARTMENT OF TNE HAW
MTK3IML KAitJM. H B K M  CBVTBt
KBg50*.MM»»mC I I  'too

6540
S er 13C/201 
23 Feb 20

Commander, n a t io n a l Katrai M edicai Cancer 
COS S. P h i l l i . s e ,  NC, OSS, Nursing S e r v ic e s  C tr e c tc r a te  
C m  C- Ccx, SC, CSNS

APPSCVAC OF Cl? RESEARCH PROJECT ♦BOOHLOOOGC-OJC,
“THE EIVED EXPERIENCE OF SUSSES STATIONED A3GAR0 AIRCRAFT 
CARRIERS"

ibi SSHCISSTT6500.2C

1 Mu l t i p l e  P r o je c t  A ssurance .MPA:
:25 Consent Fora
2) S u ia e l in e s  to  E xecu tin g  a Research P rop osal

1. C o n g r a tu la t io n s ! 'feu have been gran tee  ap p rova l t o  conduct 
your r e se a r c h  p r o je c t  a t  th e  N a tio n a l Navai M edical C en ter.

2 . Tour o f f i c i a l  r e se a rch  p r o je c t  am b er i s  3 0 0 -0 2 3 . J s e  t h i s  
-.uaoer cn any corresp on d en ce about your re se a r c h  p r o j e c t . T h i s  
w i l l  e x p e d ite  th e  p r o c e s s in g  o f your r e q u e s ts .  Your r e se a r c h  
p r o je c t  h as a ccaqj.Ieti.on t a r g e t  h a te  o f  February 2.221 and you are  
a u th o r iz e d  a. su b je c t  er.rc lin er , t  o f  14.

2. Your re se a rch  p r o je c t  was review ed per r e fe r e n c e s  :.s- ar.o 
..hi-, and en dorsed  zy  our C hairperson  I n s t i t u t io n a l  Review soar  a  
■.IRS? under SKHC's DCS A ssurance 4000! and MPA M -I515. T h is  
p rep o sa l was reviewed, d uring  th e  12 February 2003 IRS m ee tin g . 
E n closu re  (1, i s  th e  SPA th a t  in v e s t ig a to r s  a g r e e  t o  adhere t o  m  
co n d u ctin g  resea rch  a t  th e  N a tio n a l Naval M edica l C en ter .

4. E n closu re  -.2'* i s  th e  con sen t fo ra  th a t  i s  to  be d u p lic a te d  
ana u sed  f o r  su b je c t  e n ro llm en t.

5. P le a s e  n o te  th a t  a ccord in g  to  th e  g u id e l in e s  p r e v iz e d  by t e e  
C lin ic a l  I n v e s t ig a t io n  Program iCIri a t  th e  N aval S ch oo l o f  
h e a lth  S c ie n c e s ,  t h i s  p r o je c t  i s  n ot co n sid ered  c a r t  c f  th e  CIP.  
C onsequ en tly , th a t  o f f i c e  w i l l  not p r e v iz e  fu n d in g  fo r  t r a v e l  
a s s o c ia t e d  w ith  t m s  p r o je c t .

6 . I f  c o l l e c t i o n  axsd/cr a n a ly s is  o f  data fa r  your p r o je c t  are  to  
ooECinue beyond one  y ea r , you must subm it an annual re p o r t fo r  
c o n t in u a t io n . F ed eral o v e r s ig h t  a g e n c ie s  have found t h i s  to  oe a 
freq u en t so u rce  o f  problem s d uring  t h e ir  a u d it s ,  ana have s t a te d  
c l e a r ly  t h a t  p r o j e c t s  th a t  have net r e c e iv e d  a t  l e a s t  annual 
approval by th e  IRS. c f  record  must term in ate  a c t i v i t y  la e s e d ia ts i;  
s in c e  th e y  a re  no  lo n g er  i s  com p lian ce. In  ord er fo r  -ongoing 
huaas s u b je c t  re se a rch  p r o j e c ts  to  be rev iew ed , approved and

From:
To:

Sub j :

?.ef: 

Eh c l :
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Sub',: &r?B3VAL Zc C IS  RESEARCH PROJECT #BO«HLOOOOO-i52S,
"THE LIV ES EXPERIENCE 0 ?  HCSSES SCATIOWED A30A8D AIRCRAFT 

CARRIERS'

p r o c e sse d  fey th e  133  w ith in  t h i s  r i s e  c o n s t r a in t ,  an IS3 necber  
w il l  b e  a s s ig n e d  to  conduct a c o n tin u in g  rev iew  a u d it  witr.tr. th e  
188 ap p rova l a n n iv e rsa r y  d a te .  T h is  a u d it  requirem ent i s  veer  
r e s p o n s i b i l i t y  and you sh o u ld  c o n ta c t  th e  a s s ig n e d  183 mean er  
• her. you- r e c e iv e  th e  r e a in d e r .

Good lu ck  on your r e se a r c h !  3 e  su re  to  n o te  ycur cesea rch  
p r o j e c t ' s  requ irem ents o f  r e fe r e n c e  tbj which a r e  o u t l in e d  in  
e n c lo s u r e  ( 3 ) .  T h is  guidebook p ro v id es  v i t a l  in fo r m a tio n  on s -c n  
n e s s  as your r e s p o n s i b i l i t i e s  as a p r in c ip a l  in v e s t ig a t o r ,  th e  
r e q u ir e d  r e se a rch  d cc.gaen tat.icn , th e  p rocedure t o  u se  when s a t i r e  
any ch an ges t o  your r e se a r c h  p r o t e c t ,  req u ired  r e p o r ts  and 
g u id e l in e s  fo r  p u b lic a t io n .  P le a se  do twit h e s i t a t e  to  c o n ta c t  
th e  C l in i c a l  I n v e s t ig a t io n  Department s t a f f  a t   fo r  
ir.y fu r th e r  q u e s t io n s  o r  a s s i s t a n c e .

3y d ir e c t io n
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AppeodkG

Approval Irtter from the Uniformed Services Universky of the Health Science s

Institutional Review Board

August S. 3)00

MEMORANDLM FOR CDR CATHERINE COX TRiSERVJCE SL RSINO RESEARCH 
PROGRAM

SUBJECT (RB Approval o f Protocol TSKRP (PMMC2) for Human Subject Use

in acoadatrc  »dh DuD Otrectrve 3216 2 dated 7 iaauar> USUHS accepts ihe res so* and
EXEMPT approval by the Narmnal Naval Medical Cobkx (SNMC) Ciwitnrttcr for foe 
Piutccauc erf Hmnan Stfojects (CHPS) for foe research protocol eaadcd The Lhed Exferiemcr

The purpose of das study is to describe foe Swed experiences or Navv tasses practicing 
aboard aircraft earners. The R B  midrrsttrah foat f o b  study involves taped tmervicws of 9  to 14 
suiijixis Rgauliug foeir nursing e i^ tiru  n  aboani a n u f t earners. The IRB further 
unfci sands foal «H afopect identifying mfonnatmn will be coded daring foe study and all 
aaetvsew nrhocapcs will be oascd once accurate iiansu ipcnm has been vetuied

You are required to submit aranatorentt So fors protocol, changes to foe consent lorm. 
adverse event reports. and other pcrtinrni mfonnatioo relative to taanan subject use for das 
protea so tins office for review, ft is vow responsibility id mansmn an accurate and scoessibie 
life o f aReoosem forms of pmtiriparing human subjects.

If you base am questions regarding basan subjea tse. pieasc call meat 

Executive Secretary. IRB

cc: Director. Researc& ■Vtimn»^T*inn
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Appendix H

Consent Form

' JM

m
?9 1 i f  
C arreer*'fiao-325' 
0»t*: ____

HAIXOCUU. SIAVAX. tCDXOU. XXXTES
aerugo*. hmtuAic

Cooaecr to r  V o lu n ta ry  P a r t ic ip a t ic e  in  a Research P ro tec t

X, ______________________________________ , nave oeec asked sc r o iu a t a r i i . -
p a r t ic ip a te  ir. a research p ro je c t e n t i t l e d .  *Ttoe L i wee Experience c f  .Vurse: 
S ta tio n e d  Aboard A ir c r a f t  C a r r ie r s .*

... ?sm purpose c f ta rs  research  p r o je c t  is  13 a e scrio e  tarn l iv e a  ex p erien ce
c f Savy nurses p r a c t ic ia p  aboard a i r c r a f t  c a r r ie r s .

I .  I t  I  agree to  p a r t ic ip a te .  X w a l l be p e rs o n a lly  ia te r e ie e e a  i t  order -.0
e x p lo re  th e  research  q u estio n : K fta t  is  your experien ce  as a nurse cn *r. 
a i r c r a f t  c a r r ie r ? *  The in te rv ie w  w i l l  la s t  ap proxim ate ly  I -2  Sours.

The in te rv ie w  w i l l  be tape recorded, tra n s c r ib e d , ana usee a n a i/r e a . Once tn e  
data  a n a ly s is  has been com pleted. X w i l l  re c e iv e  th e  ex h au stive  a e s c r ic t ic - .  
and toe g iven  th e  chance to  respond to  whether the d e s c r ip t io n  a c o ira te .- .  
r e f le c t s  sy ex p e rie n c e . Reviewing my d e s c r ip t io n , as w e l l  as ccaassrtihg 
torrespcndecce w ith  th e  p r in c ip a l  ia s e s t iq a to r .  may r a te  aa a d d it io n a l 1- -  
r.ours o f  my tim e .

1. a r.c 14' p a r t i  go p a c ts  ;2 fo r  tn e  p i l o t  ante rv iew  ana ' - 1 2  fo r  th e  research
s tu d y 5 a re  expected tc  p a r t ic ip a te  in  th is  p r o je c t -

i .  The o n ly  fo reseeab le  r is k  to  ne say oe th e  m a ii te iy  p rospect o f awcMcd - t  
em barrassing eveots d a rin g  th e  in te rv ie w  and th e  p o s s ib le  loss 01 composure 
w it *  em otional iss u es . Should th e  p r in c ip a l  in v e s t ig a to r  reco gnize  s ig ns  c : 
s tre s s  or a n x ie ty  asso c ia ted  w ith  tn e  in te rv ie w , I  w i l l  toe in to raec  s i  tne  
p r in c ip a l  in v e s t ig a to r 's  d e s ire  fo r  ne to  access th e  m i l i t a r y  h e a lth  system  
an d /o r co ntact a p p ro p ria te  support c rg a a i r a t  te n s . X accept th ese r is k s .

P a r t ic ip a n t 's  I n i t i a l s

1- The research  say r r  may net he lp  •se pessocm iiy. fe cso o a i b e n e f its  i n  
p a rc ic ip a tis s g  l a  th is  research  endeavor may -come from th e  o p p o rtu n ity  to  s -a tc  
sy- experien ce  and to  iaew o a t  ay unique p e rc e p tic o s  may c o n tr ib u te  to  
advancing nu rs in g  p r a c t ic e  or, board a i r c r a f t  c a r r ie r s  as w e ll as o f fe r  
recboaesdat: ens to  consider p r io r  to  assign ing  fu tu re  Savy nurses to  ta ese  
b i l l e t s .  I  w i l l  se t re c e iv e  any compensation fo r  p a r t ic ip a t in g  re  teas  s tu d ;..

because tn e  d a y -to -d a y  a c t i v i t i e s  o f  l i f e  css ass a i r c r a f t  c a r r ie r  sa>- 
is e o lv e  c la s s i f ie d  isfprm m fidn , X w i l l  not re v e a l any in fo rm atics , b u rie d  f t *  
.n re rv ie w  th a t  cay ee Seamed c la s s i f ie d .

4 . A l l  d a ta  c o lle c te d  in  th is  study w i l l  be cs o rid eo tia .1 - X r e a m *  th a t ic e  
I n s t i t u t io n a l  Seview Board c f ta e  X a tio s a l S ava i S ta tic a l C en ter, B etbeajia. !C . 
th e  Uniform ed S erv ice s  a u T e r s t fy  c f  th e  B e e .ta  S ciences . sethesda. SC. 110 
c rb e r Federa l agencies -Sue p ro v id e  iv e r s i~ . f  fo r  nanas su b ject c r c t e m c a  m  
see ay records 12. order to  v e r i f y  th a t  my r ig h ts  have been sa feguarded. A l l  
p e rs o n - id e n t if ia b le  d a ta  « i l i  toe coded sc th a t  I canaet be id e n t i f ie d .  .All

r  a r t  m e a n t '  s In i t  u . s  % .‘.s ir
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Z6<0»
Coczeat Wers lots: ~ ® 3  
1908-02.3 
?g 2 i f  3

•c d ic ta p e s  w i l l  be erased arsce i c o u t c e  t r a n s c r ip txan n»s e * *»  v e n n e c .  A i l  
d a ta  wall th en  be s to re d  l a  lo cked f i l i n g  c a b in e ts . leader ao cxrcBBstanoes 
w i l l  sy id e n t i t y  be re s e e le d  to  th ese seeding such m fc r x a t iw a . hey 
ptdaiicatiexsa end p re s e n ta t rcans r e s u lt in g  fr tm  th is  reaeercss p r o je c t w i l l  ea  
bevciss o f any id e n t ify in g  ih f  a r » a t ic c .

■>. If . I  s u f fe r  pQ ysical in ju r y  s r  i f  X should re q u ire  nospi t * - t z a r  te n  as a 
r e s u l t  o f  ey  p a r t ic ip a t io n  in  th is  p r o je c t ,  i,— e d n te  s e d ic a l t r e a t * e c t  a l 
oe a v a i la b le  a t  tn e  B ati-oeai Basal M edica l C a n te r, however ,  i f  X re q u ire  
in p a t ie n t  b o s p i t a l i r a t m a ,  I  w i l l  be re q u ire d  t o  pay th e  cu sta«ary  fees  fo r  
su b s is ten ce  : h o s p ita l seals:; to  th e  B a tic n a l B asal M ed ica l t e s te r  is  
accordance w ith  s tan d ard  re g u la t io n s . I t  has been e x p la in e d  tc  ae ts a r  a-, 
p a r t is ip a t is r .  in  t h is  research p ro je c t  w i l l  be e v a lu a te d  ano c re a te s  is. 
.■accordan.se w ith  th e  b e n e f its  to  c a re  to  which 1 aa e n t i t l e d  m e e t th ese  
r e g u la t io n s . I  w i l l  no t be e n t i t l e d  to  raep ensatio o  to r  in ju r ie s  cr to  fu tu re  
a e o ic a l c a re  as a r e s u lt  o f  ay  p a rc ic .ip e t.is c  in  th is  p ro je c t except as say be 
p ro v id e d  fa r  through these re g u la tio n s  or o th er remedies a v a ila b le  asaer 
fe d e ra l law .

13 . My p a r t ic ip a t io n  so th is  p ro je c t is  v o lu n ta ry  ana «y  r e fu s a l to  
p a r t ic ip a te , w i l l  is v c iv e  x> p e n a lty  or loss o f  b e n e f its  to  whi.cn I  as e n t i t le d  
m d er a p p lic a b le  re g u la r  is o s . I f  1 choose to. p a r t ic ip a te .  I  as f r e e  to  « i<  
g u es ticas  o r  to  w ithdraw  fr o s  th e  p ro je c t  a t  any u s e .  I f  X should decide tc  
w ithdraw  Item  to e  research  p r o je c t .  I  w i l l  n o t i f y  CUR C a th e rin e  Wi.i3.0c Cos. 
sc. C5XR a t   t c  ensure an o rd e rly  te rs e n a t io n  process.

11 .  T h is  study i s  be ing coedactea by COS C a th e rin e  W ilson Co*. SC. CSJfS war 
.s  a student ir . th e  P h .2 - ir. itarsxag progras a t  George M u on  i a i v e r s i t j  i t  
f a ir  ta x . I f  I  have any questions reqar esearch  p r o je c t ,  I aa>
c o n ta ct COR Cox by t a i l i n g  net c c i ie c t  a t   o r  by sending net —  
s a i l  v ia  o a th ic c x fa o i-c a * .  I f  I  Slave any questions reg ard in g  * y  r ig h ts  as *s  
n a S iT id a a i w h ile  p a r t ic ip a t in g  i a  a research p ro je c t a t  th e  S a t ia n a i Saval 
M e d ica l C en ter. Sethesaa. I  can contact one a f  th e  Research A d B im s tra te rs . 
C l in ic a l  In v e s t !g a t ic n  D qp axtM B t. a t   th e y  w i l l  answer * y  
q u estio n s  at r e f e r  me to  a neaoer a f  tn e  In s t i t u t io n a l  Review Scars to r  
fu r th e r  in fa n s a t ic a -

I  c e r t i f y  th a t  I  Save rece ived  a .copy of th is  consent term .

? * r t r r ie a r .t* s Ir.;-. .a .s

I save read t h is  to m , ca o a is tao a  - t .  «ad agree to  p a r t ic ip a te  ir. th is  
resea rc h  c r t -e c t

.a te  signed ? a .m c ip a c fs  Signato

P a r t ic ip a n t 's  P r in te d  jtoee-Rana-iSS

.a te  1 icr.ed : r ir.c ipa-

JI ' s  Printed Sa*e-Rar.<-ISJ>
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C urren t V e rs io n : : ■ i-ti 
a ?  #300-025  
?g i  o f  i

t e r m o r  *CT STOTW XT

1. A u th o r i ty .  i  2SC 321

2 . j jirg c s e . M edica l research  is t a tM t ia m  w i l l  M  c o lle c te d  t c  essence 0*sic
a e e ic a l knowledge, o r  tc  aeeelap te s ts ,  procedures, and equrjaeeor to  uaprsrffe 
tja t n a g n c s is . tre a o e e o t. ac p rew e n tico  c f  i lln e s s ,, in ju r y  o r p e rftrs e r .e e  
i»^ a ir» e«> t.

3 . Use. Meai c a . seseer.cn i . i r c t M t io n  w i l l  fce used fo r  s t a t is t ic * , -
asg re p o rts  by te e  Departments c f  t i e  Siasy m e  Defense, sad o f n e t 2 -2 .
Sceer.n—  n t  ig e a c ie s , pres ided  m is  use is  c trg M irib le  w ith  t i e  purpose fo r  
whim. tn e  i n f c r M t i o n  was c o lle c te d . ttse o f tne m fo r s » t io n  M y  be g ra n te d  tc  
■cs-Oow r a M t  agencies or i a c m d s i l s  by tne C h ie f. Sureau o f  M edicine ica  
Surgery in  aceoraan re  w ith  th e  proei.si.ans c f  ta e  freedom o f  In fo r a a t io n  A c t .

{ ,  D ia c -a s s ra - I  understand th a t  *11 i n f c t M i ic n  tonc.ainea is  t h is  Consent 
Statem ent o r s e r ie e d  fra * . th e  e ip erim e n t describee h e re in  w i i i  ce r e ta in e d  
p e ra e s e n tly  e t  n a tio n a l Basra! M e d ica l C en ter, Betaaeda, ite ry la n e  ana s a l ie n t  
p o rt io n s  th e re o f M y  be e n te re d  in to  * y  n e a ith  reco rd . I  e o iu n ta r i iy  agree : :  
i t s  i-s c lo s u re  to  agencies o r  in d i-r id a a ia  laertt i  f  ic a  in  th e  p reced in g  
cerag racn  ana I  have been in form ed th a t f a i lu r e  to  agree to  sum  a is c ..c s  or *  
m ?  negate th e  purposes fo r  which ta e  experim ent was conducted.

Date Signed = a r t i r ip a n t ' s S ig n a tu re

Participant's Printed 5ta*w»-S*r,*.-S3 ls

• s r t tc ib a n t ' s Date o f S i r tf .

a t *  a im e d  s-riscipa-, In v e s t ig a to r 's

?I *s  P r in te d  Seme-Bacn-SSIt
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Appendix I

The Lived Experience ofNinses Stationed Aboard Aircraft Carriers

Demographic Sheet

P aw gnp llc h fitnB tiw

Gender Female z
Race

Currently:
Marital Status

Educational Preparation

Length of Time in Naw

Rank While on this Ship

Reservist _ 
Chilian z

# of Years on this Ship

Length of Time since Leaving this Ship
Number of Toms of Doty on any Shqp

Miscellaneous Information

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Appendix J

The Lrved Experience o f Nurses Stationed Aboard Aircraft Carriers

Interview Sheet

1. What was yoor experience as a narse on an aircraft carrier?

HINTS: POSSIBLE QUESTIONS/PROBES:

How were you feeling % that time? 
What else was going on then?
Tell me more aboul thaL

Describe a typical day.
How was the medical department 
organized?
How was a code handled?
What did you do when off duty? 
Experience w/ integration o f women? 
Experience w/ telemedicine. 
Experience w/ medevacs.

Ask for concrete details.
Ask to hear more about a subject. 
Explore laughter and/or silence. 
F/U but don't interrupt.

2. Is there anything yoo have aot offered, either positive or negative, abont the 
experience yon woald Eke to add?

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Appendix K

Coding Doamoeatatioa

Node Lilting

This section reveals the node number, its address, aid the node sane it was given.

Node Addresses

In the 24-page NVrvo report (following the 3-page Node Listing report), the first Scope 
Iteatt has a node address of: (2 9). Looking at the Node Listing report, <2 9) is the 
address of node number 2B -  Life at Sea (the umbrella tenn) aid SWMDO Pin (the 
theme).

This same scope item (2 9) shows that a was mentioned by at least 9 of the participants, 
in contrast, scope hem (419) is the address o f node number 51 -  Refatiooships^SMO-  
and it is mentioned by ail 12 of the participams-

Scope Items (Assay Scope)

These are tables with documents as rows and nodes as columns with the body of the table 
showing the minimum number of passages coded at each node in each document.

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Nrmm«WMU142

Project AiraaftCamer Nursing Ueer. DefeuK

NOPE LIS~nNG

Nodes in Set AM Nodes
Created: 12/4/2000 - 8:05:59 PM 

ModHad: 12/4/2000 - 8:05:59 PM 
Number of Nodes 98

f (1)/Coping
2 (1 1)/Copmg/DMecsionaf Acthibes
3 (12)/CapingfFeerfi
4 (1 3)/Coping/* Was Tough
5 (1 4)/Coping/Humor
6 (1 5) /Coping/taSmacy
7 (1 6)/Goping/Stressbt
8 (1 7) /Coping/Fiusliating
9 (1 8)/Coping/Qiafcnging

10 (1 9) /Coping/Anger
11 (110)/Coping/Set Esteem
12 (111)/Ccping/Confidence
13 (112)/Coping/O«rwheiming
14 (113)/Coping/Goriusing
15 (114)/Coping/Ofeappqntment
16 (115)/Coping/Embarrassing
17 (116) /Coping/Avoidance
18 (117)/Ck)ping/Vafidabon
19 (2)/Life at Sea
20 {21) /Ufe at Sea/BatBe E
21 (2 2)/Lie at Sea/Dangerous Work Enuronrnent
22 (2 3)/Lie at Sea/Groundhog Day
23 (2 4) /Lie at Sea/tn Harrrtfs Way
24 (2 5)/lie  at Sea/Leadership
25 (2 6)/Lie at Sea/Operational Readness
26 {27)/lieatSea/CamerSpecic
27 (2 8) /Lie at Sea/Stipyard
28 (29) /Life at Sea/SWIiOO Pit
29 (21Q)AJeatSea/Tumo«er
30 (2 11) /lie  at Sea/Women
31 (2 12) /Lie at Sea/Work-ups
32 (213) AJe at Sea/Medevac
33 (214) AJe at Sesrtl Was Good to Come Home
34 (3)/Recommendations
35 (31) /Recammendations/NNC Detaflers
36 (3 2)/Recoraroendations/NNC in General
37 (3 3) /Reccrnrnendations/Quaiications
38 (3 4)/Recommendations/Shipboard Orientation
39 (3 5)/Reconnrnendarions/Successois
40 (3 6)/Recomraenoations/IYCOM

Ucam««: CstfwriM Cox

Dale: 11/13/2001 -11:06:16 PM
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41 (4)/Relationships
42. ( 4 1)/Relationships/Anesthesia
43 {42)/fteiatioRSi«p6/Camaadene
44 (43)/Reiationships/ChainofCommand
45 (44)/Reiationships/CO
45 {4 5} /ReJabonships/Ccxpsmen
47 (46)/Reiationsl#s/UniqueConmiunity
48 (4 7)/ReJationships/XD
49 K^/Refafonshps/Lioe Community
59 f4 9)/Retadonsrtps/Other Metical Personnel
51 f4 10)/Retabonships/SMO
52 (411)/Retationstips/Signfcant Othets
53 (4 12) /Relationsiiips/Sunxxt fack of
54 (413)/Reiationships/Stjppoit sense of
55 (4 t4)/Weiationships/reaniworic 
55 (415)/Relationships/Trust
7  (416)/ReJabonships/lsalation
58 ^  /SMpboanj Nosing
59 (51) /Shipboard NmsingfAppreciato i
60 (52)/9^ftnaKf Nureing/Autonofny
61 (5 3)/Sla{fa»niNuising/Equ4)ment
62 (S 4)/SlifixBRlNuBing/Etefyore Knows the Nurse
63 (S5)/S*Mti)oardNursing<HoerlGotHere
64 (5 6)/Shiifcoard Nasingftnpact on Career 
66 (5 7)/Shijt>oard NursingfWegraban
66 (58)/SMfd»antNureingfJcbDissatis6ction 
61 (5 9) /Shipboard NursingfJob Satisfaction
68 (510)/Sfcpbaatd Nursing/Lack of Steep
69 (5 11) /ShjjiwatdNutsirigfljeft Gael to the Nurse
70 (512) /Shipboard Nusing/Mcdcrt Department
71 (513) /Shipboard Nureing/Mentorship
72 (514) /Shipboard Nursing/Orientation
73 (515)/Shi(*aanJNursing/PafiertA<frocaie
74 (516) /Shipboart NutsngfPassageuiay Consults
75 (517)/Shiftooatd Nursing/Pride
76 (5 18} /SMpboaRl Nustog/Remembrance of Special Patients
77 (519)/Shipboard Nursing/Respect
78 (5 20}/Shtjtooato Nursing/Respcnsitfties
79 (5 21)/Shipboard Nursing/Role ConBct
80 (5 22)/ShipboatoNursingrrateAdrertage of Opportunities
81 (5 23)/ShijtooardNursitq/ltodetstandteg the Mission
82 (5 24) /ShijtooaKi Nursing/Typical Day
83 (5 25) /Shiffcaani Nursjng/Trainmg
84 (5 26) /SNpboanl Nwsing/Ventiiatois
85 (527)/Shiitooart Nutsmg/YouteOneofOne
86 (5 28) /Shipboard Nt*sing/24-7
87 (5 29)/St^toaRi Musing/Regrets
88 (5 30) iSh4*»aid Nusmg/Take hfcabve
89 (5 31) /Shipboard Nusmg/Dont Screw Up
90 (5 32} /Shipboard Ntising/Ubfoe Your Resources
91 (5 33) /Shipboard Nursing/Jack of Al Trades
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92 (5 34)/Slipt»aRl Nucs^AustereEmircnn^
93 f5 35) /SNpboad Mus«g/0« rcawng Predecessors Reputation
94 (5 36)/StapboartNusing/Choose Your Battles
96 (5 37)/SN|ta^Nuning/Sh0wOftheNuseCoips
96 Nuohig/Leaung a Legacy
97 (6)/Search Restds
96 |B 1) /Search Resuts/Singte Tact Lookup
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Passage Co—t Profiles

These arc tables wkh documents as rows and nodes as cohmms with the body o f the table 
showing how many passages each node codes in each document.

Page 25/25 o f the NVivo report reveals 2313 coded passages for the project.
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Appendix L

Dr. Helen Strcubert’s Agreement Letter

H E L E N  J.  S T R E U B E R T ,  E D . D . ,  R N  
C O N S U L T A N T  

 
D A L L A S , PA 

Catherine Wilson Cox 
 

Dear Vis Cox

I am most wilhng to work with you on your qualitative research study The work 
you are pianoing is significant to  nursing and the Navy As I have shared with vou. the 
best way to understand human experience is to do so using qualitative methodology You 
oust be able to dearly describe what a phenomenon is before you move onto trying to 
change it

I wish vou success m gemng your project funded Please keep me posted on vour 
activities

Stncerefv

Hden I  Streubert. Ed D . RN
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Appendix M

TriService Nursing Research Program (TSNRP) Funding Letter

TnServwe Nursing Research Program i i  May 3000

MEMORANDUM FOR (D R  CATHERINE COX. 320 South Taylor Street. Artiagwo. V a 
2220*

SUBJECT: FY 2000 TnSerooe Nursing Research Program Grant Application

1. Congratulations! The TnService Nursing Research Program <TSNRi*3 is pleased to annouare 
that your proposal entitled "The Lived Experience of Nunes Slammed Aboard Aaoan 
Carriers" was approved for funding. Congratulations on a job wett done*

2. The levreuer cheque and the soeaafk renew  panel tfaotsHcn summary ate attached for 
your taformaaon and will pnmdc valuable feedhart regarding your research. The iecaoo on 
Human Sebjca Protea ico in the summary addresses ethical constderaooBS of your wort. Aa 
etfakgt led the panel m the <hscu>aoo of human sa ty q  proceaioa. You are cncouragect to 
revrew their cwnmrws and lo use them to strengthen your proposal. The tea of panri meiaper> 
h r the FT2000SoeaD6cRCTTCw Paod has. been enclosed for your mfarmaaop

v A copy of tfx Grantee OrganizaDon s Notice of the Award is enclosed. The Notice ot Award 
goes to the applicant organization m advance of ihe Grant Agreement The Notice of Award 
Jeiineaies the budget to be funded and sripaiaies changes that must be integrated into the project 
The budget may have been adjusted from the anginal request m die application. Any needled  
,-fawtars. must be Htegated into the proposal and submitted to this office as soon as possible 
Only those areas that need to be revised should be resubmitted.

A Gam Agreements exist between the Graotmg Organization. m this case The luitcnned 
Services University of the Health Sciences lUSUHS). and your applicant or gam ration The 
Grant A pcetaeatts executed as soon as bodt parties sign the document. A signed Grant 
Agreement mthcars acceptance of the funds as deliaeated in the Notice of Award and agreement 
so the terms aad conditions. Funding »  avadabie so the apphcant organization as soon as grant 
i ww iw iirt arr w fnun t However. no expenditures ca t be made until you receive an official 
■Jan letter from tins office.

5 A letter from this office wtii he seat to the organization stating dial the protect may S* 
initiated Prior to the miQanco of the research, protects tnvoivtag humans as research siibiec*.' 
must receive Insctuoocai Renew Board ilRBi approvaL The submitted  pnxocoi. anproved 
consent form and BIB approval letter tnust be forwarded to this office. USUIS conducts a 
secondary teview for research conducted at. military treatment facilities
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6l A pasi-awanl management »orfcsiiop w ill be befci2*-2SJ«*y2*** for aiiTSNRP gram 
ra d re c tp ia x s . The workshop s  designed to facdaate yoor sarrrssfril nnphjmjcuioo of the 
research. Weriofcap aneadhace m m m tb tm j so plan year schedule acaxdtagty.

7. Again. congnftrfartons on yoor surrcttfnl snhngyaon- The was »  em cm dy rompefrrtg 
process, If job have any questions. please do not beataieio call at

CATHERINE M. SCHEMPP 
Lira w u a tCotoad (P i Army Nurse Corps 
Director

Enclosure I Reviewer Critiques 
Enclosure 2. SRP Panel Summary 
Enclosure 3: SRP Mo a bu  L is 
Enclosure 4: Notice of Award
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NOTICE OF GRANT AWARD

Grant N uaber: VtDA-90H»-t-0005 tNOWXEi

PI Name: CDR O dcnne Cox

G n at Title: The Lived Expeneace oi Nurses Stationed Aboard AucraR
Comers

A mmat ef A w ard: S21.3J!

Period of Award: June 1. 2000 - May 3 IflOi

Budget Category:

Catrgnry ! Award Aamrnt
Pessoociei I s 0
Coosulnat IS 1352
E^inpnwa i s 2800
Suppties I s 900
Trawet I s 3.175
PanestCwe Costs IS a
Other IS 6539
Consortium/ 1 Duecr | S 0
Couracnai Costs 1 h a t e d  | S a
t o t a l  m s e c t ! s 15.766

O rin g rs  m Project Scapef New Cuwditions Noqe

S p ied Dat e ‘ 7 i r r t
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C arricsim  Vitae

Catherine Elizabeth Wilson Cox bom on M em ber 20,1959 in Washington, D.C. 
She received her BSN from Radford University mRadfori Virginia in 1981 aid her MSN 
m Nursmg Education and Critical Care from Marymount Umversity in Arfington, Virginia 
in 1988. Ms. Cox has been a Navy nurse smce 1981. She has had the privilege of serving 
on active duty for six years and has been in the Navy Reserves for the past 14 years. Ms. 
Cox holds the rank of Commander and crarently driSs twice a month in the Cardiac 
Intensive Care Unit (CICU) at the National Naval Medical Center in Betbesda. MD. She 
has held a variety of hospital-based clinical posttions throughout her nursing career. Ms. 
Cox is a member of Sigma Theta Tan. the Navy Nurse Corps Association, the American 
Association of Critical Care Nurses, the Emergency Nurses Association, and the 
Association of Military Surgeons of the United States. She is married to Gerard and has 
two children. Alexander and Caroline.
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